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Why Buy GMS Software?
Software as a Service (SaaS) is revolutionizing other industries.  
Localization is next.  Welcome to Freeway!

With no server or desktop software to purchase and instant 
connections to leading CMS solutions, companies of all sizes 
are already accelerating their translation projects on Freeway.  

Don’t pay for yesterday’s technology. Access the latest tools for Free.

Where will Freeway take you? 

www.GetOnTheFreeway.com

FAST • CONNECTED • FREE
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How to use www.multilingual.com

GO TO the home page to see daily news updates and links 
to new website content as well as current job postings.

RESEARCH past articles by looking through the list of online articles at 
www.multilingual.com/featuredArticles

FIND a technology or service by searching our database 
of more than 1,600 industry resources at  
www.multilingual.com/industryResources

KEEP UP TO DATE with current industry news at 
www.multilingual.com/news

PLAN your travels by checking the calendar of events at 
www.multilingual.com/calendar

on the web at www.multilingual.com

Free downloads 

MultiLingual “Getting Started” Guides at www.multilingual.com/gsg.
Choose screen-quality PDFs for slower connections or print-quality  les 
for best reproduction. Invaluable resources for clients, novices and 
professionals in need of refresher courses. Printed copies of some guides 
are also available (contact subscriptions@multilingual.com).
Our Resource Directories and Editorial Indexes at www.multilingual
.com/resourceDirectory. The current 2007 Resource Directory and 
Editorial Index 2006 is available for download. 
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What do these things have in common?

* Social Translation and the Wisdom of Crowds * Rupert Murdoch
 Take on Localization: We Have to Make MySpace a Very Chinese Site 
* Outsourcing: India Encounters Higher Costs and Turnover in China *
Microsoft Ireland Pays €3 Billion Dividend to US Parent * MYOOPS and 

OCW * Missed Your Release Date: Fire Or Hire? * Google Number One 
Global Brand * “The hottest jobs” * Village Gets Harlot Back * Chinglish *
They are all recent postings in Blogos, the blog from MultiLingual.

Blogos is back on the scene and active with input from our new 
editorial board, Ultan Ó Broin in particular. Go to www.multilingualblog
.com to see our latest thoughts. 

Does a topic call for more input? Feel welcome to post your comments.
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WWhen we “regular” people try to deal with government, we run into a range of 
challenges. The problem may be intralingual — jargon, terminology or bureaucratic 
governmentspeak vs. normal English/Czech/Spanish/Japanese. It may be interlingual 
— the government may use English/Czech/Spanish/Japanese, but the particular 
citizen or visitor may not. Earl Mardle, who consults on a variety of globalization 
and “digital divide” issues, introduces our focus on e-government by discussing the 
concepts of services and governance. 

The right to use one’s own language becomes a human rights/civil rights cause, as 
we’ve seen in many countries around the world. Nancy A. Locke, who writes about the  
Canadian Translation Bureau in this issue, shares this bilingual excerpt from a poem by 
Michèle Lalonde, which she says “vividly illustrates the cross-cultural kinship between 
civil rights activists in the United States and militants for French language rights in 
Québec. Before language legislation really took hold, anglophone Canadians insulted 
Quebeckers overheard speaking French in public by telling them to ‘speak white.’”

speak white
tell us again about Freedom and Democracy

nous savons que liberté est un mot noir
comme la misère est nègre

et comme le sang se mêle à la poussière des rues d’Alger 
ou de Little Rock

speak white
de Westminster à Washington relayez-vous

speak white comme à Wall Street
white comme à Watts

be civilized
et comprenez notre parler de circonstance

quand vous nous demandez poliment
how do you do

et nous entendez vous répondre
we’re doing all right

we’re doing fi ne
we

are not alone
nous savons

que nous ne sommes pas seuls. 

In addition, Donald A. DePalma describes efforts in several cities; and Robert W. 
Walsh offers details of the New York City Department of Small Business Services, 
which works with many immigrant business owners — who use nearly 200 languages.

Beyond the focus, John Yunker explains why IKEA’s website is the best bricks-and-
mortar retail website; Locke, Ultan Ó Broin and Angelika Zerfaß review books on 
language policy, culturally customized websites and the localization of IT; André P. 
Pellet introduces a mergers-and-acquisitions discussion. In the technical arena, Sruly 
Taber explains nanosyntax, and Janusz S. Bien examines Emacs and Japanese. Tom 
Edwards addresses Japanese cultural issues; John Freivalds offers advice regarding 
corruption; and Göran Nordlund’s Takeaway addresses the question of cost vs. return. 
Willkommen!

Language
and/of government

Laurel Wagers  Post Editing
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Announcements

ILS celebrates 25 years, 
receives ISO certifi cation

International Language Services 
(ILS), Inc., is celebrating its twenty-
fi fth anniversary. ILS provides trans-
lations of technical documentation, 
operating manuals, marketing mate-
rials and other business communica-
tions into over 100 languages. ILS 
originated in 1982 as a language 
school offering classes to corporate 
executives and the general public 
through a unique format promising 
conversational competence.

ILS has also completed its fi rst 
ISO 9001:2000 renewal audit.
International Language Services, Inc.International Language Services, Inc. 

info@ilstranslations.com
www.ilstranslations.com

UL offers two new localization 
postgraduate programs

Responding to the increasing demand 
in the localization of multinational games, 
web and software, the University of Limerick 
(UL) will be offering two new postgraduate 
programs in localization starting in Septem-
ber 2007. The Graduate Diploma in Localisa-
tion Technology and the Master of Science 
in Global Computing and Localisation have 
been developed in close cooperation with 
industry and academic leaders.

UL has been offering postgraduate courses 
in localization since 1997 and is the home 
of the European Union-funded Localisation 
Tools Laboratory and Showcase. UL also 
is the publisher of the peer-reviewed and 
indexed Localisation Focus — The Interna-
tional Journal of Localisation.
Localisation Research CentreLocalisation Research Centre 
lrc@ul.ie, www.localisation.ie

Blue South awarded ISO 9001:2000
Blue South Ltd. Translation for Business, 

a translation agency, has been certi-
fi ed in accordance with ISO 9001:2000. 
Previously Q-Base certifi ed, Blue South’s 
quality management system has been 
re–assessed and certifi ed in accordance 
with ISO 9001:2000.
Blue South Ltd.Blue South Ltd. info@bluesouth.co.nz 
www.bluesouth.co.nz

TranslationLinks SDB certifi ed
TranslationLinks, a multilingual commu-

nications services and solutions provider, has 
acquired its formal certifi cation as a Small 

Disadvantaged Business (SDB) under the 
Small Business Administration guidelines. 
The company’s core service offerings include 
translation, transcription, voice-over, inter-
pretation, multilingual desktop publishing, 
software localization and language testing. 
Products include Online Profi ciency Exami-
nation, Translation Project Management, 
TranslationMail and more.
TranslationLinksTranslationLinks usa@translationlinks.com 
www.translationlinks.com

DocZone.com donates to projects
DocZone.com, developer of an XML-based 

content management and single-source 
publishing solution, has contributed a free 
copy of its “on demand” XML content man-
agement solution to Communications For 
The World (www.cftw.com). Communica-
tions For The World is developing a series of 
pilot projects that will utilize single-source 
authoring strategies to support global learn-
ing initiatives such as One Laptop Per Child 
(www.laptop.org). DocZone.com’s partner 
company, XML-INTL (www.xml-intl.com), has 
also contributed free XTM translation mem-
ory licenses as part of the arrangement.

DocZone.com has also added a second 
data center in Dallas, Texas.
DocZone.comDocZone.com info@doczone.com
www.doczone.com

INTERTEXT receives EN-15038
INTERTEXT Traducción y Documentación 

Multilingüe, S.L., has announced that it 
is the fi rst company in Catalonia and the 
second in Spain to obtain the EN-15038 
European Quality Standard for Translation 
Services. The company has been certifi ed 
to the ISO 9001:2000 international quality 
standard for four years.

The EN-15038 European standard defi nes 
quality criteria for translation services. These 
criteria have been agreed upon under the 
auspices of the CEN (European Committee 
for Standardization) by all agents in the 
European translation sector: national and 
European translators’ associations, transla-
tion companies and industry and institutional 

representatives.
INTERTEXT Traducción y DocumentaciónINTERTEXT Traducción y Documentación 
Multilingüe, S.L.Multilingüe, S.L. info@intertext.es
www.intertext.es

CTS LanguageLink revamps website
CTS LanguageLink, a translation, interpre-

tation and localization company, has gone 
live with its revamped website. In addition, 
with the release of a new online client portal, 
CTS clients will have their own secure login, 
thereby enabling them to check online the 
status of any relevant in-process translation 
projects. CTS LanguageLink’s interpreters 
and translators will also have the ability to 
log in and check all pertinent and relevant 
company/industry information, which will 
be continuously updated.
CTS LanguageLinkCTS LanguageLink sales@ctslanguagelink.com 
www.ctslanguagelink.com

Common Sense white paper,
survey results, annual ranking

Marketing executives and web designers 
spend a signifi cant amount of time pinpoint-
ing why, when and where visitors leave web-
sites. Common Sense Advisory’s latest white 
paper, “Going from Simple Translation to 
Successful Transactions on Global Websites,” 
analyzes the reasons visitors move across the 
buying experience as they transition from 
casual visitor to browser to shopper to buyer 
to customer.

The white paper is based on an eight-
nation survey of over 2,400 consumers 
who answered questions in their national 
language about their behaviors and prefer-
ences for website visits and purchases across 
a wide range of product types. The survey 
focused on their preferences for buying in 
English or in their own languages, having 
products supported in local languages or 
English, and what events or factors caused 
them to abandon websites.

Common Sense also surveyed 694 pro-
fessionals working in language-related 
activities. “Wages of Localization” catalogs 
this survey of salary fi gures for transla-
tion and localization professionals across 
a broad spectrum of organizations, posi-
tions and geographic regions. The survey 
yielded responses from 45 countries. The 
results refl ect salary and employee benefi t 
data from language professionals currently 
employed in a full-time translation or 
localization role. The survey grouped the 
188 unique titles listed by respondents into 
fi ve major categories: operations execu-
tive; translator/editor; project manager; 
software engineer; and sales.

N
ew

s
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News
Common Sense has released its annual 

ranking of the top 20 translation and 
localization companies doing business in 
North America and Europe. The list, which 
is based on the 2006 fi scal year, includes 
SDL International, Moravia Worldwide, L-3, 
and Hewlett-Packard ACG. Three new lan-
guage service providers (LSPs) join the list 
this year, including Language Line Services, 
Inc., in fourth position.

Overall, the LSPs averaged 24.5% growth 
over the 2005 LSPs. Some grew by acquisi-
tion, others organically, and others by virtue 
of foreign exchange. Five LSPs dramatically 
exceeded the average, with the top two 
— Moravia Worldwide and L-3 — growing 
organically.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc.Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
info@commonsenseadvisory.com
www.commonsenseadvisory.com

STAR interprets for BMW 
Dealer Drive Event 2007

STAR Servicios Lingüísticos S.L., the Span-
ish branch of the multilingual communica-
tion services provider STAR Group, provided 
interpreting services during the BMW Dealer 
Drive Event 2007 in March in Valencia, Spain. 
Over a period of 30 days, the Spanish com-
pany coordinated more than 60 interpreters 
to enable communication across 16 language 
combinations. In addition to the major Euro-
pean combinations, Czech, Bulgarian, Russian, 
Turkish, Croatian, Polish, Hungarian, Korean, 
Japanese and Chinese were spoken.
STAR Servicios Lingüísticos S.L.STAR Servicios Lingüísticos S.L. 
starspain@star-group.net
www.star-spain.com

Muegge new member of 
US ISO TC 37/SC 3 delegation

Uwe Muegge, corporate terminologist 
at Medtronic and adjunct professor for 
terminology management at the Monterey 
Institute of International Studies, has been 
invited to join the US delegation to the Inter-
national Organization for Standardization 
(ISO), Technical Committee (TC) 37, Subcom-
mittee (SC) 3, systems to manage terminol-
ogy, knowledge and content. Current projects 

SDL acquires Tridion

SDL International, a provider of global information management solutions, has signed 
an agreement, subject to shareholder approval, to acquire Tridion, a provider of enterprise-
class web content management solutions (CMS). Under the terms of the agreement, SDL 
will pay $94 million (£47 million), which includes $22 million (£11 million) in cash. The 
transaction is expected to close in late May 2007.

“The combined solution,” according to Mark Lancaster, chairman and chief executive of 
SDL, “creates a global web CMS which will allow companies to not only create, but specifi -
cally maintain multilingual web experience for their customers.” Pieter Varkevisser, CEO of 
Tridion, says, “SDL and Tridion share a joint vision and the combination of our solutions 
provides a compelling proposition for anyone using the web to compete on the global 
stage.” The solution combines Tridion’s BluePrinting technology and SDL’s TMS technology 
to manage the translation supply chain to create and maintain multilingual content for 
global companies.

Comments from analysts and bloggers ranged from “this isn’t an earthshaking announce-
ment, but Tridion and SDL are stronger together than they are apart” (Stephen Powers of 
Forrester Research) to Common Sense Advisory’s “this acquisition dramatically changes the 
dynamics of the content management and translation marketplaces.” Powers continues, 
“For Tridion customers, the good news is that Tridion and SDL don’t have overlapping tech-
nologies, so this acquisition shouldn’t lead to any forseeable pain for future upgrades. And 
the Tridion management team will be in place for the next two years, lending some stability 
to the acquisition.”

Comments from other CMS vendors focused on the one-stop nature of the resulting 
solution and emphasized their own contrasting strategies. 
SDL InternationalSDL International fribeiro@sdl.com, www.sdl.com

Idiom partners for integrated services

Idiom Technologies, Inc., a supplier of software as a service and on-premise server-based 
globalization management systems (GMS), has announced agreements with Language 
Weaver, acrolinx GmbH, SYSTRAN Software, Inc., and XyEnterprise. 

Under the new strategic marketing and technology integration agreement with Language 
Weaver — a developer of enterprise software for the automated translation of human lan-
guages — the combination of technology will offer an integrated machine-assisted human 
translation solution that uses Language Weaver’s statistically-based machine translation in 
the WorldServer automated translation workfl ows.

acrolinx GmbH is a producer of quality assurance tools for technical information. The 
integration of acrolinx’s acrocheck solution within the WorldServer terminology database 
and workfl ow ensures customers will manage terminology throughout the translation life 
cycle, including new terms added over time.

A strategic marketing and technology integration agreement with SYSTRAN Software, 
Inc., a provider of language translation software products and solutions, will make it easier 
for customers to integrate SYSTRAN’s capabilities and leverage its advanced linguistic 
toolsuite within the WorldServer workfl ow, offering a one-stop solution for translating, 
customizing and managing multilingual content. 

With XyEnterprise, a developer of XML content management and multi-channel delivery 
solutions, Idiom is jointly developing a software extension that allows customers to inte-
grate the XyEnterprise Contenta XML content management solution with the WorldServer 
GMS. This gives customers full editorial, workfl ow, translation and publishing capabilities 
based on re-usable content components and allows authors, editors and publishers to iden-
tify content components that have changed and the impact these changes have across 
products that share this content.
Idiom Technologies, Inc.Idiom Technologies, Inc. info@idiominc.com, www.idiominc.com
Language WeaverLanguage Weaver info@languageweaver.com, www.languageweaver.com
acrolinx GmbHacrolinx GmbH info@acrolinx.com, www.acrolinx.com
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.SYSTRAN Software, Inc. info@systransoft.com, www.systransoft.com
XyEnterpriseXyEnterprise info@xyenterprise.com, www.xyenterprise.com
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News
of TC 37/SC 3 include the development of 
ISO 30042 Term-Base eXchange (TBX) format 
specifi cation and the revision of ISO 12620 
terminology and other content and language 
resources — data categories.
muegge.ccmuegge.cc info@muegge.cc, www.muegge.cc

SDL TRADOS Certifi cation 
program reaches 5,000

SDL International, a provider of global 
information management solutions, has 
announced that in the ten months since its 
launch, over 5,000 translators and project 
managers — as well as hundreds of language 
service providers and corporate language 
departments — are involved in the adoption 
of the SDL TRADOS Certifi cation program.
SDL InternationalSDL International
fribeiro@sdl.com, www sdl.com

International Language Services, 
L.L.C. receives national recognition

International Language Services (ILS), 
L.L.C., has been honored as one of the top 
100 diversity-owned businesses in the state 

of Virginia. Company founder and presi-
dent Alicia Venturi launched ILS in 1994 
with the mission of helping people with 
limited English profi ciency to navigate 
their contacts with the government and 
the workplace. ILS provides translation ser-
vices on a wide range of topics, including 
legal, medical, environmental, commercial 
and political issues. ILS also provides inter-
pretation services, including sign language, 
for meetings and interviews. Its services 
also include videotaping and voice record-
ing in foreign languages.
International Language Services, L.L.C.International Language Services, L.L.C. 
ils@ilsmultilingual.com
www.ilsmultilingual.com

MAart Agency obtains 
PN-EN 15038:2006 certifi cation

MAart Agency Ltd., a language services 
provider, has undergone the full audit to 
obtain the PN-EN 15038:2006 certifi cation 
for “Translation and Localisation Services 
as well as Project Management.” As a 
result, MAart Agency is the pioneer Polish 

translation company to obtain certifi cation 
according to this standard. This certifi cation 
is complementary to the ISO 9001:2000 
certifi cation also held by the company.
MAart Agency Ltd.MAart Agency Ltd. 
maart@maart.pl, www.maart.pl

semiotis3 opens German offi ce
semiotis3 GmbH has opened for business 

in its new offi ce in Wuppertal, Germany. 
semiotis3 provides individual, custom-made 
support in both consulting and language 
services to clients and language service 
providers, spanning the complete docu-
mentation life cycle. Its modular portfolio 
focuses on services such as comprehensi-
bility and usability studies, process, strat-
egy and technology consulting as well as 
quality management support.

The partners of semiotis3 served as senior 
managers at companies, including Berlitz, 
Bowne and Lionbridge. Their re-start with a 
new company aims to increase focus on the 
process side, emphasizing the importance 
of understanding sub-processes as part 
of the whole documentation process. The 
main focus for 2007 is the promotion of 
the concept of comprehensibility studies, 
its relevance for quality management and 
its effect on the documentation process.
semiotis3 GmbH GmbH 
info@semiotis.de, www.semiotis.de

TSG Glotas renews ISO certifi cation
TSG Glotas, a provider of localization 

and translation services, has renewed its 
ISO 9001:2000 certification. The audit 
covered aspects such as project tracking, 
resource qualifi cation and training; some 
key areas such as client issues and cor-
rective actions were also reviewed during 
the preparation time. The ISO certifi ca-
tion is a key differentiation for compa-
nies in the manufacturing and healthcare 
industry and a critical decision-making 
point for TSG Glotas customers.
TSG GlotasTSG Glotas info@tsg-global.com 
www.tsg-global.com

Changes

Translations.com in Detroit
Translations.com, a provider of language 

and technology solutions, has relocated 
its automotive practice group to Detroit, 
Michigan. The new facility will enable the 
company to better serve its existing client-
base in the greater Detroit region while 
also serving as a catalyst for additional 
client relationships in the midwestern US 
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News
and Canada.
Translations.comTranslations.com info@translations.com 
www.translations.com

Tek expands global presence
Tek Translation International S.A., a glo-

balization solutions provider, has announced 
that it is opening an operations center in Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil. The operations center will 
handle Tek’s globalization services supported 
by technologies for clients throughout the 
Americas in order to avoid time differences. 
Leveraging the Brazilian knowledge base, 
Tek will also create a center of excellence for 
global e-learning and courseware localiza-
tion as well as provide a local solution for 
localizing into Brazilian Portuguese.

Alexandre Bittencourt joins Tek after a 
decade with international high-tech com-
panies, including Lionbridge Technologies 
and Northern Telecom. 
Tek Translation International S.A.Tek Translation International S A. 
tekinfo@tektrans.com, www.tektrans.com

Growth and special honor 
for Ocean Translations

Ocean Translations S.R.L., a translation 
and desktop publishing company, has moved 
to new and larger premises in Rosario, 
Argentina. The newly equipped facilities and 
resources allow the company to continue 
providing services and assistance to its 
worldwide customer base.

Staff changes include added project 
managers, Pablo Serenelli, Luciana Barto-
lucci and Carolina Curti. Federico Carroli 
will have the support of an increased pool 
of in-house licensed translators and graphic 
designers. Diego Serrano, formerly with 
Trigalia, is now in charge of the account-
ing department. Hernán Ramos was pro-
moted to director of business operations. 
Luciana Ramos will be in charge of quality 
management.

In her role of coordinator of the Spanish 
Translations for the Reproductive Health 
Library, Beatriz Galiano was invited by 
the World Health Organization (WHO) to 
attend the organization’s scientifi c meet-
ing on April 27-29, 2007, celebrating the 
tenth anniversary of the WHO Reproduc-
tive Health Library.
Ocean Translations S.R.L.Ocean Translations S.R.L.
info@oceantranslations.com
www.oceantranslations.com

Sehda changes name to Fluential
Sehda, Inc., a developer of two-way speech 

translation systems, has changed its name to 
Fluential, Inc. To accommodate its growing 

team of scientists, engineers and linguists, 
the company also recently relocated to larger 
offi ces in Sunnyvale, California.
Fluential, Inc.Fluential, Inc. info@fl uentialinc.com
www.fl uentialinc.com

Eurotexte becomes Lexcelera
Eurotexte has become Lexcelera (Eurotexte 

Group). Founded in Paris in 1986, Eurotexte 
decided on a new name to better refl ect its 
increasingly international dimension as well 
as its new internal structure. Not only has 
the company reinforced its management 
team, but it has also created specialized 
divisions, including an Asian language divi-
sion headed by Ganyue Lei. 

Blanca Gonzalez has joined Lexcelera’s 
management team as operations manager. 
Gonzalez brings more than 20 years of 
experience in the translation industry gained 
from positions such as operations manager 
of Lionbridge France, fi nance controller/
human resources manager of Bowne Global 
Solutions Spain, and country manager of 
Berlitz GlobalNET Spain.
Lexcelera (Eurotexte Group)Lexcelera (Eurotexte Group)
www.lexcelera.com

thebigword expands 
thebigword, a global translation services 

company, has announced the latest addi-
tion to its worldwide offi ces in Düsseldorf, 
Germany. The company has several offi ce 
expansions planned for 2007, including a 

new London offi ce and later in the year 
a sales offi ce in Japan in addition to an 
operations center in South America.

thebigword has also offi cially opened a 
new sales and operations center in China. 
Chris Ball has been appointed as the 
company’s new chief executive offi cer. 
Ball takes over from the existing CEO and 
founder of the business, Larry J. Gould, 
who has stepped up to chairman.
thebigwordthebigword info@thebigword.com
www.thebigword.com

viaLanguage relocates, adds offi ces
viaLanguage, a language translation and 

localization services provider, has relocated 
its Portland, Oregon, headquarters to the 
historic downtown area of the city. It has 
also opened new offi ces in San Francisco, 
California.
viaLanguageviaLanguage allsales@vialanguage.com 
www.vialanguage.com

acrolinx now in Berlin
acrolinx, a company specializing in lan-

guage quality control, has moved into new 
offi ce space in Berlin, Germany. The move 
was necessary due to strong growth over 
the past several years. The new offi ce space 
allows the Berlin-based staff to conduct 
product training on the premises. The com-
pany has now come full circle. acrolinx is a 
spin-off from the German Research Center 
for Artifi cial Intelligence, which is located 
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in the same building.
acrolinx GmbHacrolinx GmbH 
info@acrolinx.com, www.acrolinx.com

Corporate Translations grows
Corporate Translations, Inc., a translation 

solutions provider for the pharmaceutical, 
medical device and biotech industries, has 
expanded both its Hartford, Connecticut, 
and Chicago, Illinois, locations. 

President Mary Gawlicki was recently 
chosen as a fi nalist of the Hartford Busi-
ness Journal 8 Remarkable Women in Busi-
ness for 2007.
Corporate Translations, Inc.Corporate Translations, Inc. 
sales@corptransinc.com
www.corptransinc.com

TTC Language Services moves
TTC Language Services Ltd., a translation 

and localization company, has moved to a 
new building in Chelmsford, United King-
dom, with the latest technologies, equip-
ment and facilities to allow the company to 
expand and accommodate future growth.  
TTC Language Services Ltd.TTC Language Services Ltd. 
info@ttc-online.co.uk, www.ttcltd.com

AAC Global Oy acquires 
Translation Services Noodi Oy

AAC Global Oy, a multilingual communica-
tions service company and a SanomaWSOY 
Group company, has acquired Translation Ser-
vices Noodi Oy, a Finnish technical communi-
cations service company providing corporate 
communications, translations, documenta-
tion and localization. Noodi’s customer base 
includes several IT and mobile communica-
tions fi rms as well as local public and Euro-
pean Union organizations. The agreement 
implies that AAC Global Oy will transfer all 
translation-related and localization-related 
businesses in Finland to the acquired com-
pany, which will operate under the name of 
AAC Noodi Oy.
AAC Global OyAAC Global Oy 
info@aacglobal.com, www.aacglobal.com

Collaboration

Basis supports Lucene search engine
Basis Technology Corp., a provider of 

enterprise software solutions, is delivering 
advanced linguistics modules integrated with 
the Lucene open-source search engine. Basis’ 
Rosette Linguistics Platform allows Lucene-
based applications to index and search text 
in multiple languages concurrently, including 
complex script languages such as Arabic, 
Chinese, Farsi, Japanese and Korean. The 

combination of Lucene and Rosette provides 
an environment for building multilingual 
applications in such areas as customer rela-
tionship management, enterprise information 
retrieval, e-Discovery and digital forensics.
Basis Technology Corp.Basis Technology Corp. 
info@basistech.com, www.basistech.com

Clay Tablet supports Sitecore
Web content management vendor Sitecore 

has incorporated support for translation mid-
dleware from Clay Tablet Technologies, a pro-
vider of translation workfl ow software, thereby 
allowing Sitecore’s customers to professionally 
translate their websites into any number of 
languages and keep the sites updated as con-
tent changes. Clay Tablet’s software manages 
the fl ow of content between Sitecore CMS 
and language service providers.
Clay Tablet TechnologiesClay Tablet Technologies 
info@clay-tablet.com, www.clay-tablet.com

City of Ottawa selects MultiTrans 4
MultiCorpora R&D Inc., a provider of 

language and text mining technology 
solutions, has been chosen by the City of 
Ottawa for its MultiTrans 4 Suite, an inte-
grated translation memory and terminology 
management system. It is expected that the 
implementation of the MultiTrans products 
and services, which form the basis of this 
new multi-year agreement, will begin in the 
second quarter of 2007.
MultiCorpora R&D Inc.MultiCorpora R&D Inc. info@multicorpora.com 
www.multicorpora.com

thebigword localizes 
Ford employee training

thebigword, a global translation services 
company, has been hired by Ford Motor 
Company to help the company communicate 
with its multinational workforce located 
in over 20 countries. With many of these 
training programs mandatory, thebigword 
will be translating Ford employee training 
documents into German, Swedish, Spanish 
and Portuguese. 
thebigwordthebigword info@thebigword.com
www.thebigword.com

Translations.com 
integrates with Stellent, Inc.

Translations.com, a provider of website 
and software localization, has integrated 
GlobalLink Content Director with Universal 
Content Management, a product of Stellent, 
Inc., a subsidiary of Oracle and a provider of 
content management software solutions. The 
integrated solution allows for authoring in 
any language. Additionally, it automatically 
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extracts content assets requiring localization 
from Universal Content Management and 
routes them to the appropriate localization 
resources for each target region.
Translations.comTranslations.com info@translations.com 
www.translations.com

Language Weaver allies with across, 
develops joint solution with Janya

Language Weaver, an enterprise software 
developer for the automated translation 
of human languages, and across Systems 
GmbH, a provider of corporate translation 
management software, have signed a co-
marketing and technology integration agree-
ment. across will provide an interface for 
the Language Weaver integration, thereby 
allowing its customers to opt for Language 
Weaver’s automated translation modules. 
The alliance expands Language Weaver’s 
presence in the international enterprise 
and translation services markets and adds 
statistical translation capabilities to across 
Systems functionality. across serves as a 
central platform for all language resources 
and translation processes, providing open 
interfaces to complementary products.

Janya, Inc., a provider of information 
extraction and text analytics technologies, 
and Language Weaver have entered into a 
strategic marketing and technology partner-
ship to develop a joint solution that integrates 
Language Weaver’s automatic translation 
capabilities and Janya’s Semantex text ana-
lytics platform. The solution will be offered 
by each company independently to aid clients 
in extracting multilingual information and 
defi ning relationships among people, places 
and events drawn from unstructured and 
semi-structured text. The text may originate 
in any of the 16 foreign languages currently 
offered by Language Weaver, in addition to 
English. 
Language WeaverLanguage Weaver info@languageweaver.com
www.languageweaver.com
across Systems GmbHacross Systems GmbH 
info@across.net, www.across.net

Ultralingua collaborates 
with Collins Dictionaries

Ultralingua, Inc., a language technology 
company, has announced its collaboration 
with Collins Dictionaries, a subsidiary of Harp-
erCollins. The two companies are producing an 
extensive line of monolingual and bilingual 
dictionaries for several desktop and mobile 
platforms. The current product line includes 
translation dictionaries for French, German 
and Spanish, as well as English dictionaries of 
defi nitions and an English Thesaurus — all on 

multiple platforms.
Ultralingua, Inc.Ultralingua, Inc. contact@ultralingua.com 
www.ultralingua.com

Lexi-tech International 
partners with ProZ.com

ProZ.com, an online enabling and sourcing 
platform for language professionals, has suc-
cessfully developed, beta-tested and deployed 
the world’s fi rst linguist sourcing and vendor 
management platform in collaboration with 
Lexi-tech International, a technology-focused 
language service provider. 

Marketed as ProZ.com Connect!, the new 
platform provides companies such as Lexi-
tech International with a ready-to-imple-
ment sourcing and vendor management 
solution that is designed to integrate within 
a company’s current workfl ow. The patent 
pending technology also features “need-
based sourcing” that provides worldwide, 
location-based search capabilities and a con-
venient one-stop dashboard that manages all 
candidate communications.
ProZ.comProZ.com mike@proz.com 
www.proz.com/connect

VistaTEC connects with Clay Tablet, 
supports Alchemy LSP Gold program

VistaTEC, a globalization and informa-
tion technology services provider, and Clay 
Tablet Technologies, a developer of inno-
vative translation system middleware, are 
now pursuing joint opportunities. Capable 

of connecting any content storage system 
to any globalization system, Clay Tablet 
helps customers integrate and manage 
the diverse content storage and authoring 
systems that may be used across an organi-
zation to simplify localization. In conjunc-
tion with Idiom WorldServer, VistaTEC and 
Clay Tablet’s new joint offering provides a 
unique way for global customers to connect 
their content systems with translators.

Alchemy Software Development Ltd., a 
developer of localization tools, has launched 
its LSP Gold program — aimed specifi cally 
at addressing the needs of language service 
providers in their current and future tech-
nology strategies. VistaTEC has become a 
Gold Member and announced its intention 
to play a leading part in the new program.
VistaTECVistaTEC info@vistatec.ie, www.vistatec.ie
Clay Tablet TechnologiesClay Tablet Technologies info@clay-tablet.com 
www.clay-tablet.com
Alchemy Software Development Ltd.Alchemy Software Development Ltd. 
info@alchemysoftware.ie 
www.alchemysoftware.ie

TransPerfect acquires Deal Interactive
TransPerfect Translations, Inc., a provider 

of technology-enabled solutions for legal 
professionals, has acquired Deal Interactive 
LLC, a provider of web-based solutions for 
virtual due diligence data rooms that support 
merger and acquisition transactions. Deal 
Interactive’s web-based tools enhance Trans-
Perfect’s ability to provide legal, fi nancial and 
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corporate clients with secure, scalable online 
repositories that allow for document sharing 
during the due diligence process.
TransPerfect Translations, Inc.TransPerfect Translations, Inc. 
info@transperfect.com
www.transperfect.com

Financial

LSP Program doubles, 
Platinum Tier added

Idiom Technologies, Inc., an independent 
provider of scalable software solutions for 
accelerating and optimizing globalization 
initiatives, has doubled the size of the LSP 
Advantage Program during 2006. The grow-
ing size and strength of the program con-
tributed to strong 2006 customer growth. 
Idiom also announced the creation of a new 
“Platinum Tier” within the program.
Idiom Technologies, Inc.Idiom Technologies, Inc. 
info@idiominc.com, www.idiominc.com

MultiCorpora pursues strategy
MultiCorpora R&D Inc. — the developer 

of MultiTrans, a software solution for 
translation memories and termbases — has 
disclosed the results for its 2006 fi nancial 
year that ended in February 2007. This 
past year was highlighted by the award of 
the two most important contracts in the 
company’s history, doubling not only its 
number of users, but also its sales. 
MultiCorpora R&D Inc.MultiCorpora R&D Inc. info@multicorpora.com
www.multicorpora.com

Decoder+ celebrates anniversary
Decoder+, a language services provider, is 

celebrating its seven-year anniversary and 
continuing revenue growth. Revenues for 
the fi scal year ending December 31, 2006, 
increased by more than 200% over 2005. 

Specializing in Asian languages, Decoder+ 
provides translation, software localization, 
web localization and multilingual desktop 
publishing.
Decoder+Decoder+ mail@decoderplus.com 
www.decoderplus.com

Prisma increases revenue
Prisma International, Inc., a globalization 

solutions provider, has realized consistent rev-
enue increases of over 30% each of the last 
four fi scal quarters, the most recent quarter 
reaching a 37% increase in revenue compared 
to the previous fi scal year. 
Prisma International, Inc.Prisma International, Inc. 
info@prisma.com, www.prisma.com

Sajan sees fi rst quarter growth
Sajan, Inc., a language translation tech-

nology and service provider, has demon-
strated language service revenue growth of 
nearly 100% for the fi rst quarter of 2007. 
Its approach to the global content life 
cycle management has garnered increas-
ing popularity resulting in the addition of 
nearly 30 new clients in the fi rst quarter 
alone, with many of those clients being 
large multinational corporations. Support 
for this growth has required the opening 
of additional US Sajan offi ces in New York, 
Boston, Portland and Charlotte. 
Sajan, Inc.Sajan, Inc. productsales@sajan.com
www.sajan.com

People

New sales and business 
development director at Idem

Idem Translations, Inc., a translation com-
pany, has hired Dave Hunt as director of sales 
and business development. Hunt brings to 
Idem nearly 30 years of experience in the 

translation and localization industry, having 
held various roles as both client and vendor. 
Idem Translations, Inc.Idem Translations, Inc. 
info@idemtranslations.com
www.idemtranslations.com

McElroy announces new hires
McElroy Translation, a provider of legal, 

technical, medical and business translation 
and software and website localization, has 
named Bob Donaldson as its vice presi-
dent for strategy. He worked briefl y as a 
freelance Russian translator for McElroy in 
the late 1970s and returns to McElroy with 
over 25 years of leadership and creative 
technology application experience.

McElroy has also named Jessica Rathke 
as its manager of sales strategy and devel-
opment. Rathke has served as localization 
consultant for Common Sense Advisory 
and as vice president of sales and market-
ing for Conversis Ltd. 
McElroy Translation CompanyMcElroy Translation Company 
sales@mcelroytranslation.com
www.mcelroytranslation.com

Welocalize adds general manager
Welocalize, a provider of integrated glo-

balization solutions, has expanded its offi ce 
in Japan with the addition of Sunil Sadhwani, 
a pioneer in the localization industry and a 
global sales strategist. Sadhwani recently 
served as director of sales and marketing at 
TOIN. As the new general manager of Welocal-
ize Japan, he will play a key role in developing 
an integrated Japanese production unit. The 
expansion of production capabilities in Japan 
aims to increase communication with local 
offi ces and provide on-demand resources.
WelocalizeWelocalize info@welocalize.com
www.welocalize.com

Proximity Technology expands 
business development team

Proximity Technology, a provider of lin-
guistic software resources, has announced 
the appointments of Mark Winter, vice presi-
dent/general manager, and Thomas Chow, 
general manager, Asia business development.

Winter was previously CEO of Simulis LLC, a 
provider of online knowledge assessment and 
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training systems for workforce development.

Chow was the managing director of Asia 
Pacifi c of GlobalEnglish.com, an English Lan-
guage Learning initiative.
Proximity TechnologyProximity Technology
sales@proximitytechnology.com
www.proximitytechnology.com

Products

across crossWeb for 
simplifi ed translation processes

across Systems GmbH, a developer of 
corporate translation management soft-
ware, has unveiled its new proofreading 
client crossWeb. The new client gives 
external proofreaders or employees direct 
access to the across Language Server, a 
central software platform for all corpo-
rate language resources and for control-
ling translation processes and workfl ows. 
This product is designed for enterprises 
operating on an international scale, 
from medium-sized companies to large 
corporations, from machine engineering 
companies to software manufacturers.

across also offers the collaboration tool 
crossGrid, which enables industrial customers 
to engage in server-to-server exchange of 
entire projects with their translation service 
providers. Regardless of location, individual 
translators can access the centrally managed 
resources by way of LAN or WAN clients. 
Among other things, the range of utilities 
includes a translation memory and a termi-
nology system for recycling and standard-
izing recurring phrases from the past.
across Systems GmbHacross Systems GmbH
info@across.net, www.across.net

SiberSafe/FrameMaker
DITA integration

SiberLogic, Inc., an XML content man-
agement technology solutions provider, 
has integrated SiberSafe DITA Edition 
with Adobe’s FrameMaker 7.2 Applica-
tion Pack for DITA. With the Application 
Pack confi gured, SiberSafe automatically 
adjusts its integrated menu options to 
deliver DITA content management from 
within the FrameMaker environment. The 
additional features — such as collaborative 
review, task analysis and translation man-
agement combined within the SiberSafe/ 
FrameMaker DITA integration — are aimed 
at reducing the complexity of DITA-based 
technical documentation processes to a 
single integrated platform.
SiberLogic, Inc.SiberLogic, Inc. general@siberlogic.com 
www.siberlogic.com

Acapela co-develops CapturaTalk
Acapela Group and Motto S.A., develop-

ers of mobile solutions for people suffering 
from dyslexia, have announced the launch 
of CapturaTalk, a device aimed at people 
with dyslexia and other forms of reading 
and writing diffi culties. The software solu-
tion reads aloud any text through voice 
synthesis. The idea behind CapturaTalk 
originates from the European Union proj-
ect MELFO (Mobile e@Learning for Dys-
lexics). Currently, CapturaTalk is available 
with Danish and English voice synthesis.
Acapela GroupAcapela Group www.acapela-group.com

Nisus Writer Pro
Nisus Software, Inc., a developer of text 

and productivity tools for the Macintosh, 
has announced the beta release of Nisus 
Writer Pro, introducing new features such 
as table of contents, cross references, book-
marks, text wrap-around images, widow 
and orphan control, and line numbering. 
Also added are attribute-sensitive fi nd and 
replace, glossaries and an upgraded Nisus 
Macro Language.
Nisus Software, Inc.Nisus Software, Inc.
sales@nisus.com, www.nisus.com

Sisulizer localizes online Help fi les
Sisulizer Ltd. & Co. KG, a software localiza-

tion company, has designed a new feature in 
its software localization tool — localization 
of online Help fi les in HTML Help format. 

Sisulizer imports all translatable content 
from a compiled HTML Help fi le (.chm). Text 
is automatically segmented into sentences 
for easy translation. The text is translated in 
either a WYSIWYG mode or in a grid with 
separate columns for context, source and 
target language.
Sisulizer Ltd. & Co. KGSisulizer Ltd. & Co. KG
sales@sisulizer.com, www.sisulizer.com

Lingoport Globalyzer 2.4
Lingoport, Inc., a developer of globaliza-

tion software and services, has released 
Globalyzer 2.4. The biggest feature involves 
a new detection engine which helps the 
user to fi nd embedded strings with greater 
accuracy and speed. Other features include 
improved HTML string detection, expanded 
support for Pseudo-Localization, and some 
minor user-interface improvements. Pseu-
doJudo now allows a user to point at whole 
directories of fi les rather than at one fi le 
at a time.
Lingoport, Inc.Lingoport, Inc. info@lingoport.com
www.lingoport.com

QA module available for MemoQ
Kilgray Translation Technologies, a pro-

vider of translation productivity tools, has 
designed a quality assurance (QA) add-in 
to MemoQ — the fi rst client side add-in 
released for MemoQ. The tool includes more 
than 20 different confi gurable checks and 
a batch editor for the quick resolution of 
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the issues. MemoQ’s QA add-in can also 
place warnings in the bilingual document, 
thus enabling users who do not have the 
QA module installed or do not own the free 
version to correct the mistakes. The module 
can also be used to increase the consistency 
of the source text.
Kilgray Translation TechnologiesKilgray Translation Technologies 
info@kilgray.com, www.kilgray.com

Vasont 11 single-source CMS
Vasont Systems, a provider of content 

management software and data services, 
has unveiled Vasont 11, the latest version 
of its single-source content management 
system that enables organizations to store 
multilingual content once for maximum re-
use and delivery to multiple channels. New 
features include improved and simplifi ed 
user interface, productivity enhancements, 
usability enhancements for administrative 
functions and LDAP (Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol) integration.
Vasont SystemsVasont Systems
info@vasont.com, www.vasont.com

Lingua Technologies’ Simplus
Lingua Technologies, Inc., a linguistic 

engineering company, has made available 
its new version of Simplus, a simplifi ed 
English grammar checker for writing Eng-
lish texts that are easier to understand for 
people whose fi rst language is not English. 
Simplus consists of a lexical controller 

and a grammar checker that apply a set 
of generic controlled language rules. The 
new version includes the extension of the 
linguistic capacity of the lexicons, which 
allows for the easy addition of neologisms 
and user-interface improvements.
Lingua Technologies, Inc.Lingua Technologies, Inc. 
info@linguatechnologies.com
www.linguatechnologies.com

OnDemand Personal Navigator 9.0
OnDemand Software, a division of Global 

Knowledge, has developed OnDemand Per-
sonal Navigator 9.0. OnDemand Personal 
Navigator is a synchronized content develop-
ment platform for business process documen-
tation, test scripts, tailored role-based training 
and performance support. New translation 
capabilities will enhance its offering of 700 
courses in 13 languages. 
OnDemand SoftwareOnDemand Software 
ondemandinfo@globalknowledge.com
www.ondemandgk.com

High-Logic MainType 2.1
High-Logic has released MainType 2.1 — a 

Windows Font Manager. MainType provides 
immediate system-wide font synchroniza-
tion, with no need to refresh font lists or 
re-boot the computer after installing fonts. 
It supports all 17 planes defi ned in the 
Unicode character database, can display 
all characters that are included in a font, 
and supports TrueType Font Collections 

in which two or more TrueType fonts are 
combined into a single .ttc font fi le. New 
features in version 2.1 include full Vista 
support, the ability to type preview text 
into the Font drop-down list, a character 
zoom popup window, more predefi ned font 
variables, and cosmetic improvements to 
the interface.
High-LogicHigh-Logic contactus@high-logic.com 
www.high-logic.com

Lingotek offers free web tool access
Lingotek, a provider of software develop-

ment and translation solutions, has begun 
offering free access to its Language Search 
Engine and other Web 2.0-based transla-
tion-related software tools. Free access 
to the Language Search Engine includes 
both open and closed translation memories 
(TMs). The combined TMs can include an 
unlimited number of individual TMs. All 
Lingotek users can access and contribute 
to the open TM, while closed TMs are only 
accessible by those who created them or 
those who have been granted access by the 
creators.

In addition, the Lingotek project man-
agement system helps project managers 
track translation projects in real-time. The 
system’s alignment tool, glossary capabili-
ties, version tracking and other tools are all 
included and available at no charge to all 
Lingotek users.
LingotekLingotek www.lingotek.com

FatWire Content Server 7
FatWire Software, a provider of content 

management and delivery solutions, has 
announced the general availability of 
FatWire Content Server 7. Content Server 
7 allows companies to expand their web 
presence into global markets, while never 
having to worry about keeping different 
language versions of content synchro-
nized. Multilingual support is built directly 
into the data model so that any content 
can be translated into multiple languages. 
Enhanced full-text search across all types 
of content makes it easy to fi nd content 
that already exists.
FatWire SoftwareFatWire Software sales@fatwire.com
www.fatwire.com

milengo launches client portal
milengo Inc., a consortium owned by 16 

technical translation and localization com-
panies located in information technology 
markets, has launched a new client portal 
— part of milengo’s initiative to make the 
latest technology easier for day-to-day use 
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in the localization industry. The tool was 
designed by engineers in milengo’s China 
offi ce to provide round-the-clock access 
to critical localization projects and multi-
national teams working from Rio de Janeiro 
to Tokyo. With in-house design and mainte-
nance, the portal can be customized to meet 
the individual needs of each customer’s 
unique localization workfl ow.
milengo Inc.milengo Inc. contact@milengo.com
www.milengo.com

SDL Translation 
Management System 2007

SDL, a provider of global information 
management solutions, has introduced SDL 
Translation Management System 2007. Key 
features include a two-way synchroniza-
tion capability between SDL Translation 
Management System 2007 and SDL Trados 
2007; task automation of validating new 
content against existing global informa-
tion; and automatic check of documents 
for completeness and consistency during 
the localization process.  
SDL InternationalSDL International
fribeiro@sdl.com, www sdl.com

acrolinx Simplifi ed 
Technical English tool

acrolinx GmbH, a producer of quality 
assurance tools for technical information, 
has received compliance for its Simplifi ed 
Technical English (STE) checker from ASD 
— the AeroSpace and Defence Industries 
Association of Europe. Unlike plug-in solu-
tions, the tool also manages terminology 
and provides users with standard sentences 
for Intelligent Reuse. It can therefore be 
integrated into the acrocheck tool. Cus-
tomers can also choose between different 
modules of the product, ranging from 
ASD-STE to less restrictive style rules.

STE was developed within the aerospace 
industry to help make English-language 
documentation more easily comprehensible 
for a multinational audience.
acrolinx GmbHacrolinx GmbH 
info@acrolinx.com, www.acrolinx.com

SANAKO Study 
solutions for Windows Vista

SANAKO Corporation, a developer of lan-
guage teaching technology, has announced 
that its line of Study teaching software has 
been certifi ed for Windows Vista — the fi rst 
in Finland to receive certifi cation. SANAKO 
Study 500 and Study 1200 are software 
solutions for cross-curricular and language 
teaching respectively. SANAKO live learning 

solutions include modern software, wireless 
and mobile systems that act as catalysts for 
improving teaching outcomes by providing 
motivational learning experiences. Its lan-
guage teaching solutions cater to different 
kinds of institutions, providing systems for 
PC and non-PC environments, for mobile 
use, for virtual learning and for wireless 
environments. 
SANAKO CorporationSANAKO Corporation www.sanako.com

]project-open[ version 3.2
 ]project-open[, a provider of open-source-

based project management software, has 
released version 3.2 of its enterprise project 
management suite. ]project-open[ includes 
an integrated translation workfl ow for trans-
lation agencies and localization departments. 
It covers the entire project life cycle from 
defi nition and sales, staffi ng and project 
execution to invoicing and payment.

In a recent report, Common Sense Advi-
sory rated ]project-open[ as the number one 
business management application in a fi eld 
of 16 translation management systems.  
]project-open[]project-open[ www.project-open.com

Multilizer 2007 tool family
Multilizer, a developer of globalization 

technologies, has created a new tool family 
for the localization of content and execut-
ables. Multilizer 2007 Enterprise includes 
a command-line tool that allows users to 
automate nearly every aspect of the local-
ization process. The tool can be automated 
to create new localization projects; scan, 
build, import/export translations; share 
translation work; display projects, statis-
tics; and so on. 

Multilizer 2007 Professional offers a com-
plete localization tool for any software or 
content localization. 
Rex Partners Oy/MultilizerRex Partners Oy/Multilizer 
info@multilizer.com, www.multilizer.com

Resources

W3C web standard ITS 1.0
The latest web standard from W3C — Inter-

nationalization Tag Set (ITS) 1.0 — makes 
it easy to create internationalized XML 
content. Whether ITS 1.0 is used to build an 
internationalized XML schema from scratch, 
to add support to an existing schema, or to 
improve the internationalization of existing 
content, ITS 1.0 gives users the power to cre-
ate XML for worldwide use.

ITS 1.0 addresses a number of interna-
tionalization requirements, including being 
able to identify the language of a piece of 

text, to specify the directionality of text 
(such as right-to-left Hebrew and Arabic or 
mixed directionality texts), to provide Ruby 
annotations (used in East Asian documents 
to indicate pronunciation or to provide a 
short annotation), and to indicate whether 
content should be translated.
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
ishida@w3.org, www.w3.org

Contact: publication_m@cpsl.com
and CPSL will offer a translation
test free of charge.
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News
Index Translationum updated

The third update of the world transla-
tion bibliography of Index Translationum
for the year 2007 is now online. It features 
some 23,000 new entries from Albania 
(books published in 2004 and 2005), Bel-
gium (1984-1988 and 1993-2002), Canada 
(2005), Cyprus (2005), Côte d’Ivoire (dif-
ferent years), Cuba (2005), France (2005) 

Hungary (2005), Norway (2005), Philip-
pines (2003-2005), Poland (2005), Tunisia 
(different years) and United Arab Emirates 
(2005). The online edition contains some 
1,700,000 references on all subjects.
UNESCOUNESCO index@unesco.org 
www.unesco.org/culture/translationum

Byte Level Research 
reports and survey

Byte Level Research is the publisher of 
The 2007 Web Globalization Report Card
— a unique report that rates how success-
fully companies develop websites for inter-
national markets. Now in its fourth edition, 
the report card rates the websites of 200 
companies across 18 industry categories. 
The top 10 global websites are Google, 
Wikipedia, Cisco Systems, Philips, HP, Cat-
erpillar, Volvo Cars, Seagate, Microsoft and 
American Express.

The report also identifi es the most popular 
languages and newest trends. French nar-
rowly edged out German to become the 
most popular language used by the 200 sites 
studied. In 2006, the average number of lan-
guages supported was 15. In 2007 the average 
increased to 18 languages. Nearly 30% of the 
200 sites studied now deploy splash global 
gateway pages to direct web users to local 
content. At this rate of growth, the number 
of websites using splash gateways is expected 
to surpass 50% by the end of 2008.

Byte Level Research and MarketingSherpa 
recently polled 2,000 executives on their web 
globalization activities and plans, asking what 
executives were spending on web globaliza-
tion, what languages their websites sup-
ported and what languages they planned to 
add. They were asked about Spanish localiza-
tion for the US market. The survey measured 
executive awareness of web localization 
vendors. The results were gathered into a 54-
page report which includes an introductory 
section on web globalization.

“The Brazil Localization Report” blends 
web and marketing localization tips with 
real-world insights based on interviews with 
Brazilian translators and cultural experts. 
Brazil, the fi fth most populous country in 
the world, is the largest economy in Latin 
America and the destination of an increas-
ing number of multinational companies 
— from Dell to Starbucks to Wal-Mart. The 
report includes a number of in-country 
translation resources to help executives get 
started on their journeys into this emerging 
market.
Byte Level ResearchByte Level Research info@bytelevel.com 
www.bytelevel.com

Services

Language Weaver establishes 
Kontrib bookmarking site

Language Weaver, a developer of enter-
prise software for the automated translation 
of human languages, has established Kontrib 
(http://kontrib.com), a separate business unit 
focused on developing consumer-oriented 
multilingual web capabilities. Kontrib’s fi rst 
service adds a new twist to the social book-
marking marketplace by being the fi rst news 
bookmarking site to integrate the automated 
machine translation of stories. Kontrib also 
allows users to submit, vote and comment on 
user-generated stories in multiple languages.

Kontrib uses Language Weaver’s automated 
language translation software to automati-
cally translate English, Spanish, French and 
Arabic-language news items, stories and 
postings into any or all of these languages.
Language WeaverLanguage Weaver info@languageweaver.com 
www.languageweaver.com

Moravia expands MLQS
Moravia Worldwide has announced a 

signifi cant expansion of Moravia Language 
Quality Services (MLQS), which includes 
increasing the number of languages fully 
supported to over 30 and an addition of 
new specialist subject-matter expertise to 
manage these services. MLQS language 
coverage now includes a complete set of 
European and major Asian languages.

These standalone services are provided 
as independent linguistic quality assurance 
(QA) checks to ensure standardized quality 
control for translated content regardless of 
who provided the original translation. The 
MLQS team helps to develop new or analyze 
existing language QA procedures that are 
most appropriate for client-specifi c needs.
Moravia WorldwideMoravia Worldwide 
europe@moraviaworldwide.com
www.moraviaworldwide.com

PCMH adopts Martti 
video interpretation services

Language Access Network, Inc., a pro-
vider of video interpretation services, has 
announced that Pitt County Memorial 

€
€
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Hospital (PCMH) signed a contract to use 
its Martti (My Accessible Real-Time Trusted 
Interpreter) video interpretation services. 
Under the agreement, Language Access 
Network will provide video interpreta-
tion services in 150 languages, including 
American Sign Language, for a per-minute 
fee. PCMH is a teaching site for medical 
students and residents, nurses and other 
health professionals, and provides care to 
an average of 1.2 million people per year.
Language Access Network, Inc.Language Access Network, Inc. 
www.languageaccessnetwork.com

Linguistics major offered
Carnegie Mellon University faculty mem-

bers have combined efforts to create an 
interdepartmental linguistics major, which 
they believe will further strengthen language 
study at the university. The new linguistics 
major will provide students with a compre-
hensive understanding of the use of language 
and the importance of language in society. 
The major’s core curriculum is divided into the 
studies of the sound, structure and meaning 
of language. Students are also required to 
complete at least two semesters of foreign 
language instruction. After receiving a 
foundation in language study, students can 
narrow their focus with specialized electives 
in different concentrations. The program 
culminates in a thesis study at the end of a 
student’s senior year.
Carnegie Mellon UniversityCarnegie Mellon University www.cmu.edu

WordChamp language toolbar
GlobaLinguist, Inc., a developer of www 

.WordChamp.com — a website for open 
content language learning — has released its 
newest and most advanced language help 
technology for the Firefox internet browser. 
The free WordChamp language toolbar 
allows users to see translations for diffi cult 
words and to hear words pronounced by 
native speakers, simply by pointing at words 
on foreign language websites. It supports 
most world languages and is already in use 
in over 70 countries.
GlobaLinguist, Inc.GlobaLinguist, Inc. laura@wordchamp.com 
www.wordchamp.com

Language Line continuing 
medical education for physicians

Language Line Services, Inc., a provider 
of language-based services, has introduced 
a new online continuing medical education 
(CME) course to help physicians better com-
municate with and care for their limited-Eng-
lish-profi cient (LEP) patients. The Language 
Line CME, entitled “Communicating Through 

Healthcare Interpreters,” is a multimedia 
accredited course that teaches physicians and 
other healthcare providers how to work with 
interpreters to overcome cultural and linguis-
tic barriers to delivering quality healthcare 
services to the nation’s rapidly increasing 
population of LEP speakers.
Language Line Services, Inc.Language Line Services, Inc. 
info@languageline.com
www.languageline.com

TranslationDirectory.com 
updates databases of agencies

TranslationDirectory.com, a web portal for 
freelance translators and translation agen-
cies, has updated its database of translation 

agencies. The database includes details of 
3,733 translation agencies worldwide. Trans-
lationDirectory.com also offers a new free 
translation job board. 
TranslationDirectory.comTranslationDirectory.com 
onoshko@mail.uar.net 
www.translationdirectory.com

Call +1. . . 0 or visit www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Common Sense
Advisory

Pain # 43: I don’t know where to start.

Call +1.978.275.0500 or visit www.commonsenseadvisory.com
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Want more news?
Subscribe to our free 

electronic newsletter at
www.multilingual.com/news
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Aiming in the right direction
Focusing on lasting concepts

STAR – Your single-source partner for information services & tools

The production of top-quality product documentation is extremely time and cost-
intensive. With product enhancements happening more and more quickly, product
users the world over need the latest technical details on ever shorter notice. In order to
meet those demands, the information, translations and technical terms contained in
the documentation must be reliably analyzable and re-usable.

Based on many years of research into fundamental principles and upon experience
from delivering global custom technical information solutions, the STAR Group spe-
cializes in developing methods, processes and technologies that precisely deliver re-
usable data. In doing so, STAR offers international industrial corporations the means
with which to construct their information strategy on a foundation of high-quality,
cross-platform data availability.

STAR supports you with services and software for your entire information life-cycle,
maximizing your data re-usability for today, tomorrow and the distant future.

STAR Group America, LLC 
5001 Mayfield Rd, Suite 220
Lyndhurst, OH 44124
Phone: +1-216 -691 7827
Fax: +1-216 - 691 8910
E-mail: info@us.star-group.net

www.star-group.net

STAR AG 
STAR Group Headquarters
Wiesholz 35
8262 Ramsen, Switzerland
Phone: +41- 52 - 742 92 00
Fax: +41- 52 - 742 92 92
E-mail: info@star-group.net
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June
2007 STC Israel Convention

June 4, 2007, in Herzliya, Israel. 
Israeli Chapter of STC, convention@stc-israel.org.il 
www.stc-israel.org.il/ChapterInfo/2007_Convention/2007IC_home.htm

SLAM 2007
June 6-7, 2007, in Denver, Colorado USA.

Webcom Communications Corp., marshah@infowebcom.com 
www.softwarebusinessonline.com/slam_conf2007_index.htm

Basis Technology Government Users Conference
June 7, 2007, in Washington, D.C. USA.

Basis Technology, conference@basistech.com 
www.basistech.com/conference

TAUS Executive Forum
June 7-8, 2007, in San Francisco, California USA. 

TAUS, jvdm@translationautomation.com 
www.translationautomation.com/meetings.php

3rd Annual Text Analytics Summit
June 12-13, 2007, in Boston, Massachusetts USA. 

textanalyticsnews.com, ravi@textanalyticsnews.com
www.textanalyticsnews.com/USA

2007 Localization Certifi cation Program
June 12-14, 2007, in Chico, California USA. 

CSU Chico Continuing Education, localizationprog@csuchico.edu 
http://rce.csuchico.edu/localize

Advanced Training in Localization Project Management
June 15-16, 2007, in Chico, California USA. 

CSU Chico Continuing Education, localizationprog@csuchico.edu 
http://rce.csuchico.edu/localize

Translation Research Summer School
June 18-29, 2007, in London, UK.

University College London, ucldpch@ucl.ac.uk
www.researchschool.org

Localization World Berlin
June 19-21, 2007, in Berlin, Germany. 

Localization World Ltd., www.localizationworld.com

5th ALC Annual Conference
June 20-24, 2007, in Providence, Rhode Island USA. 

The Association of Language Companies, info@alcus.org
www.alcus.org/activities/alcconference

European Language Industry Association
June 22-23, 2007, in Berlin, Germany. 

European Language Industry Association, roberto.ganzerli@
elia-association.org, www.elia-association.org

IJET-18
June 23-24, 2007, in Bath, UK. 

Japan Association of Translators, mlsjt@bath.ac.uk, http://ijet.jat.org

IWIPS 2007
June 28-30, 2007, in Merida, Mexico. 

IWIPS, www.iwips2007.org

July

CAASL 2007
July 21-22, 2007, in Stanford, California USA.

LSA 2007 Linguistic Institute, ali.farghaly@oracle.com
www.zoorna.org/CAASL2

OSCON 2007
July 23-27, 2007, in Portland, Oregon USA.

O’Reilly Media, scordesse@oreilly.com
http://conferences.oreilly.com/oscon

ATA-TCD 8th Annual Conference
July 26-29, 2007, in San Antonio, Texas USA.

American Translators Association 
vitray@mcelroytranslation.com
www.ata-divisions.org/TCD

INTERPRETA 2007
July 28-29, 2007, in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Interpreta, joseluis@interpreta2007.org
www.interpreta2007.org/ing2.htm

August

IMTT — 5th Language & Technology Conference
August 18-20, 2007, in Cordoba, Argentina.

IMTT Translation & Training, eventos@imtt.com.ar
www.imtt.com.ar/en/call_for_papers.asp

Interspeech 2007 — Eurospeech
August 27-31, 2007, in Antwerp, Belgium. 

International Speech Communication Association
info@interspeech2007.org, www.interspeech2007.org

eCoLoTrain Workshop
August 31-September 1, 2007, in Ljubljana, Slovenia. 

eCoLoRe Project, ecolotrain@mx.uni-saarland.de
http://ecolotrain.uni-saarland.de

September

Machine Translation Summit XI
September 10-14, 2007, in Copenhagen, Denmark.

European Association for Machine Translation, www.eamt.org

Localization Project Managers Roundtable
September 16-18, 2007, in Lake Tahoe, California USA. 

The Localization Institute, info@localizationinstitute.com 
www.localizationinstitute.com

TAUS Executive Forum
September 21-22, 2007, in Beijing, China. 

TAUS, jvdm@translationautomation.com 
www.translationautomation.com/meetings.php

C
alendar
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Sorry, I Don’t Speak French: Confronting 
the Canadian crisis that won’t go away 

Reviewed by Nancy A. Locke
A look at language policy in Canada

IIn February 1998, 60 Minutes, a popular investiga-
tive television news magazine in the United States, 
tackled Bill 101 (which is, in fact, a law), Québec’s 
language policy. Morley Safer treated his audience 
to amusing anecdotes, including one about a sub-
versive English-speaking parrot, and described those 
who enforce the law as “language police,” a damn-
ing moniker that has endured and become more 
popular than “tongue troopers.” True to the seg-
ment’s premise — to give voice to the law’s critics 
who “charge the provincial government with ‘gen-
teel ethnic cleansing’” — the program did little to 
explain the history, the complexity and the critical 
importance of language policy in Canada.

Nearly ten years later, Graham Fraser’s book, Sorry, I Don’t 
Speak French: Confronting the Canadian crisis that won’t 
go away, eschews facile anecdotal reportage to tackle the 
tough questions. The 328-page tome packed with skillfully-
presented historical facts takes longer than 60 minutes to read 
and there are no talking parrots, but for those who wish to better 
understand the complexity of language policy in Canada and the 
complexity of language policy in general, it’s well worth the time.

The book’s publication coincides with its author’s appointment as 
the Commissioner of Offi cial Languages. For the forty years before 
his appointment, Fraser made his living as a journalist and writer. A 
relatively late-blooming bilingual, he has published in some of the 
most respected English-language and French-language newspapers 
in Canada. In addition to his most recent book, he is 
the author of four other titles, including P.Q.: René 
Lévesque and the Parti Québécois in Power, which 
was nominated for the prestigious Governor Gener-
al’s Award for Nonfi ction. Throughout his career and 
his writing, Canada’s language policy emerges as a 
central theme.

The publication of Fraser’s book also 
coincides with the fortieth anniversary of 
the fi ve-volume report of the Royal Com-
mission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, 
also called the Laurendeau-Dunton report 
(1963-1970), a seminal initiative that 
attempted to answer three key questions: 
“Can English-speaking and French-speak-
ing Canadians live together and do they 
want to? Under what new conditions? 
And are they prepared to accept those 
conditions?” These questions, invoked at 
each of the 83 meetings of the ten com-
missioners held over a period of eight 
years, grew out of 200 years of collective 
history and experience.

In the introduction to the book, Fraser 
describes his personal experience of being 
an essentially unilingual English-speaking 
young man who discovers the discomfort 

of living and working in a foreign language — in his own country. 
As a college student in 1965, he worked on an archaeological dig. 
Due to the location of the dig, the working language was French. 
He quickly and painfully learned that his French language studies 
had not prepared him for the experience. “This is what it is like to 
be stripped of fl exibility, subtlety, humour, wit, and intelligence,” 
he writes. “Inevitably, you feel imprisoned in an accent, with all 
the stiffness and stereotype that that implies.” 

Through experience and research, he learned that “language has 
always been at the heart of the Canadian 
experience. The fact that there is a thriv-
ing French-speaking society in Canada, 
and the tensions that have resulted from 
this fact, is as central to Canadian poli-
tics and society as race is to the United 
States, and class is to Great Britain.”

Nancy A. Locke is a 
freelance translator, 
localization educator 
and multilingual desktop 
publishing specialist.

Sorry, I Don’t Speak French: 
Confronting the Canadian 
crisis that won’t go away.
Graham Fraser, Douglas 
Gibson Books, March 
2007, $16.50, 352 pages.
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If his French studies proved inadequate, Fraser’s degrees in 
history (B.A. and M.A. from University of Toronto) stand him in 
good stead as he skillfully summarizes 200 years of Canadian 
history in the fi rst chapter of his book. In the second chapter, 
the author’s depth of understanding becomes apparent as he 
explores the dynamic between two powerful members of the 
commission, Frank Scott and André Laurendeau. The author 
maintains a tight focus in the third chapter as he describes the 
friendship and visions of two other important fi gures in Cana-
dian history and the history of the country’s language policy, 
Camille Laurin and Pierre Elliot Trudeau.

The next two chapters provide two more portraits of places, 
not people: Ottawa, the capital of Canada, and Montréal where 
because of its vibrant multicultural character and even if it is not 
the seat of provincial government in Québec, the politics of lan-
guage have played out most dramatically. Any wonder why Safer 
chose Montréal as the backdrop for his exposé? Different in the 
details, language policy and language politics proved to be a rich 
source of anxiety, yes, but also exhilaration in both cities as they 
struggled to come to terms with Canada’s commitment to offi cial 
bilingualism. Fraser makes it clear that, despite a popular public 
perception, the point of the exercise “was to make the govern-
ment capable of serving unilingual Canadians, not to transform 
Canadians into bilingual sophisticates.” 

Still, in Ottawa, public servants feared that language require-
ments would block their advancement up the bureaucratic food 
chain. In Québec, the adoption of the Offi cial Languages Act 
(Bill 22, 1974) followed by the Charter of the French language 
(Bill 101, 1977), both provincial not federal legislation, led to an 
exodus of anglophones from Montréal. Fraser provides expert 
opinion and concrete examples to illustrate the political and 
social turbulence created by federal and provincial language 
policy. The next fi ve chapters focus on the impact of language 
policy in specifi c public arenas.

In chapter seven, Fraser returns to Ottawa to focus on municipal 
challenges and the storm unleashed by the appointment of David 
Levine as chief of Montfort hospital in Ottawa. Levine’s affi liation 
with the Parti Québécois (PQ) and his publicly pro-sovereignty 
position overshadowed his impressive qualifi cations as a hospital 
administrator and led to near riots.

Chapters eight, nine and ten explore the strengths and weak-
nesses of language immersion programs in Canada, the implemen-
tation of language policy in the military, volunteer organizations, 
fi lm, journalism and public service.

Chapter eleven tackles the political arena where the impacts of the 
effects of language policy take the public stage in a very signifi cant 
way. In the last 40 years, bilingualism has become a prerequisite for a 
political career. In fact, Lester Pearson was, as he predicted he would 
be, the last unilingual prime minister of Canada (1963–1968). Politi-
cians who ignore or, worse, trivialize the importance of bilingualism 
do so at their peril. The ambivalence of Stephen Harper regard-
ing Canada’s language policy emerges in several pages devoted to 
Canada’s current prime minister. Despite Harper’s skepticism about 
the merits of the policy, he recognizes that language policy remains 
a potentially volatile issue better left alone.

In the conclusion to the book, which begins with a description of 
the 1995 referendum, Fraser juxtaposes the successes and failures of 
Canada’s language policy, a recital that gives the impression of a stop 
and go, on again/off again train moving inexorably if haltingly for-
ward. The tone shifts from passionate and intellectual to frustrated.

An interview with Graham Fraser
Among the challenges to implementing the federal language 
policy in Canada cited in the conclusion to his book Sorry, I Don’t 
Speak French, Graham Fraser identifi es a persistent perception 
that the language issue only interests francophones. Indeed, 
he notes that, since the creation of the post of Commissioner 
of Offi cial Languages, with few exceptions francophones 
have held the position. He recommends a solution: “If the 
federal government believes in the importance of language 
policy as a critical link between English-speaking and French-
speaking Canada, a bilingual English Canadian should be 
given the job in the cabinet of promoting language policy, 
which is too often seen as reserved for francophones.”
Someone must be paying attention because in October 
2006, Fraser was appointed Commissioner. The appointment 
of a “bilingual English Canadian” signaled a break with the 
tradition of naming francophones. In addition, while in the 
past the sitting prime minister had submitted candidates 
to Parliament for confi rmation, the Harper government 
opted for a more transparent approach. For the fi rst time 
the federal government posted the position and invited 
applications. With a high profi le in journalism circles and 
known for his work related to language issues, Fraser 
applied for the job, met the criteria and was confi rmed.
In a recent interview, Fraser tried to summarize the issue 
for those on the outside who may not understand the 
dynamics of language policy in Canada. Mention of the 60
Minutes segment elicited a response that spoke primarily 
to the miscomprehension of critics in the United States. 
He likened Québec’s language laws to busing in the United States 
during the 1970s and 1980s, a policy that targeted “achieving 
racial equity” in schools. He noted that initiatives to enforce 
language policy were “in a number of ways not as draconian.” 
He added that the United States has its own language debates, 
but “it’s a very different debate and a very different society.”
The discussion led Fraser to refl ect on his views on his current 
position. “One of the fundamental assumptions in this country 
that has been there from the very historical beginnings of 
the country,” he says, “is that this country would come to 
terms with the fact that there was an entire French-speaking 
society at the core of the country.” As long ago as 1759, well 
before the Québec Act of 1774, the assumption was that 
Québec would remain culturally and socially French. Fraser 
describes that assumption as a “battlefi eld decision” and 
not the fruit of negotiations. The Québec Act echoed that 
decision and the assumption that obtains even today. 
“Even for those people who don’t speak French and are never 
going to learn French,” Fraser said, “part of the fundamental 
understanding of what the country is is that this is a country 
that has a French-speaking society. That is a very different 
understanding of the country than the American attitude 
towards immigrant languages or Spanish or Italian, which is that 
an immigrant language is a transition language.” And unlike 
immigrant populations who progressively lose their language 
with each generation, Québec society is vibrant and growing. 
Taking into account the important “links and connections” with 
the rest of Canada, Fraser said, “[the French-speaking society in 
Canada] is a socially, linguistically, culturally, economically, self-
suffi cient society.”

 — Nancy A. Locke
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IIn The Culturally Customized Web Site, Nitish 
Singh and Arun Pereira attempt to go much further 
than the mere “localization” of web content. They 
posit that websites must now be culturally custom-
ized with design features that refl ect the cultural 
values of the user. By accounting for the values of 
customers from specifi c countries and cultures, web-
site operators can meet the enormous challenge of 
drawing customers to the site and building trust and 
loyalty with customers. 

Singh and Pereira claim that “the present state of adapta-
tion or customization of web sites is very limited — largely 
focused on customizing web sites in terms of language and 
some superfi cial attributes.” I found this assertion remarkable 
in a book written in 2005, and intrigued, I read further. 

To progress their thesis, the authors categorize websites 
as standardized; semi-localized; localized; highly localized; 
and culturally customized (a categorization that ranges from 
having the same pages for domestic and international users; 
contact information about international 
operations; country-specifi c translated 
pages; and “relatively high levels of local-
ization”; through to websites that “refl ect 
a complete immersion in the culture of the 
target market.” They declare that “here 
are no truly culturally customized web 

sites,” citing a sample (Table 1). Naturally, 
if this were true, then there are tremendous 
opportunities to build sites that can there-
fore build a strong customer base, increasing 
return on investment (ROI) through increased 
conversion rates (a measure of a website’s 
ability to persuade visitors to take a required 
action, such as to buy products), loyalty and 
return visits. 

The book contains a well-researched 
review of the research on what constitutes 
culture, going into areas of language, per-
ception, color, spatial orientation, naviga-
tion modes, symbolism and so on, as well as 
the rationale for its importance. However, 
I found a related claim in the importance 
of language section that “multilingual soft-
ware packages that are in vogue today are 
susceptible to various translation errors” to 
be unfair. Taken out of context of the pro-
cesses with which these tools are used, it’s 
an unreasonable assertion to make. 

   Applying theory to practice 
Singh and Pereira propose a cultural frame-

work to determine what a culturally custom-
ized website should look like. This framework is 

At one point he writes, “One of the cur-
rent defi nitions for insanity (also applied 
to stupidity) is continuing to do the same 
thing and expecting a different outcome.” 
The observation precedes a list of linger-
ing policy malfunctions that would seem 
to have no-brainer solutions.

Later, he insists that, politics aside, 
learning French just makes sense. “In the 
past, the argument has been made that 
English Canadians should learn French for 
the sake of Québec and national unity. 
No, dammit, we should do it for ourselves. 
Learning another language is the fi rst step 
to understanding the rest of the world, not 
just the country we live in.” In the con-
clusion and elsewhere in the book, Fraser 
expresses the belief that just as learning to 
play piano facilitates the mastery of other 

instruments, learning a second language 
can lead to the acquisition of more lan-
guages. So, instead of seeing the existence 
of two offi cial languages as a bother, it 
should be seen as a boon.

Fraser recognizes that the language 
issue in Canada is no longer the “hot 
button” political issue it once was. He 
believes, however, that in the event of 
another referendum, language, which he 
believes has replaced religion in a secu-
larized Québec as “the critical connecting 
tissue for Québec society as a whole,” will 
again move to the fore as a critical issue in 
the “Canadian crisis that won’t go away.” 

The specter of another referendum on 
sovereignty in Québec receded dramatically 
following provincial elections on March 
26. Led by sitting Premier Jean Charest, 

the Liberals managed to hold on to power 
— but with only 48 seats, Charest will lead 
the fi rst minority government in 129 years. 
Action Démocratique du Québec, a right-
of-center party led by political maverick 
Mario Dumont, surprised many by coming 
in second with 41 seats and will form the 
offi cial opposition. André Boisclair and 
the PQ held on to only 36 seats, its worst 
showing in 34 years. Analysts were quick to 
interpret the results as a rejection of sov-
ereignty, which was the centerpiece of the 
PQ’s campaign. Despite the election results, 
language and culture will remain key issues 
in Québec as the province wrestles with 
“reasonable accommodations,” code for 
the challenge of integrating newly-arrived 
immigrants into the social fabric, a struggle 
under way across Canada.  M

The Culturally Customized 
Web Site: Customizing 
Web Sites for the Global 
Marketplace. Nitish 
Singh and Arun Pereira, 
Butterworth-Heinemann,
April 2005, $29 95, 
176 pages.

The Culturally Customized Web Site:
Customizing Web Sites for the Global Marketplace 

Reviewed by Ultan Ó Broin
A good grounding for students of global cultural issues

Ultan Ó Broin works for Oracle
Corporation on global content 
standards for XML message, 
user interface and online user 
assistance content.
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based largely on the work of Geert Hofstede 
on four unique values of individualism-col-
lectivism, power distance (PD), uncertainty 
avoidance, masculinity-femininity, and a 
fi fth value based on Edward Hall’s work on 
low-high context.

Individualism-collectivism is defi ned as 
the “belief in the importance of the goals of 
the individual versus the goals of the group.”
Countries scoring high on the individual-
ism dimension include the United States, 
United Kingdom and The Netherlands, 
while collectivist countries include Venezu-
ela, Indonesia and Ecuador.

PD is “a belief in the author-
ity and hierarchy (high PD index) 
versus the belief that power 
should be distributed (low PD 
index).” Countries scoring high 
on PD include Mexico, Venezu-
ela and China. Countries scoring 
low include Austria, Israel and 
Norway.

This PD argument has also been 
covered in well-known books and 
journals on technology internation-
alization, notably John Yunker’s 
Beyond Borders: Web Globalization Strate-
gies (reviewed in MultiLingual Computing & 
Technology #53 January/February 2003).

Uncertainty avoidance is “the importance 
of predictability, structure and order (high) 
versus willingness for risk-taking and an 
acceptance of ambiguity and limited struc-
ture (low).” Countries high on uncertainty 
avoidance include Belgium, Greece and 
Portugal, while those low on this dimen-
sion include Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom. 

Masculinity-femininity is “a belief in 
achievement and ambition (masculine) 
versus a belief in nurturing and caring 
for others (feminine).” Countries high on 
masculinity include Japan, Italy and Hun-
gary. Countries high on femininity include 
Finland, Sweden and Costa Rica.

Low-high context is used to distinguish the 
closeness of connections between a society’s 
members and the degrees of implicitness of 
information. High-context cultures rely on 
symbols and non-verbal clues dependent on 
context, whereas low context ones rely on 
explicit and logical, formalized information.
High-context countries include those of Asia, 
Africa, South America and the Middle East, 
while low-context countries include those 
of Northern Europe and North America. 

Such cultural dimensions have design 
implications, argue Singh and Pereira. For 
example, collectivism-based websites should 

have a community relations policy, clubs and 
chatrooms, newsletters, loyalty programs, 
links to local websites and so on. Individual-
ist-focused websites should have a good pri-
vacy statement, independence themes and 
graphics, emphasis on product uniqueness 
and personalization, and similar traits. 

The value of uncertainty avoidance can 
be dealt with by customer service features 
such as FAQs, guided navigation, tradi-
tional themes and imagery, local termi-
nology, free trials or downloads, toll-free 
numbers, and transaction security awards 
and testimonials. 

PD requires company hierarchy infor-
mation, organization structure, pictures 
of management members, strategic and 
visionary statements, awards, certifi ca-
tions and other indicators of corporate 
legitimacy and prowess. 

Masculinity can be impacted by quizzes 
and games, reality themes, clear gender role 
pages and product effectiveness informa-
tion. The implications of feminine values 
have their own design features to consider. 

High-context features include polite-
ness and indirectness, soft-sell approaches 
and aesthetics, whereas low-context fea-
tures include hard-sell approaches, use of 

superlatives, rankings, terms of conditions 
or purchase statements and so on. 

Some further considerations 
All this seems very sensible, doesn’t it? 

However, the practicality of the culturally 
customized website is not without problems. 
There are issues with the delivery of cultural 
content in a “borderless” web environment 
or indeed multicultural, heterogeneous, 
strat ifi ed market (see Jeremy J. Carroll’s 
“An Introduction to the Semantic Web,” 
MultiLingual Computing & Technology #67 
October/November 2004.) Browsers, web 

servers (for example, through 
the Accept-Language header) 
and operating systems generally 
rely on correctly specifi ed com-
binations of language and locale 
information and IP addresses for 
location, and not other “cultural” 
values. Within this constraint, 
then how would we detect a Pol-
ish user located in Ireland, or how 
we might even detect the gender
of a user? Of course, some might 
argue that through personaliza-

tion technology the user could select his or 
her cultural preferences and the information 
is displayed accordingly, but this seems moot 
when the argument is about customization,
not personalization. 

The book is avowedly non-technical, 
but sometimes this limitation impacts the 
cultural aspect, as when the authors declare 
www.ikea.com website as the closest they 
can fi nd to a culturally customized site, 
using the example of a scroll bar positioned 
on the left-hand side of the Saudi site as a 
refl ection of that culture’s spatial orienta-
tion value of reading right to left. However, 
this orientation is due to the rendering 

Type of Website 
Frequency
(US/Asia-

Pacifi c/Europe) 

% Frequency 
(US/Asia-

Pacifi c/Europe) 

Standardized Websites 69 11.7 

Semi-localized Websites 176 29.4 

Localized Websites 207 34.6 

Highly Localized Websites 145 24.2 

Culturally Customized Websites 0 0 

Table from Singh and Pereira, 2005. 
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technology deployed, and not the cultural aspects of website con-
tent (Figure 1), and this rendering varies. 

More seriously, cultures and countries cannot always be confl ated 
as Singh and Pereira have done. Even if they could be assumed as 
one, any argument that a culture is homogeneous cannot be sus-
tained, and therefore, at best, assumptions must be made about a 
web-based user. Indeed, similar shortcomings of Hofstede’s national 
culture research are well covered 
by Brendan McSweeney’s article 
in Human Relations, Vol. 55, 
No.1, January 2002. 

Furthermore, the relevance of 
Hofstede’s original work, dated 
now, to our globalized, post 9/11, 
EU-enlarged world of individual 
Web 2.0-type participation with 
its merging of traditional bound-
aries must be questioned. It’s 
time much of the work that relies 
on his fi ndings for web localiza-
tion was re-evaluated in a more 
modern light and our thoughts 
clarifi ed with new information 
from at least this millennium. 

From my own experience, I 
have a hard time accepting his fi ndings in an Ireland 
with 10% of the population now “non-national”; 
falling church attendance rates; EU integration; and 
status as one of the world’s most globalized coun-
tries (source: A.T. Kearney/Foreign Policy Globaliza-
tion Index). 

The fi nal nagging issue is the book’s use of convoluted, 
dynamically generated web URLs that are impossible to replicate 
easily and a list of web references that is not only partially rel-
evant but also contains basic undermining errors (duplications, 
references to the “Localization Standard [sic] Association,” the 

“Localization [sic] Resource Center [sic]” and so on). I recom-
mend that the accompanying website for the book (www.the 
culturallycustomizedwebsite.com) contain updated links, and 
any future work such as this one use the Harvard Referencing 
System of including the date that the link was accessed when 
documenting a URL that should be of the “simple” variety. 

   Conclusion 
This is a book packed full of useful cultural refer-

ence information. It is well laid out, easy to read, 
and contains useful, full-color screen captures. For 
academics, it is a highly leveraged compendium 
of research on cultural issues. For an experienced, 

operationally minded member of 
the localization community, how-
ever, the book does not advance 
our knowledge much further than 
well-thought-out localization and 
what has been covered elsewhere. 

One could argue that the cat-
egorization between “highly lo-
calized websites” and “culturally 
customized websites” is an aca-
demic con struct with low opera-
tional practicality, given much of 
the information about globaliz-
ing websites already available.

In my opinion, Singh and Per-
eira’s work is best suited for use 
within an academic environment, 
as core grounding for students 

of human-computer interaction studies, global marketing and 
product management; ideal for those who want to explore global 
cultural issues further — but not by implementers of global web-
sites and localization professionals who might do better to rely on 
Yunker’s by-now seminal work.  M

Figure 1: Rendering of IKEA.com in different 
browsers, showing different positions of scroll bars.
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RRavi Kumar Jain Banda has collected a number of inter-
esting introductory articles on localization, with a strong 
focus on the importance of localization as a means to 
bridge the “Digital Divide.” In contrast to most other 
books and articles on localization technologies, which 
are mostly concerned with English as a source language, 
this book also offers insights on Asian-specifi c issues.

In two sections on 240 pages, 15 articles, case studies and white 
papers give an introduction to the basic concepts of localization 
(Section 1) and details of the application of those basics in areas 
such as website localization, FOSS (Free/Open Source Software) or 
global content management (Section 2).

You don’t have to read the articles in any given order, but it is 
recommended that beginners in localization read Section 1 fi rst to 
get the basic overview on localization topics before going on into 
the sometimes extremely detailed case studies and white papers.

Section 1: Introduction
The article “Localization: A New Mantra to Thrive in Digital 

Economy” by Ravi Kumar Jain Banda and Roopa Ananth describes 
what localization is, its evolution and its benefi ts, especially for 
developing countries with a non-English speaking population. The 
areas where localization is important are e-commerce, e-learning, 
e-governance and website and software localization. These areas 
are described in more detail in Section 2.

In “Localization from the Perspective of Translation Studies: 
Overlaps in the Digital Divide?” Anthony Pym discusses the ques-
tion if “localization is part of translation or translation part of 
localization” and if localization is really something new or just 
a new word for something that translators have been doing all 
along. He shows the benefi ts of localization and how it can help 
to bridge the “Digital Divide.”

Patrick Hall argues in “Bridging the Digital Divide: The Future 
of Localisation” that there should be another motive for localiza-
tion besides profi t and describes some initiatives to bring computer 
knowledge and technologies to people in remote 
places to enable them to share knowledge. He 
also points to new developments in usability, 
speech access to software or software message 
delivery not by translating the messages but by 
creating the message in different languages out 
of a neutral knowledge model for the messages.

The next article, “How to Prepare 
a Localization Kit” by Sedef Olcer, 
describes what a LocKit is and what 
needs to go into this tool, usually 
provided by the client to the vendor, 
for a software localization project.

The next two articles — a white paper, 
“Automated Localization Workfl ow – A 
Reference Model: How CMS and GMS 
Collaborate in Producing Multilingual 
Enterprise Content” by Pierre Cadieux 
and another white paper by SDL Inter-
national, “ROI of Localization Process 
Using TMS” — are a good combination 
of a high-level description followed by 
a more detailed description with actual 
calculations and task lists. As localiza-
tion is not an isolated process but is 

strongly connected with document creation on the one end and 
publishing and maintaining the translated material at the other end, 
both white papers focus on the need to integrate technologies and 
the automation of tasks.

Section 2: Application and Cases
The white paper “Localizing Websites: Creating, Managing 

and Maintaining a Global Website” by SDL International gives an 
introduction to the structure of a website localization project and 
touches on questions such as how much and what aspects of a 
global website need to be localized (global versus local content); if 
the localization process could be centralized or decentralized and 
issues such as cultural adaptations, localization of graphics and 
multimedia or dynamic content. The article includes a detailed list 
of tasks as well as “dos” and “don’ts.”

In “Localization for E-Governance,” Jitendra Shah and Swapnil 
Hajare use India and its more than 24 offi cial languages as an exam-
ple for the challenges in localizing for mass usage in e-governance. 
They describe, for example, the move from non-standard solutions 

to standards such as Unicode (and the result-
ing challenges in converting legacy material), 
the development of a search engine for voter 
lists or a system for transliteration of names.

Puja Anand presents an overview of the dif-
ferent areas in internationalization that impact 
the design of e-learning material, especially 

Localization of Information Technology: An Introduction

Reviewed by Angelika Zerfaß
Introduction to globalization includes an Asian perspective
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into Asian languages, in the article “Local-
izing E-Learning.” These areas are, for 
example, content design, where region-spe-
cifi c localizable material needs to be distin-
guished from generic material or screen and 
media design. At the end of the article you 
will fi nd a useful checklist including a list 
of possible issues in the areas of language, 
multimedia or pedagogy.

Asia, with its 2,197 languages, consti-
tutes the culturally most diverse conti-
nent of the world. Sixty-one percent of 
the world population lives in Asia, but 
only 4.5% of them can use the inter-
net, mostly for language and economic 
reasons. The localization of open-source 
software seems to be one way to change 
that. Sarmad Hussain shows in his article 
“Localization of FOSS (Free/Open Source 
Software),” what the benefi ts and chal-
lenges are to localize FOSS with a group 
of geographically scattered volunteers and 
the need to create guidelines and stan-
dardized processes in this fi eld as well.

In the article “Input-Output Issues in 
Software Localization of South Asian 
Languages,” Bidyut B. Chaudhuri explains 
localization challenges such as keyboard 
design and font design — with its aes-
thetical and readability issues or standard-
ization in the representation of compound 
characters. Search engines, OCR (optical 
character recognition) and speech recogni-
tion or software to recognize handwritten 
input in electronic pen or tablet devices 
are just a few examples of the areas where 

input and output of Asian languages still 
need some development and special con-
sideration during localization.

The author of “Localization and Transla-
tion in Japan” shows that for Japan, local-
ization also means to localize your dealings 
with your business partners and mentions 
several examples of vendors and their one-
stop-shop philosophy for anything related 
to localization.

Jacob Hsu, Gunar Kasimir and Karen 
Drust discuss “Localization Testing for 
European Languages in China: How to Set 
Up and Manage Effective Quality Assur-
ance Systems” and show what strategies 
work best when outsourcing testing for 
European languages to China. They offer 
advice on best practices in project man-
agement or communication when setting 
up testing projects in China.

In their article “Social Construction 
of Software Customization: The Case 
of Health Information Systems from 
Mozambique and India,” José Leopoldo 
Nhampossa and Sundeep Sahay talk 
about the customization process for an 
open-source software product in the 
primary health care domain. They argue 
that the same application model cannot 
be applied to different country situations 
without diffi culties. Using Mozambique 
and India as examples, they detail the 
different needs for software customiza-
tion in the health information systems.

Finally, Mary Laplante describes the 
case study “Global Content Management: 

Hewlett-Packard Talks the Talk of World-
wide Business” and shows how HP’s content 
globalization system connects content cre-
ators with content users in local languages. 
She details the technologies used in the 
project and lists best practices such as being 
selective about the projects to bring into the 
content management system or providing a 
centralized translation architecture.

Summary
The introduction to Localization of 

Information Technology provides a good 
starting point for beginners in the fi eld 
of localization. The basics discussed in 
the fi rst section are brought to life by 
the case studies and white papers in the 
second section. I especially liked the 
more Asian-related focus as there are 
many issues to be considered when deal-
ing with Asian languages that you usu-
ally don’t think about when planning a 
localization project. Some articles could 
have been a bit more detailed, but as this 
book is thought to be an introduction, it 
provides a good foundation from which 
the readers can then go on and look for 
more specifi c information in their areas 
of interest.

All in all, the book is a good mixture of 
theoretical information and application of 
this information in real localization proj-
ects. The points made about open-source 
software and its localization needs also 
prove that this will be an area where we will 
see a lot of development in the future.  M
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those who’ve heard of the issue, the explanations for the sensitiv-
ity usually fall into one of three explanations:

1. The number 4 in Japanese, shi (or  in Kanji), also means 
death, although the preferred spoken version is yon. One Japa-
nese cultural custom related to this has been to avoid doing 
things in groups of four — such as a tea setting for four people 
that always includes a fi fth cup. This is, however, only a tertiary 
reason for the sensitivity.

2. Within the yakuza (the Japanese mafi a), there is a practice 
called yubitsume which is performed to make an apology or to 

AAs the second-largest economy in the world, 
as one of the most dynamic societies in terms 
of information technology adaptation, adoption 
and proliferation, and as a country whose cultural 
legacy stretches back many centuries, Japan repre-
sents a unique environment in which to observe the 
complexities of content sensitivities and risks.

 On one level, the Japanese market responds to the usual 
kind of geopolitical and cultural content issues that are found 
across many global markets, and yet on another level this locale 
has very specifi c issues that are confi ned locally. Because many 
companies typically localize for Japan as their default east Asian 
locale (the old FIGS+J standard or other similar baseline localiza-
tion practices), it’s critical to understand that despite Japan’s im-
age of being a very modern society on a business level, complex 
undercurrents of cultural practices with deep socio-historical 
roots must be accounted for if a business is to succeed in ship-
ping content to the Japanese market. 

In this column, I’ll focus on a couple of specifi c Japanese con-
tent issues with which I’ve had direct experience in managing 
and carefully resolving.

Four fi ngers
Perhaps one of the more well-known Japanese content issues 

and perhaps also the often most misunderstood is the infamous 
“four-fi nger” issue. This pertains to the use of a human fi gure that 
has only four fi ngers instead of the standard fi ve, especially as 
related to human fi gures in cartoons, animation and other non-
photographic representations (see “Bob the Builder” example). For 

Tom Edwards is a geographer and the principal consultant of 
Englobe, a Seattle-based consultancy for geocultural intelligence 
and content strategy. Previously, he spent 13 years at Microsoft as a 
geographer and as its senior geopolitical strategist.

Tom Edwards Off the Map

Sensitive content 
issues in Japan
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Bob the Builder goes to Japan

The Bob the Builder character 
for children (at right) is a 
good example of content that 
was proactively localized in 
2000 into Japan.

By adding a fi fth fi nger (at left), 
concerns being raised by Japanese 

parents about the four-fi nger 
issue were avoided. 

(Bob the Builder © HIT Entertainment)
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atone for a grievance against someone. It involves the ritual 
cutting off of the little fi nger (knuckle by knuckle for each of-
fense) and presenting it to the person to whom the apology is 
being made. The resulting four-fi ngered appearance has become 
closely associated with the yakuza and is thus considered quite 
a negative image, especially as yubitsume is a practice almost 
exclusively linked to the yakuza.

3. At a deeper cultural level, the four-fi ngered appear-
ance relates to a social class issue, with a group known as the 
burakumin (from the Japanese word buraku meaning village), 
which for the most part are analogous to the “untouchable” 
caste in India. The burakumin were known for performing 
undesirable jobs such as animal handling, butchering, leather 
crafts and related work. Thus, the display of four fi ngers, 
shown to represent the four-legged animals with whom the 
burakumin worked, became a derogatory symbol and deeply 
offensive to those in that caste. Legally, the caste system in 
Japan was eliminated in 1871 with the new Meiji government; 
the discrimination persisted, however, for well over a hundred 
years and still exists today to a degree.

What has made the four-fi nger issue particularly volatile 

for producers and distributors of content was that burakumin
activist groups, such as the Burakumin Liberation League, would 
often take legal action or threaten such action if a company 
didn’t at least provide some compensation in addition to making 
requested content changes. While the line between acceptable 
and unacceptable on this issue is often a gray zone, some content
isn’t perceived as problematic, such as The Simpsons cartoon 
which is popular in Japan (the characters in the show all have 
four fi ngers). The four-fi nger issue is useful to consider not only 
as a specifi c risk but also to illustrate that a seemingly straight-
forward issue can have very deep cultural meaning; thus, con-
tent producers must be extremely diligent — even in perceived 
“safe” markets such as Japan. 

Geopolitical issues
As far as geopolitical sensitivities that are particularly impor-

tant to the Japanese government, there are at least three signifi -
cant ones which I have touched upon previously in this column 
and deserve mentioning here as well: the Sea of Japan/East Sea 
maritime naming dispute, the territorial dispute over the Kuril 
Islands, and another territorial dispute over Take-shima/Dok-do. If 
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       Examples of sensitivities in Japan

  ide a glimpse into the 
nsitive content issues 

at can be persistent in 
the Japanese market. 
e some of its regional 

neighbors, Japan’s 
government tends 
to be less intrusive 

and restrictive in 
response to mistakes 
ted with these issues, 

  ately depends on who 
 nd escalates the issue.

The maps above, both produced in Japan, demonstrate the 
difference in application of the local cartographic viewpoint. In the 
offi cial government map on the right, notice that the disputed Kuril 
Islands (north of Hokkaido) are included as Japanese territory. In the 
university locator map on the left, the islands are not included.

The game The Fantasy of the Journey West was a platform for 
anti-Japanese sentiment in China after the artwork for one room 
environment (at left) 

was considered too 
close to the Japanese 
Imperial fl ag of World 

War II (at right). The 
game also sported a 

popular player’s guild 
called “The Alliance to 

Resist Japan.”
The Fantasy of the Journey West © NetEase.com, Inc.
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there are three issues that can surely yield 
a government response to a company’s 
content, these rank high on the list. As for 
the fi rst issue, the sea lying between Japan 
and the Korean peninsula has a name that 
has a long history of being disputed. Par-
ticularly in recent years, both Japan and 
Korea (South) have taken great measures 
to convince other countries, international 
organizations and map publishers that 
their specifi c viewpoint is historically 
accurate. The standard label of “Sea of 
Japan” is considered acceptable in every 
country beyond Korea, but within Korea 
the name “East Sea” is required. Many 
cartographers have opted for a compro-
mise solution such as double labeling 
the feature as “Sea of Japan (East Sea).” 
The issue is still under consideration by 
the United Nations and the International 
Hydrographic Offi ce based in Monaco, 
but no resolution is on the horizon. The 
Korean government is far quicker to 
correct content that might contain “Sea 
of Japan,” but the Japanese government 
has also become more proactive in recent 
years about stopping the adoption of 
“East Sea” even as a secondary label, so 
content providers need to be sensitive as 
to the end point of their distribution.

Regarding the Kuril Islands, which be-
came disputed when Russia occupied the 
four southernmost islands that Japan had 
long considered integral to its sovereign 
territory, this issue has seen periods of 
tension since the end of World War II. The 
decades of attempted diplomacy have not 
yet yielded a resolution, and the govern-
ment of Japan has required that maps of 
Japan include the southern Kuril Islands 
(known as their “Northern Territories”) as 
part of their sovereign territory — primar-
ily in educational and offi cial government 
resources. Signifi cantly, in 2005 the Euro-
pean Union parliament released a state-
ment declaring its belief that the islands 
should be returned to Japan, much to 
Russia’s ire. Then in 2006, Russia offered 
to give back to Japan two of the four is-
lands (less than 10% of the disputed area) 
if Japan would agree to drop the remain-
ing dispute, but Japan remains resolute in 
pursuing its entire claim. 

Also in the geopolitical arena, a high 
sensitivity remains around the owner-
ship of the Take-shima/Dok-do islets that 
are the subject of a dispute with Korea 
— with Take-shima being the Japanese 
name and Dok-do the Korean name for 
these large rocks in the middle of the 

Sea of Japan/East Sea. Korea currently 
maintains occupation of this feature, but 
both sides fervently claim it as histori-
cally part of their sovereign territory. 
Beyond the nationalism associated with 
the dispute, a serious benefi t of resolving 
the ownership is a generous 200 nautical 
mile exclusive economic zone that would 
be a signifi cant benefi t. Some politicians 
have fl oated the idea of a joint economic 
zone between the two countries.

Regional impact of content
Last, I’d like to point out that as with 

any market into which you might be 
distributing content, it’s vitally important 
to consider the regional impact of such 
content. Within East Asia, there is a mat-
ter of ongoing, high sensitivity towards 
Japanese-oriented content, particularly 
within China and Korea. Most people are 
aware of the ongoing animosity toward 
Japan because of the regular visits of its 
prime minister to the Yakusuni Shrine (a 
Japanese war memorial which includes 
those who fought in World War II), as 
well as furor over Japan’s current at-
titude towards reconciling the country’s 
World War II imperialism and the effects 
on surrounding countries — even some-
thing as simple as the appearance of the 
Japanese Imperial fl ag (see sidebar). Such 
ongoing issues make it imperative that 
content developers consider how their 
decisions can balance the creation of 
very local appeal and still maintain good 
relations with other regional markets.

Again, so much more could be covered 
here to address other content sensitivities 
in Japan, going beyond the most obvious 
issues. For now, it’s helpful to appreciate 
Japan as a great example of a modernized 
culture that maintains deep historical roots. 
Thus, the juxtaposition of the ubiquity of 
information with a long-standing social 
structure reminds us never to assume that 
even seemingly “globalized” countries 
won’t maintain very specifi c content risks 
— such as the United States — defi nitely 
another ripe topic for a future column.  M

Resources

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan 
website: www.mofa.go.jp 

Culture Shock! Japan: A Survival Guide 
to Customs and Etiquette (P. Sean Bramble, 
2005)

Learning to Bow: Inside the Heart of Japan
(Bruce Feiler, 1992)
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 John Freivalds is managing director of the marketing communications 
fi rm JFA and is the marketing representative for his native country, Latvia. 

Mordida. Dash. Baksheesh. Bribe. Regardless of 
the language you say it in, it spells corruption. How 
a company deals with it then establishes not only 
the company’s global savvy but its reputation. I 
look at giving or taking a bribe as a dance with the 
devil. And everybody in business has to now pay 
closer attention as to what is appropriate or not in 
giving and receiving “something of value.”

Corruption is defi ned as taking bribes, which in turn is defi ned 
as anything given or promised as an inducement that is illegal 
or wrong. Corruption is found everywhere — including in the 
localization business, where I have fi rst-hand knowledge of 
bribes given and received in the awarding of a multimillion dol-
lar contract between two US fi rms. There are a couple of ways 
of looking at corruption — as just another cost of doing business 
or as something that is to be avoided at all cost. The World Bank 
in a pioneering study estimated the cost of corruption. A 2004 
survey showed that an improvement of one standard deviation 
in the International Risk Guide Corruption index leads to a 29% 
decrease in infant mortality, a 52% increase in satisfaction with 
public health and a 30% to 60% increase in public satisfaction 
stemming from improved road conditions. 

But the same survey found that in my native Latvia, “cor-
ruption is a natural part of our lives and helps solve many 
problems.” The word for bribe in Latvian, by the way, is kukulis,
which literally is a big loaf (sometimes as much as three pounds) 
of Latvian sweet and sour bread that rural folk give as gifts, 
which ended up as a metaphor for bribe.

Latvia is awash in money since joining the European Union 
with Russian fl ight capital seeking a safe haven from Russian 
authorities. We even had to set up a special organization to 
show American banks that all Latvian banks were not corrupt 
and not engaged in money laundering. If you are a civil servant 
in Latvia and see all these BMWs zipping around with people 
showing off that they got theirs, it’s hard to resist the tempta-
tion of getting yours.

Insofar as public US companies are concerned, it is illegal to 
take or give bribes. The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, passed 
several years ago, forbids any public US company to give bribes 
directly or through its agents. 

One of my past language clients is probably going to jail 
because he was accused of violating this act. I was in charge of 
sales for a company that had an offi ce in Almaty, Kazakhstan. I 
helped open the offi ce, and we sold language services to many 
multinational fi rms, including many oil fi rms. An investment 
bank that was located there dealt with the oil fi rms and the 
Kazakh government. Its president, James Giffen, whom I met 
many times, has been charged with shifting money from oil 
contracts to Kazakh offi cials. Facing fi ve years in jail for han-
dling bribes to Kazakh offi cials, he has surrendered his passport 
and has put up a huge bond, including two of his houses, while 
awaiting his trial.

And when I was involved in international trading we were 
constantly bombarded with offers to sell here or there as long 
as we paid a “commission” to an agent to make the sale. We 
consistently refused to pay because once you “get into bed” 
with these guys, they are with you forever. I did, however, have 
a huge expense account, and, if I wanted to buy a $500 dinner 
for a government minister or chief executive, that was not a 
problem.

We had been exporting sawn lumber from Russia through the 
Port of St. Petersburg. A port offi cial approached my boss and 
lauded him for his efforts on “export expansion.” He then added, 
“I want to become your partner.” The understanding was that if 
we didn’t cut him in, port logistics would become “diffi cult” for 
us. With that, we left the Russian trade. In a Caribbean country, 
the head of the country’s Supreme Court told me on the phone 
that if I gave him $10,000, a real-estate issue would be settled 
in our favor.

Corruption is uncovered domestically on a daily basis, a great 
deal of it in the military contracting systems. So much money 

World Savvy John Freivalds

Don’t dance 
with the devil
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is fl owing into fi ghting “terrorism” and the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan that there are few controls to prevent wide-scale 
abuse. I live outside Washington, D.C., which has its share of cor-
ruption scandals continually being uncovered. There are 36,000 
lobbyists with expense accounts, so it’s not hard to imagine the 
result of this situation. All of them at one time or another wine 
and dine clients at the Old Ebbitt Grill a block away from the 
White House. It is fascinating to sit and watch, and far more 
interesting than wandering around Washington looking at 
monuments.

In a recent case, a congressman from California is in jail for 
using his infl uence to get defense contracts for a fi rm. The US 
congressman, Randy “Duke” Cunningham, was so audacious in 
this that he prepared a “menu” which indicated the amount 
of money he would receive for each million dollars of defense 
contracts the company, MZM, would get. Elsewhere, the airplane 
manufacturer Boeing bribed an Air Force procurement offi cer 
by offering her and her daughter top-paying jobs in return for 
awarding them a multi-billion-dollar contract. Both she and the 
Boeing offi cial who offered the bribe are in jail.

No big deal?
In what countries is corruption most prevalent? In Transparency 

International rankings, the least corrupt countries are Iceland, 
Finland and New Zealand. The US is seventeenth, sandwiched 
between Germany and France. Mexico comes in at 65, China at 
77, Kazakhstan at 107 — and dead last, in 157th place, is Chad. 
Why is it that the poorest countries are the most corrupt?

Corruption is justifi ed in a number of countries as a means 
for low-paid civil servants to make money. This is the logic when 
you are stopped by a traffi c police offi cer in Moscow for even 
the most trivial infraction. Then you begin a haggling process 
until you arrive at an acceptable sum. Try doing this to a state 
trooper in the United States!

I managed a business in Haiti once, and our manager there 
was confronted one day by three people from the internal 
revenue department. Our taxes for the year were determined by 
what was said and done that day — in cash. It was sometimes 
comical. One day the fi re marshall of Port-Au-Prince came and 
told us of all the fi re code violations our plant had. He then 
said we would be in code when we bought a given number of 
fi re extinguishers, and it just so happened he had the franchise 
to sell a “complete line for fi re extinguishers.” We soon pulled 
out of Haiti after having been there a decade. And in Panama, 
when I wanted a driver’s license, I walked into an offi ce where I 
saw people handing over applications and folded white hand-
kerchiefs to the clerks who were working there. Then I realized 
what was going on. The handkerchiefs contained money — usu-
ally $10 — and if you handed that over with your application, 
you got a driver’s license, bad eyesight or not.

But even these funny and amusing “little” corruptions 
eventually take their toll on a society. I have a friend who ran a 
profi table and successful translation fi rm in Moscow and whom I 
helped train to deal with Americans. He was a Russian national-
ist who I thought would never leave regardless of how diffi cult 
Moscow became. But the little bribes needed to sustain a normal 
life got to him. Russian education and health care are suppos-
edly free. When he was asked to bribe school teachers to teach 
his children, he said, “Enough is enough.” He moved to Prague 
and now runs a successful operation there. 

Corruption has also indirectly affected the globalization 
industry. Siemens, the giant German telecommunications 
fi rm, is in the midst of a corruption scandal. The CEO recently 
resigned. Siemens paid hundreds of millions of dollars in 
bribes to obtain telecommunications contracts in a number of 
companies. This won business a way from Motorola, Alcatel, 
Lucent, Ericsson and Nortel. Since fi rms such as Lionbridge on 
down had localization contracts with many of these fi rms, they 
didn’t get the work.

Something of value
Where this plays out on a micro level is making sure that 

something that you do is not perceived as giving “something 
of value” in order to get business — “something of value” now 
being the operative legal term to describe an inappropriate 
gratuity. 

At one end of the extreme is Wal-Mart, where I have been 
many times to sell language services. I remember that on those 
occasions when eating in the corporate cafeteria, your host 
did not buy you lunch nor did you buy his or hers. Wal-Mart 
recently hired a big-name advertising director to spur sales. She 
came from the environment where accepting lunch or dinner 
from a vendor was no big deal. She failed to realize, however, 
that she now worked for a fi rm based in Bentonville, Arkansas, 
and not New York City where the values are quite different. So, 
she was fi red for accepting lunches and dinners on her trips to 
New York to visit the advertising fi rm she hired. That fi rm was 
fi red as well. When I started in this business with a company 
that was part of the advertising giant Ogilvy, based in New York, 
one way my performance was judged was by the number of 
clients and potential clients whom I took to lunch and dinner 
during the week.

I have benefi tted from the tighter laws against corruption 
or, to be polite, “impropriety.” We have a line of posters that 
includes one dealing with currencies, The Periodic Table of 
Money. It depicts forty currencies from around the world and 
the slang term for money. Franklin Templeton Funds, which cur-
rently manages $552 billion in assets, bought several thousand 
from our company and had us put their logo on them. They were 
Christmas gifts to stock brokers who recommended the funds to 
their clients. The marketing manager who ordered the posters 
explained to me that the US Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, which governs securities trading, has a rule that the 
stockbrokers can’t receive anything worth more than $25 from 
Franklin Templeton.

Another fi rm that I am close to is Allianz, the big multina-
tional insurance fi rm. The company has a code for business 
ethics and compliance, which most public companies have in the 
United States. The code states, “The acceptance of gifts and ben-
efi ts is generally prohibited if the interests of the Allianz group 
are affected or the professional independence of the employees 
be jeopardized be it real or apparent.” So, can you buy an Allianz 
employee lunch or dinner? Yes. “Invitations to business lunches 
or dinners may generally be accepted.”

We live in an emotionally charged environment where the 
internet and blogs instantaneously report any real or per-
ceived malfeasance. So, my advice would be to check out 
what’s appropriate these days before the dinner or gift for 
Christmas that you so innocently got for your client comes 
back to haunt you. M
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the process, and we merged with Welocalize, Inc., in 2006. Our 
story had a successful ending, but we had to do much of the 
work ourselves to make it happen. After our merger, I determined 
that other business owners in this industry should not have to go 
through the same struggles we did before deciding on an M&A 
strategy. To that end, Eugene McGinty (from Connect Global 
Solutions, another recent Welocalize merger), currently Welocalize 
Ireland managing director, and I took the reins of M&A at 
Welocalize.

‘M&A Uncovered’: a multifaceted series
To address the lack of knowledge about M&A, this article is part 

of a new series that will combine magazine articles, conference 
panels and online interactivity to collect and share information on 
the M&A process. What are the best practices? What has worked 
well for other companies — buyers and sellers? What are the steps 
to follow when a business owner wants to consider the M&A 
option? What other resources are available? How are valuations 
determined, and how can deals be structured? What happens after 
the deal is signed? Is M&A right for the owner and the business? 
What do industry leaders have to say?

The goal of this series is to bring together the experience of 
our industry so that readers as well as conference and online 
participants can fi nd answers to questions about any aspect of 
M&A. Through panel discussions at Localization World conferences, 
we can explore key topics and questions in more detail with a 
larger audience. In addition, we will address e-mail questions and 
comments in MultiLingual, while reaching out to industry leaders 
(and customers) on their opinions about M&A — what works, what 
doesn’t, and how M&A fi ts within our industry.

The fi rst panel — Localization World Shanghai
The Localization World conference in Shanghai in March 2007 

was the perfect place to formally introduce “M&A Uncovered.” The 
fi rst GALA-sponsored panel consisted of Daniel Carter, industry 
consultant; Matthias Caesar, general manager of LCJ-EEIG and 
Locatech; and Mike Kidd, executive vice-president of ProZ.com. 

EEarly in 2004, my company, M2 Enterprises, started 
looking at options on how to grow to the next level. 
After 25 years in business, we felt we had a good 
entrepreneurial model that would benefi t from 
additional resources in order to build a stronger 
company. We evaluated venture capital, public 
shells, investment options and managed buyouts, 
among others, before deciding that a merger or 
acquisition fi t best with our vision of the company. 
We then began to look for information on best 
practices, valuation guidelines and ways to reach 
potential buyers in the localization industry. We 
found nothing.

Our fi rst thought was that maybe we were not asking the right 
people, so we turned to our bankers, accountants and lawyers. 
They had lots of recommendations, but no one knew anything 
about the localization or translation industry. So, their knowledge 
was not as applicable. Since there had been a recent history 
of mergers in the industry, we started asking our colleagues 
and associations for more information. The response was 
overwhelmingly negative! Company after company told us there 
had never been a successful merger in our industry (urban myth?), 
that the owners would never stay, that key employees would jump 
ship, and that the clients with whom we had worked for so many 
years would leave immediately. Not exactly a warm endorsement 
of mergers and acquisitions (M&A).

But wait a minute — M&A happens in every industry and is 
usually a sign of healthy growth and maturity. Why wouldn’t I 
want my company to grow stronger by sharing strengths and 
resources? Why was our industry — localization (just another 
service industry) — so special or so different that M&A could 
not work? Why couldn’t we fi nd any experts, best practices, or 
resources to help a privately held localization company through 
the M&A process? 

In the end, we actually took two different approaches. We 
acquired a small translation company in 2005 to better understand 

André P. Pellet

M&A Uncovered: 
Where are the resources?
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The topic of the panel was “M&A: Where do I fi t?” Each 
panelist gave his perspective, and a round of interactive 
discussion with the audience followed. As host, I framed the 
conversation by asking: “All industries consolidate as they 
mature. Customers want more price savings and mature 
offerings, and vendors need more scalability and capabilities. 
Given the M&A activity of the past two years (starting with SDL’s 
purchase of TRADOS), are we entering a period of consolidation 
where smaller companies need to act quickly to maximize their 
value? Are we entering an era where four or fi ve large suppliers 
will own 85% of the business of the large buyers?” 

Carter discussed some of the specifi c aspects of the M&A 
process, especially as they applied to Western and Eastern 
companies that want to work together. He pointed out that 
M&A doesn’t necessarily have to be from Western companies 
purchasing Asian companies — but even more 
likely would be the scenario of a Chinese or 
Indian company purchasing partners in the West. 
Based on his experience, the process of M&A 
in this industry depends a great deal on the 
relationships, trust and vision of the proposed 
merger. Owners and customers need to see the 
value of the transaction and understand how 
the services they purchase will improve. Good, 
strong management on both sides is a must. Asia 
provides a unique opportunity for our industry 
in that it opens the door to large-scale, quality 
production services at reduced rates. Companies that can build 
relationships in Asia will be far more successful in the long run.

Caesar provided a counterpoint from his experience as part 
of the formation of the LCJ — a consortium of four companies 
which together are a premier Microsoft vendor. He said that this 
partnership of equals, based on trust and a mutual objective, 
had worked well for them over the years. Through a clearly 
defi ned structure, he and his partners had all grown their 
own companies as part of the consortium. He proposed that a 
business owner always looks at the available options, but that a 
partnership provides a credible alternative to a full merger. If — 
and a big if — the industry was consolidating, then partnerships 
would become more common.

Kidd brought a point of view from outside the industry. A 
localization veteran of TRADOS, SDL and now ProZ.com, he had 
previous experience with the telecom industry, which had also 
been composed of many small privately held companies in the 
early 1990s. As more and more customers began to standardize 
on cellular (mobile) phones, they put pressure on the industry 
to fi nd larger vendors that could support their broad needs 
while managing costs. Suppliers that needed to grow in terms of 
revenue and coverage quickly started acquiring smaller regional 
players. Companies that acted quickly were able to sell for a 
high value. Companies that waited found in some instances 
that their value had diminished because the larger vendors had 
already locked them out of new markets, using their size to 
build new technology, solutions and services.

Concerns emerge in discussion
One industry veteran commented that there has been 

discussion of “consolidation” before in the industry, but it had 
not happened yet. He expressed doubt it would happen this 
time. Some of the responses, however, pointed out that in the 

market today the largest buyers of localization services are 
very mature also — and know what they need. In earlier years, 
vendors could lead many customers to new solutions, but now 
customers are demanding the solutions they want.

In working with Asian companies, some vendors did not know 
where to start when approaching a partner about potential 
acquisitions. The key aspect, everyone agreed, was that trust and 
relationships were critical to forming the basis of any discussion.

There was considerable discussion about the “intangibles” of 
our industry — the relationship of management to staff and staff 
to customers. These factors make any M&A much more than an 
addition of revenue. For any acquisition or partnership to work 
successfully, these relationships must be protected and preserved.

It was debated whether the experience of another industry 
such as telecommunications could be applied to the localization 

industry since the other industry was product-
based and not service-based. Kidd replied that 
the factors were the same from the client’s 
needs (scalability, price controls, technology and 
services), which was the element that drove the 
industry growth. (Note: As panel host, I wonder 
why we always feel our industry cannot learn 
anything from other industries.) 

Finally, the M&A picture is not clear for many 
company owners. They are unsure if they need 
to evaluate this now, if there is any pressure, 
and they have no clear picture of how they 

can maximize their value. What was confi rmed is that this year, 
many companies have seen new growth, and there is pressure to 
meet the demand through expanded services and capabilities. 
The questions business owners ask themselves are: What is 
the point at which I can optimize the value of my company 
fi nancially, professionally and personally when my company is 
performing well? How can investment, partnerships, acquisitions 
or mergers help me optimize this value? 

Next steps
As we prepare for Localization World Berlin in June 2007, 

we have an opportunity to expand our discussion on M&A as 
part of a GALA preconference session. The panel is planned to 
have an “Acquirer (Buyer),” a “Localization Customer,” and a 
“Seller” or M&A expert. The Berlin panel will introduce what 
customers think of M&A in our industry, how it benefi ts them 
and what they would like to see from future transactions. 
Questions and comments are critical to the success of this 
series. Please let us know what you would like to see included 
in the discussion — or, of course, attend the panel. 

To build a framework for this ongoing discussion and have 
a better understanding of the industry’s views on M&A, we 
have devised the M&A Uncovered Survey, which will be sent 
to vendors and customers. The survey is available at www 
.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=504363686460. Please take a 
moment to share your views.

The success of the series depends on the level of interactivity 
we can have — and that means hearing from you. E-mail me at 
andre.pellet@welocalize.com with your questions, comments, 
suggestions or rants, and I’ll see how we can work it in to future 
panels and articles. We look forward to this journey of learning 
and sharing more about M&A. Thank you for being part of an 
exciting new chapter for our industry! M
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IKEA: behind the best 
global retail website
John Yunker

I IKEA (www.ikea.com) is one of the world’s 
most successful retailers, with more than 220 
stores spanning 35 countries. Founded in Swe-
den more than 50 years ago, IKEA stores last 
year collectively saw more than half a billion 
visitors and brought in more than $22 billion 
in business. What makes these statistics particu-
larly impressive is that they’re generated by a 
truly global customer base. Consider the loca-
tions of the most recent IKEA store openings: 
Bucharest, Romania (March 2007); Frankfurt, 
Germany (March 2007); Bari, Italy (February 
2007); St. Petersburg, Russia (December 2006); 
Round Rock, Texas, U.S.A. (November 2006); 
and Chengdu, China (November 2006).

And yet IKEA, with only 29 locations in the 
United States, is really just getting started. 
Each year, I benchmark hundreds of global websites for The 

Web Globalization Report Card, and for the past three years, IKEA 
has dominated these rankings as the best “bricks and mortar” 
retail website. It emerged on top of its industry again for The 
2007 Web Globalization Report Card, placing twenty-third out 
of 200 websites.

This article explains why IKEA is the global retail website to 
beat — and what companies in other industries can learn from 
the retailer.

For retailers, going global isn’t easy
As one retailer told me a few years ago, the world may be 

fl at for Amazon.com, but for bricks-and-mortar retailers, the 
world is still very much round. That’s because many retailers 
must open local stores before they can succeed in new markets. 
A localized website might be a great way to test market poten-
tial, but for a company that specializes in, say, furniture, giving 
customers the opportunity to touch and sit on the merchandise 
can make all the difference. 

Retailers have generally been slow to develop multilingual 
websites simply because they’ve been slow to expand outside 
of their domestic markets. According to a Deloitte study of the 
world’s top 250 retailers, 104 retailers have no international 
operations at all. 

But IKEA has an advantage over its competitors because it 
built its business not only through store expansion but through a 
hugely popular mail order catalog. Now printed in 27 languages 
and distributed in 34 countries, the catalog provides IKEA with 
the local-market intelligence it needs to identify where to open 
stores next, what products will be most successful, and what 
unique local challenges the company will face. 

Going local while staying Swedish
Despite locating its headquarters in The Netherlands, IKEA 

actively promotes its Swedish heritage. The company’s blue-
and-yellow color scheme echoes the colors of the Swedish 
national fl ag. 

John Yunker is president of Byte Level Research 
(www.bytelevel.com) and editor of Global by Design 
(www.globalbydesign.com). 
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IKEA’s product designs are clean and 
minimalist in nature; the product names 
— such as Norden, Sommar and Stefan 
— are of Scandinavian origin; and the 
stores themselves include restaurants 
that serve Swedish meatballs.

But while IKEA may benefi t from 
its perceived Swedishness in each new 
market it enters, the products themselves 
must be relevant to the local market 
— that is, customers will only purchase 
products that fi t their homes and life-
styles. And this is where the localization 
of IKEA comes into play, both in the 
stores and on the web. IKEA aims to 
develop products that will be relevant 
in as many markets as possible, such 
as the Stefan chair shown in Figures 1a 
and 1b. But even if the same product 
can sell in many markets, variables must 
be localized, such as measurements and 
currencies.

That said, IKEA does a very good job 
of minimizing the number and complex-
ity of these variables, which is a general 
lesson in web globalization. The art of 
successful global web design is about 
less design, not more, as you’ll see with 
IKEA’s global design template.

Now let’s visit www.ikea.com

At IKEA, .com means global
When you visit www.ikea.com, you 

arrive at a splash global gateway. This 
page allows you to self-select your locale. 

The fi rst thing to note about this 
page is that it is country agnostic. 
Sweden gets no higher billing than any 
other country. Furthermore, each of the 
country websites is hosted in its rel-
evant two-letter country domain, such 

as www.ikea.de for Germany and www 
.ikea.fr for France. The US site is hosted 
at www.ikea.us

Volvo takes a similar approach, host-
ing its US site at the .us domain. It is no 
coincidence that these two companies 
did not originate in the United States. 
American companies and American 
customers have historically viewed .com 
as the US domain, which has prevented 

Figure 2 (above): The splash global gateway with locale selection.
Figure 3 (below): From the gateway to a country page. 

Figure 1a (above): The Stefan chair for sale 
on the France site; Figure 1b (below): The 

same chair on the US site. 
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them from taking the approach used by Volvo and IKEA, for 
now at least.

While this may sound like a minor detail, a number of mul-
tinationals are struggling with the confusing nature of the .com 
address. As companies expand their reach around the world, 
they fi nd that users from around the world initially visit the 
.com address looking for local content. That’s why the splash 
global gateway is such a valuable device. 

IKEA’s splash global gateway
Back in 2003, IKEA was one of only a handful of companies 

that used a splash global gateway. IKEA was ahead of its time.
More than 25% of the 200 websites analyzed in The 2007

Web Globalization Report Card now use splash global gateways, 
including companies such as Caterpillar, Air France and Patago-
nia (which launched its global gateway only a few months ago). 

For some country websites, IKEA presents more than one land-
ing page, thereby allowing users to drill down to specifi c regions 
or towns within their country. No matter where the user is within 
the IKEA website, however, the current locale is prominently 
indicated at the top of the page, a nice way to gently remind 
users as to where they are exactly within the site. It’s important 
to stress that as companies localize their websites into more and 
more locales across more and more brands, the odds of their cus-
tomers and potential customers getting lost only increase.

IKEA does a number of things well with its splash gate-
way. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the gateway is careful 
to include country names in the dominant native language. 
You’ll notice that multiple scripts are displayed. Although 

Unicode allows for a web page to display more than one 
script, if the user’s computer does not have a Unicode-
friendly font, many of these scripts will appear as empty 
boxes or question marks. To keep this from happening, IKEA 
embeds the non-Latin scripts within GIF images. It’s another 
small detail, but one that might prevent visitors from think-
ing that their browsers are acting up or the website is broken 
— or, worse, contacting your web support team saying that 
the website is broken.

Another important aspect of this gateway is that all coun-
tries are treated equally. Many companies use pull-down 
menus for their global gateways. When the list of countries 
grows too long, companies will often place their core market 
at the top of the list, such as the United States or United King-
dom. Doing so shows favoritism for one country over others 
and is generally not a good idea if your goal is to expand into 
new countries.

The major drawback to the IKEA landing page is that repeat 
visitors will keep on landing on this splash page. Some com-
panies use cookies to capture the user’s locale preference so 
that he or she bypasses this landing page on subsequent visits, 
something IKEA should consider testing.

The splash gateway is not a “silver bullet” solution to global 
navigation. It is just one element of a larger navigation strat-
egy. Here are a few tips to keep in mind as you develop your 
company’s navigation strategy:

Reserve country-specifi c domain names. From .us to .de 
to .cn, if you’re planning to expand globally, start reserving 
those country domains as soon as possible. 

Include a “permanent gateway” on all web pages.
If a user arrives at the German site by mistake and wants to 
get to the Spanish site, always include a link back to the 
gateway. This permanent gateway link should be located at 

Figure 4: Users in some countries can select 
country, region and town pages.

Figure 5: Country names in non-Latin scripts are presented as graphics.
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the top of the web page whenever possible. The permanent 
gateway link on the Caterpillar website is shown in Figure 6.
IKEA is missing permanent gateway links on its country pages.

Wave fl ags with caution. Flags can be effective in let-
ting the user know that he or she is on the correct country 
website, but they should not be used to denote language. 
For example, what fl ag would you use to signify Spanish or 
English? The use of fl ags is also a delicate issue when it comes 
to China and Taiwan.

Tell users where they are. Each country website should 
include the country name within the template header to provide 
an additional degree of comfort to the user.

Consider geolocation and language negotiation. These 
two technologies look at the web user’s IP address and language 
preference of the browser to serve customized content. Google 
uses both of these technologies, and a small but growing num-
ber of companies are now using them as well.

Finally, sometimes you’ll need to localize a website into 
multiple languages to effectively address one country, such 
as Switzerland. Although it is a relatively small country, Swit-
zerland has four offi cial languages: French, Italian, German and 
Romansh. Notice how the IKEA Switzerland site (Figure 7) is 
available in French, German and Italian. 

IKEA’s global template: less is more
IKEA was also forward-looking in its global design. Although 

the design has evolved over the years, the overall approach 
remains the same — a consistent global design template that 
allows a maximum amount of real estate for local products and 
promotions.

The template is basically just a header. Also, various page 
templates may be shared between regions and countries. Glob-
ally, however, the template is one consistent design element.

As a general rule, I fi nd that the less real estate the global template 
requires, the less resistant country offi ces will be toward adopting it. 
When it comes to successful global designs, less is more.

Supporting customers, one country at a time
Successful customer support requires much more than pro-

viding a “store locator” feature on a website. IKEA certainly 
makes its store locator easy to fi nd and use; Figure 9 shows the 
one from the Spain site. But IKEA also provides some nifty 
features that other retailers often do not provide, such as a 
local-language web-based chat application, shown in Figure 
10, also from the Spain site. 

In addition, IKEA provides web users with the ability to 
enter an item number to see if a desired product is in stock 
at their nearest location — a great way to save customers 
from making wasted trips. This feature integrates nicely with 

Figure 6 (above): Caterpillar’s 
permanent gateway link.

Figure 7 (left): IKEA Switzerland’s site with 
three language choices.

Figure 8: IKEA global template.

Figure 9 (above): The Spanish 
store locator.

Figure 10 (right): The 
Spanish Help page.
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IKEA’s direct mail catalog program. A 
customer can simply plug in the item 
number from the catalog and then head 
off to the store.

Sometimes localization is about pro-
viding support for those people who aren’t 
truly local, such as expatriates. For exam-
ple, the IKEA France site provides English 

content for customers who may not yet 
speak the language.

80% of the world,
and then some
There are now more than a billion 

internet users around the globe, but 
only a third of these web users are 
native-English speakers. To communi-
cate with roughly 80% of these users, 
you need to support these ten lang-
uages: Chinese, Spanish, Japanese, Ger-
man, Korean, French, Italian, Russian, 
Portuguese (Brazil) and Arabic.

IKEA supports these languages and 
many more — a total of 26 languages in 
all. By my calculations, this means that 
IKEA can communicate with 85% of all 
internet users globally. 

Not standing still
IKEA continues to add localized web-

sites at a slow but steady pace. Last year, 
the company added a site for Romania, 
and it’s not diffi cult to predict which 
sites will be added next. IKEA has a store 
opening in Greece in October, no doubt 
to be met with a localized website — a 
website that looks much like any other 
IKEA site, but distinctly Greek. M

Figure 11 (left): Country-specifi c pages.
Figure 12 (above): A page for anglophone residents of France.
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E-government — 
a citizen’s perspective
Earl Mardle

Government has always been a signifi cant 
information-based activity. Promulgating and 
enacting legislation, its notifi cation and distri-
bution, evaluating the effects of legislation and 
the permissions and prosecutions that arise from 
it are all information-based. It is logical that net-
worked information tools would be applied to 
government, and in the last decade signifi cant 
sums have been invested to that end. These pro-
grams have, however, frequently failed to live 
up to their potential. I will look at some of the 
obvious reasons for that, then at ways in which 
e-government looks likely to be implemented 
and sustained; what e-government is and what 
the problems of e-government are; and how it 
is, in fact, developing.

We begin with a defi nition. E-government supports and 
implements the process and statutory functions of government 
by using information and communications technologies, from 
telephone and fax to e-mail, websites, tagging, open taxono-
mies, ranking and rating, aggregators and blogs. 

The two major subdivisions of e-government interact and 
overlap. They are e-services, which includes administrative and 
enforcement tasks, from issuing permits and licenses to paying 
fi nes and registering voters; and e-governance, which covers 
elections, political activity, agenda-setting, policy development, 
resource allocation and prioritization roles.

E-services — practical and conceptual problems
In April 2005, having reviewed several e-government sys-

tems, the consultancy Accenture revealed that progress towards 
universal e-government had stalled and that even citizens with 
internet access were returning to an older communications 

channel: “. . . the telephone continues to be the predominant 
means citizens use to communicate with government. . . . Yet 
despite its popularity, the telephone is consistently ranked 
as the least easy form of communication across all countries 
surveyed.”

There are many contributing factors, but I suggest the 
main barriers are practical and conceptual. Practical barriers 
include:

Bureaucratic turf wars. These result in poor interdepartmen-
tal cooperation, hindering the development of the much touted 
but rarely achieved “seamless processes” for citizens.

Divergent information and communication technology 
(ICT) development strategies. Partly arising from the fi rst 
point, the outcome is incompatible software or implementations 
in different departments that are expensive to integrate and not 
always successful.

Fragmented legacy systems. Critical information ends up 
in incompatible forms scattered throughout an organization. At 
one point, for example, the City of Wellington in New Zealand 
held information on civil society organizations in 15 separate 
databases in different departments, using different data struc-
tures, software and management policies.

The conceptual problems are more intractable, and there 
are two — organizational and relational. The organizational 
problem, which strikes right at the heart of the e-government ini-
tiative, has been well documented and analyzed in the excel-
lent book Dangerous Enthusiasms: E-government, Computer 
Failure and Information Systems Development by Tony Dale 
and Shaun Goldfi nch of Otago University in New Zealand. 

Earl Mardle is an independent consultant 
who focuses on ethical issues raised by 
globalization and on providing access to 
information technologies for underserved 
or specifi cally excluded communities. 
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They make a compelling case for all 
the usual organizational infi ghting and 
miscommunication factors that affl ict 
large projects in large organizations, 
and then overlay a series of issues that 
particularly impact ICT projects. These 
include ignorance and misunderstand-
ing by decision makers of the potential 
for ICT in their work; equally broad 
incomprehension of the organizational 
effects of what are always radical 
changes in practice and power relation-
ships; bidders unwilling to acknowledge 
or identify potential problems, espe-
cially when very large sums of money 
are on the table; over-dependence on 
contracts to control and manage risk; 
political and legislative instability that 
sees changes to project ownership and 
regulations during the development of 
e-government projects; and scope creep 
and changing managerial fads.

Technological development may also
leave behind or make irrelevant the 
technologies in which the project was 

conceived — including failure of origi-
nal suppliers or the end of support for 
specifi ed technologies; long development 
times that make determination of success 
or failure all but impossible until most 
of the money has been spent; fantastical 
claims for the economic benefi ts of an 
installation; and staff and client resis-
tance to change.

As a rule of thumb, Dale and Goldfi nch 
suggest that if it costs more than US$10 
million, the likelihood of major failure 
in an e-government project approaches 
100%. Since all such projects are, almost 
by defi nition, very large, complex and 
expensive, the future for such activities 
under the current model does not seem 
bright. Whether an authority can develop 
a successful strategy based on an agreed-
upon framework within which smaller 
projects with much more modest goals 
that can abandoned without massive 
organizational damage is not yet clear.

The strategy will involve expos-
ing data and application programming 

interfaces (APIs) and enabling others to 
build tools based on those resources. This 
will require a major shift in thinking and 
greater tolerance for rogue IT.

A misunderstood relationship
To compound the problem, e-govern-

ment proponents may have completely 
misunderstood the relationship between 
citizens and government and then imple-
mented processes that actively hinder it.

The misconstruction is in what happens 
when a citizen interacts with the bureau-
cracy. Since most of those interactions 
culminate in an offi cial’s handing over 
necessary information such as a pamphlet, 
license application or receipt, the assump-
tion is that “since the outcome has been 
an information transaction, the reason 
for the citizen’s contact with government 
must have been an information-seeking 
activity.” If the citizen is only looking for 
information and since all the information 
that he or she might need can be provided 
digitally, all the citizen needs is the right 
tools to fi nd that information. I suggest 
that is fundamentally wrong.

In 1997 the New Zealand Ministry of 
Social Welfare commissioned research 
into the reason behind a number of appar-
ently unprovoked attacks on its staff. The 
results indicated that most people do not 
seek information at all until the situation 
is critical — at which point, not only do 
they need the right information immedi-
ately, they are also under extreme pressure 
to solve a problem which has embarrassed 
and frustrated them. In short, by the time 
the citizen makes that contact it is urgent 
and important, and he or she needs not 
information, but help.

If I log in to a website to request a build-
ing permit, I will probably fi nd a form to 
apply for one, but I cannot know whether 
that is the form I need or whether, had I 
searched or selected options differently, I 
would have found a different form. Nor 
can I know whether my particular cir-
cumstances mean that I should be using a 
different application altogether.

Implementing e-government has re-
duced the service quality. Instead of 
reaching knowledgeable help from a 
staff member, I am in the hands of an ig-
noramus — me.

The electronic interface has effectively 
become an extra barrier and has reduced 
the pressure to produce results — exactly 
the opposite of the stated objective. 
Tod Newcombe wrote in Government

We Can
    Take You There

o o w
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Technology Magazine in April 2005: 
“This year’s research shows that govern-
ments cannot afford to invest all of their 
effort and resources in developing the 
on-line channel alone to keep pace with 
citizens demands. . . . The entire govern-
ment organization must become focused 
on delivering services to citizens that are 
tailored to their needs and circumstances, 
and are coordinated across the various 
channels of interaction.”

No wonder Accenture detected a 
return to the telephone. The service we 
get through that channel is better because 
the integration among need identifi ca-
tion, assessment and service delivery 
is performed by someone who knows 
what he or she is doing. The depth of the 
problem is clear from a UK report from 
the Work Foundation: “Computer liter-
ate people should gradually be forced to 
go on-line to use public services, says a 
leading think tank.” 

The political consequences of applying 
force to the most affl uent, educated and 
connected citizens should give any gov-
ernment pause. That it is being considered
indicates the scale of the failure. I believe 

that this process will be greatly improved 
by engaging civil society in what I call 
“expert communities” using ICT to sup-
port e-government services. But fi rst we 
must consider governance. 

E-governance — 
power and control
An assumption about e-government 

is that it will enable some kind of par-
ticipatory democracy through dialogue 
with decision makers, introducing and 
debating ideas, priorities and agendas 
and be able to track the process from fi rst 
mention to fi nal bill. This process was 
fi rst trialed by Minnesota eDemocracy 
where the online discourse was closely 
followed by legislators who frequently 
acted on its community guidance, even 
if they did not engage online. 

Unfortunately, many governments give 
access to the legislative process in ways 
that are not at all participatory. The US 
government enables citizens to track the 
progress of a bill in Congress but not to 
engage it; the UK government has used 
online consultation with the electorate, 
although with limited success, partly 

because “consultation” has so often been 
used to stifl e dissent. For example, the 
UK’s original eDemocracy site said, “New 
technology has the power to change the 
way in which councils engage and work 
with their citizens: local e-Democracy 
can open the door to a genuine, two-way 
dialogue and deliver democratic renewal 
from the grass roots up.” The technol-
ogy has indeed the power described, but 
most implementations fall far short of the 
ideal. These sites are either very limited or 
default to a services approach at the fi rst 
opportunity.

A perfect example of the lack of under-
standing of networked ICT is that the orig-
inal UK eDemocracy site was at www 
.edemocracy.gov.uk/default.htm, which for 
some time defaulted to a new domain 
(www.icele.org/default.htm) through the 
International Centre of Excellence for Local 
eDemocracy, but returned the error, “The 
requested URL /default.htm was not found 
on this server.” A persistent surfer could 
eventually fi nd the home page at www 
.icele.org/site/index.php, but it was not a 
good start. The original link now leads to 
the Lichfi eld District Council site.
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Furthermore, this new site is strewn 

with requests for input and feedback in a 
centralized, highly controlled model — you 
tell us what you want and we will decide 
if, and how, to provide it. Tellingly, the 
original site’s “Blogs and Debate” pages, 
although rarely used in the fi rst place, 
have now disappeared. 

New technologies do, however, enable 
new modes of action. Open-source soft-
ware concepts have migrated to gover-
nance in ways that most administrators 
and governors alike are not prepared for. 

I suspect that this is largely because 
representative government is an artifact 
of the communications networks avail-
able in the United Kingdom in 1215 and 
in the United States in 1776. That has led 
to a professional political class detached 
from the citizen. New communication 
networks are supplanting not only the 
old information channels but their con-
ceptual frameworks.

Networked ICTs enable us to canvass 
and negotiate publicly the agenda, the pri-
orities and the direction of government 
regardless of the permission or involvement 
of the political class. Nowhere is this gov-
ernment policy, but it is being trialed, espe-
cially in the United States where elected 
representatives now regularly visit politi-
cal blogs, ask for input and, crucially, 
modify their positions based on the dis-
cussion. As netizens increasingly access 
information from sources other than poli-
ticians, government or the media, that 
process is accelerating.

An e-government 
strategy outline
The state of e-government is still closely 

aligned with that of the internet itself 

— under construction and in development 
with no “best practice” yet agreed upon. 
Power elites have yet to decide how they 
will construct their risk profi les. Will they 
engage and lose control or retain control 
but be circumvented by new channels?

The most fundamental shift will need to 
be one that has happened on the internet 
itself. A few years ago, prognosticators 

were predicting that the future of the 
internet would be machines talking to 
machines, sharing data behind the scenes 
while human-to-human communication 
would become a minority activity. The 
evidence is that the reverse is likely. 

Whether e-government will automate 
and reduce the cost of administration and 
decision-making, while leaving decision 
makers largely unaffected, is moot. Nev-
ertheless, it is likely that administrative e-
government will distribute access and 
control of transactions among a much 
broader slice of the community — a stan-
dard assumption for any internet activity, 
regardless of the sector.

New Zealand’s Land Information NZ, 
for example, is moving toward 100% 
electronic lodgement of all land title 
transactions and survey plans by July 
1, 2008. A cadre of bureaucrats will be 
massively augmented by a professional 
community of lawyers, conveyancers 
and developers who will transact their 
business as and when they see fi t (see 
www.landonline.govt.nz/about-landon 
line/introduction.asp).

The International Centre of Excellence for Local eDemocracy.
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The internet has strengthened its role 
of connecting people and sharing their 
productions, be they e-mails or journals, 
videos or podcasts, and distributing power 
by unblocking the fl ow of information 
and lowering the barriers to the ability to 
infl uence others. Since governance is, in 
essence, the ability to infl uence others, 
the internet appears to be a perfect tool 
for enabling that process.

As the trends in governance become 
clearer, governments will come to have 
three choices: to support, enable and en-
courage the dialogue on their own serv-
ers; to reach out to where the dialogue 
is being conducted by others; or to crack 
down to control political discourse, which 
raises the political, social and economic 
costs and negates all the potential ben-
efi ts of e-government.

In every case, however, change will be 
needed from the constellation of political 
parties, lobbyists and the “us and them” 
syndrome, all of which emphasize the 
separation between governors and the 
governed in increasingly heterogeneous 
societies that cannot afford the luxury of 
such a gap. 

E-governance offers a way to bridge 
the gap, but to achieve that, slimmed-
down governments will have to out-
source the work. Some will shift the roles 
to the professional class, and others will 
more profi tably engage civil society in 
part through political party structures. 

The open-source software model works 
because enough people have a vested 
interest in better tools for existing tasks 
or in new tools and tasks and because 
the cost of failure is very much lower. An 
open-source approach to governance can 
not only afford more resources and more 
experiments through expert communities, 
it can afford the costs of failure. 

Opening the political 
source codes
Most political party members are 

more like football club supporters who 
buy the merchandise and turn out to wit-
ness a game. They leafl et mailboxes or 
give rides to voters on polling day — all 
vital jobs and all of which have their 
analogs in cyberspace. Political party 
memberships are a pool of often highly 
specialized resources and skills that can 
benefi t the home team if they can be 
mobilized quickly and effectively to help 
other citizens navigate the complexities 
of government. 

Not only will successful political par-
ties learn to generate positive and practi-
cal relationships with other citizens, but 
they will also learn through the process 
where the genuine diffi culties exist in 
dealing with government and where 
people’s actual priorities lie — knowledge 
that can be used to support effective 
electoral strategies. They will undertake 
this role because the alternative will be 
to forfeit the opportunities and allow 
others to establish the relationships.

The model will be “expert communi-
ties” — virtual communities made up 
of people with topic-specifi c expertise, 
from engineers to health administrators, 
paralegals and environmentalists whose 
primary task will be to help citizens deal 
successfully with government and then 
draw on those relationships to earn suc-
cess at the ballot box. They will also be 
available to the party to formulate policy 
based on that experience.

Governments will still make services 
available directly through their own 
sites, and to other organizations they 
will offer the data and APIs so those 
organizations can brand services to any-
one they can attract. This would allow 
commercial organizations to offer fee-
based expertise in preparing and sub-
mitting applications, requests and so on; 
civil society and political organizations 
to provide free or fee-based services; 
and highly specialized organizations to 
offer highly focused services dealing 
only in health, education, business, fam-
ily matters or environmental issues. 
What government receives in return for 
providing these kinds of support will be 
more open and more successful consul-
tation, agenda setting and platform 
development.

Politicians will need to use the grow-
ing range of online tools to research 
both expertise and public opinion, to test 
and develop legislation and to maintain 
contact with the electorate because these 
tools will be shown to be faster, more 
effective and far more cost-effective than 
any previous modes. And the evidence 
for that proposition is coming in.

In fact, it appears that the United States 
especially has recently passed a critical 
threshold in e-government. While admin-
istrative uses of ICT remained mired in the 
usual problems, experiments in gover-
nance have increased so rapidly that what 
began as a coda to this article has required 
a separate review of those activities. M
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Limited English proficiency 
not a bar to citizen access
Donald A. DePalma

News stories about government spending on 
language services usually begin with the US$623 
million that the US Army paid to L-3 Communi-
cations in 2006 for translation and interpretation 
in Iraq, Afghanistan, Guantanamo and elsewhere. 
Government-sponsored translation also happens 
back in the United States, in places ranging from 
the federal Department of Housing and Urban 
Development to a host of state and city agencies. 

For example, various agencies offer services to limited-Eng-
lish-profi ciency (LEP) residents. New York City’s Health and 
Hospitals Corporation (HHC) regularly offers health-care print 
materials to its customers in up to 13 languages. In another 
region with many immigrants, the website for the state of 
Washington’s Department of Social Services provides informa-
tion in seven languages besides English.

The Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles offers tests for 
a driver’s permit in 25 languages, including Albanian and Ara-
bic. Motorcyclists can take the test in just English or Spanish, 
while bus and truck drivers have only the option of English.

Forty-four percent of San Francisco residents speak lan-
guages other than English at home. Last year the city experi-
mented with machine translation (MT) into Chinese, French, 
German, Japanese, Korean and Spanish. Non-anglophone San 
Franciscans can opt for English or automated translation into 
their own language.

The website for Florida’s Agency for Workforce Innovation 
serves up side-by-side English and Spanish for job seekers. 
Employers need to know English, though. According to the 
US Bureau of Labor Statistics, racial and ethnic minorities will 
account for 41.5% of the workforce by 2013. This change will 
make unemployment sites such as Florida’s the norm rather 
than the exception.

Why do these American state and city government agencies 
offer information in languages other than English? In many 
cases, it’s not because they want to but because laws, presi-
dential orders or judicial rulings forced them to translate. Most 
such edicts trace back to the landmark Supreme Court decision 
of Brown versus Board of Education in Topeka, Kansas. That 
1954 case desegregated public schools in the United States 
and introduced a new concept — “equitable access to public 
resources” — to agencies at all levels of government. 

Fast forward ten years to 1964 and the Civil Rights Act. This 
legislation codifi ed a core belief from the Declaration of Inde-
pendence of the Thirteen Colonies in 1776 — “all men are cre-
ated equal.” Title VI of the Civil Rights Act prohibited “exclusion 
from participation in, denial of benefi ts of, and discrimination 
under federally assisted programs on grounds of race, color, or 
national origin.” 

Courts over the last four decades have extended Title VI 
beyond race, color or national origin to language. They reasoned 
that profi ciency in language is a proxy for race and ethnicity. 
Their rulings thus form the foundation of government efforts to 
offer interpretation services and translate websites and printed 
materials for their citizens. In a very real sense, every judicial rul-
ing mandating translation is a footnote to the Civil Rights Act. 

Advocacy vs. bigotry or reality vs. ideology
Whenever I consult with corporations about their website 

globalization or product localization plans, the conversation 
inevitably turns to the return on investment. Discussions with 

Donald A. DePalma is the founder and chief 
research offi cer of the research and consult-
ing fi rm Common Sense Advisory and author of 
Business Without Borders: A Strategic Guide to 
Global Marketing.
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government agencies about LEP invari-
ably have a political context. In every 
language-related ruling tied to Title VI, 
an advocate picks up on an issue and 
pushes the courts, legislature or execu-
tive branch of government for relief. 
For example, the 2001 New York City 
class action of Ramirez vs. Giuliani 
around food stamps resulted in a settle-
ment mandating translation into nine 
languages (Arabic, Chinese, French, 
Haitian Creole, Korean, Russian, Span-
ish, Vietnamese and Yiddish) for city 
agencies. The advocates wisely focused 
on a few major languages rather than 
pushing for translation into all 150-
plus languages spoken in the Big Apple. 
Other New York City agencies took the 
same translation path as the food stamp 
program, and then New York State 
agencies followed the lead of govern-
ment in its biggest city.

However, none of this government-
mandated translation happens without 
objections from a variety of anti-LEP 
advocates. In March 2005 a US court 
dismissed a lawsuit challenging govern-
ment mandates of interpretation and 
translation. The suit was fi led by a group 
of doctors claiming that the regulations 
imposed undue fi nancial burdens and by 
the English-fi rst advocacy, ProEnglish. 

According to its website, www.proenglish 
.org, ProEnglish “is a member-supported, 
national, non-profi t organization work-
ing to educate the public about the need 
to protect English as our common lan-
guage and to make it the offi cial lan-
guage of the United States.” 

The ProEnglish agenda includes: 1) 
“Adopting laws or constitutional amend-
ments declaring English the offi cial lan-
guage of the United States, and of 
individual states”; 2) “Defending the 
right of individual states to make English 
the offi cial language of government 

operations”; 3) “Ending bilingual educa-
tion (for example, foreign language 
immersion) programs in public schools”; 
4) “Repealing federal mandates for the 
translation of government documents 
and voting ballots into languages other 
than English”; and 5) “Opposing the 
admission of territories as states unless 
they have adopted English as their offi -
cial language.”

Lending volume to the ProEnglish point 
of view are two US political luminaries, 
Newt Gingrich and Pat Buchanan. In March 
2007 former speaker of the US House of 
Representatives Gingrich addressed the 
National Federation of Republican Women. 
He asserted that “the government should 
quit mandating that various documents 
be printed in any one of 700 languages 
depending on who randomly shows up” to 
vote. He went to say that “the American 
people believe English should be the offi -
cial language of the government” and that 
“we should replace bilingual education 
with immersion in English so people can 
learn the common language of prosperity, 
not the language of living in a ghetto.” 
Gingrich is considering a run for the presi-
dency in 2008.

[Editor’s note: After receiving sharp crit-
icism from many sources, Gingrich issued 
a bilingual apology for his remarks.]

Former presidential candidate Pat Bu-
chanan’s State of Emergency: The Third 
World Invasion and Conquest of America 
was published in 2006. According to www 
.buchanan.org, “Pat Buchanan charges 
Mexico City with an Aztlan Plot, a con-
scious campaign to use America as a 
dumping ground for its poor and unem-
ployed, to relieve social pressure at home 
and effect a re-annexation of the Ameri-
can Southwest. ‘La Reconquista,’ the re-
conquest by Mexico of the lands lost in 
the Texas War of Independence and 
Mexican-American War, is underway, 
Buchanan charges, and President Bush is 
guilty of an impeachable dereliction of 
duty in his failure to defend America 
from the greatest invasion in human his-
tory. If this invasion is not stopped, Bu-
chanan writes, America will be fi nished 
as a nation.”

Minority access to government 
services is a global concern
Meeting the needs of immigrants or 

people who don’t speak the “offi cial” 
language is not a uniquely American 
issue. Regional, minority and immigrant 

Florida’s online unemployment claim forms 
are published in both English and Spanish.

Core Judicial Rulings:
Footnotes to Title VI

Lau vs. Nichols (414 U.S. 563, 1974): 
San Francisco’s policy of providing 
English-only education was ruled 
discriminatory. 

Sandoval vs. Hagan (197 F. 3rd 484, 
11th Circuit, 1999): Alabama’s policy of 
administering a driver’s license exam only 
in English was found to adversely affect 
individuals who were of foreign descent. 

Ramirez vs. Giuliani (2005 WL 
3428213): In the settlement New York 
City was required to provide interpretation 
and translation services to residents 
seeking food stamps.
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language concerns have long consumed 
the energy of European politicians. For 
example, in 2005 French legislators 
defeated an amendment to change the 
French constitution’s assertion that “the 
language of the Republic is French.” With 
this article intact, lawmakers contend 
that attempts to ratify the more tolerant 
European Charter for Regional or Minor-
ity Languages are unconstitutional. 

Ireland’s support for Irish falls on 
the other end of the linguistic tolerance 
spectrum. According to government data, 
1.6 million Irish people say that they 
can speak Irish (also known as Gaelic or 
Gaeilge), 350,000 use it daily, and 83,000 
living in the Gaeltacht (that is, Irish-
speaking regions) say it’s their fi rst lan-
guage. In 2007 the European Union (EU) 
added Irish — along with Bulgarian and 
Romanian, the languages of the EU’s two 
newest members — to its list of offi cial 
languages. Ratifi cation of Irish as an offi -
cial language accelerated when Maltese, 
with only about 372,000 speakers, joined 
the EU’s language roster in 2004. Pressure 
from the Gaeilge community resulted in 
Ireland’s Offi cial Languages Act of 2003 
and the appointment of a Language Com-
missioner to oversee implementation. Now, 
600-plus public bodies must produce plans 
outlining their efforts to communicate with 
the public through Irish in their annual 
reports and policy documents.

Look around the world and you’re 
likely to fi nd current and future debates 
about access to government services in 
other languages on every continent. In 
Europe, some cross-cultural demands for 
government services in other languages 
result from long-term situations such as 
Turks in Germany, Indonesians in The 

Netherlands and Algerians in France. 
Others are more recent, driven by the 
accession of central and east European 
countries into the EU.

English transport fi rms began a suc-
cessful campaign to recruit Poles in 2004 
to drive buses in the United Kingdom 
once Poland joined the EU. With many 
Polish bus drivers now working in Lon-
don, the BBC recently reported on efforts 
to teach them the wide variety of regional 
accents they encounter on their routes 
— just as local government struggles to 

understand the drivers’ needs as legal 
residents.

Farther east, EU newbie Romania 
began importing Chinese factory work-
ers to replace its citizens who emigrated 
to fi nd jobs in wealthier EU countries. 
Sooner or later, government agencies in 
Romania will have to deal with the lim-
ited Romanian profi ciency of its Chinese 
workers as they settle down in greater 
Bucharest or seek the sylvan pleasures of 
Transylvania.

Language support for residents 
who don’t speak English
We fi nd that government agencies 

face many of the same business, orga-
nizational, quality and technology chal-
lenges as do their more commercially 
focused colleagues. 

Business issues in government trans-
lation. Although the specifi cs may differ, 
the big issues on the “business” side of 
government translation sound an awful 
lot like what you’ll fi nd in any transla-
tion project.

Budgets. Mandates, often unfunded 
at fi rst, sooner or later fi nd their own 
budget and resources. Initial funds tend 
to be scarce, but agencies make do 
with what they have. There are some 
bright spots. For example, the latest 
budget for New York State includes $38 
million to increase the availability of 
language services in hospitals, the fi rst 
earmark in the state for interpretation 
and translation.

Service commitment. Some people 
will always feel comfortable in their 
native language and might never learn 
English, so translation and interpretation 
are critical factors in making sure they 
get the health care and other services 
they need. Most agencies we talk to seem 
committed to providing information 
about their services in the languages of 
their cities and states for very good rea-
sons — translation increases the use of 
what they offer and cuts costs in serving 
these clients.

Scope. New York City government 
agencies are big publishers, but they’ll 
never get enough money to translate 
everything into all 150-plus languages 
of the city. They face the basic content 
catalog problem that I see in nearly 
every website globalization project that 
we write about or consult on. Every 
agency has to step back, do its research 
on state and federal requirements (start 

You’re likely to 
fi nd debates about 
access to government 
services on every 
continent.
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with www.lep.gov), review what it offers 
today and determine what it will trans-
late. No agency we know of has created 
a mirror site of its English offerings, but 
they do translate documents and website 
content that are critical to certain seg-
ments of the population for health care, 
social safety net, drivers’ licenses and 
unemployment. As immigrant and minor-
ity populations become more integrated 
in the society, other content enters the 
catalog. For example, the Florida Work-
force Innovation site should offer his-
panohablante owners of small businesses 
employer information in Spanish. 

Adapting content for minority citi-
zen access. Agencies take different app-
roaches to providing access, wrestling 
with familiar problems.

Which dialect? It used to be that 
immigrants would congregate in the 
same cities, so an agency in New York 
might choose one dialect of Span-
ish while another in Chicago would 
pick another country’s dialect. Recent 
Census Bureau data shows minority 
populations spreading out into many 
cities around the country, thus raising 
the diffi culty of picking one dialect 
of Spanish over another. Some agen-
cies practice “transcreation” rather 
than translation — that is, rather than 
translate word for word, they take the 
general concepts and specifi c informa-
tion they want to convey and write 
that from scratch.

Grade level confusion. Some agen-
cies write their foreign-language con-
tent at the sixth-grade level or lower. 
They incorrectly assume that because 
US Spanish speakers do not read Eng-
lish well, they must not read Spanish 
very well either. Some readers fi nd this 
approach insulting. 

Quality assurance. Like their commer-
cial counterparts, government agencies 
often skimp on client reviews. Rather 
than fi nd an expert on the subject area, 
they typically look to someone who 
speaks Spanish. This leads to lexical 
problems, including lots of “Spanglish.” 

Staffi ng. We fi nd agencies using a 
mix of in-house and external resources. 
Some have translators on the payroll for 
the more common languages, but they 
rely on translation agencies for less 
commonly spoken languages, bulk or 
high-volume translation projects and 
spikes in demand due to emergencies 
or natural disasters. Some states such 

as Washington have gone so far as to 
certify interpreters and keep a database 
of interpreters.

Technology support for other lan-
guages. Depending on what’s being trans-
lated, technology may or may not be a 
problem.

Production and delivery platforms. 
Few city and state governments have the 
luxury of owning modern, full-blown 
document and web content manage-
ment systems. That limits their ability 
to develop, manage and post materials 

in languages that require different char-
acter sets or even with diacritical marks 
such as with Spanish and Czech. For 
some languages, they will have the work 
done externally, but will still require 
Macs and translation memory to review 
even PDFs and simple website content 
work in-house. This additional technol-
ogy requirement can cause problems for 

government agencies with limited bud-
gets, lock-downs on technology, and 
fervent commitments to Microsoft. 

Personalized notices. Some govern-
ment agencies, welfare and unemploy-
ment in particular, generate a constant 
stream of notices to their clients. For 
example, “your case is being reviewed,” 
“your application is missing required 
documentation,” and “your request was 
denied for the following reasons.” Most 
mainframe systems that spit out the 
innumerable documents never had a 
multilingual requirement when they were 
being built, so retrofi tting them to create 
and print such messages in Arabic and 
Russian is a costly and time-consuming 
proposition. Short of a very expensive 
replacement of these systems, it’s impos-
sible to automatically create these com-
muniqués in other languages.

Input fl aws. New York City has a 
long application in Chinese for food 
stamps. The problem is that clients fi ll 
out the application in Chinese, but the 
food-stamp processing system accepts 
only English input. According to news 
reports, the City of New York has set up 
offi ces to serve Chinese and other non-
anglophone clients. Caseworkers who 
speak those languages take the applica-
tions from those clients and then have 
data entry people input the information 
into the system. This means that it takes 

Depending on what’s 
being translated, 
technology may or may 
not be a problem.

LTC Worx is a new business system for the language industry that adapts

fully to your processes. Its “automate what you can, control what you need”

philosophy puts you in charge. With LTC Worx your projects are still moving

forward while you’re… well… contemplating new business strategies.

Visit us today on:

www.ltc-worx.com

No More Compromises.

STOP DREAMING
START AUTOMATING
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three people to fi ll out one application 
for food stamps.

MT. I have yet to see a good imple-
mentation of automated translation at a 
government agency. The usual approach 
is to offer untuned SYSTRAN translations. 
While I often argue for MT over zero 
translation at all, agencies often make 
mistakes such as asking potential readers 
of MT output — in English — whether they 
understand that the output might not be 
up to any reasonable quality standard. 

Managing translation for minor-
ity communities. As they respond to 
judicial rulings and executive orders, 
many agencies in a state fi nd themselves 
doing the same thing. For example, the 
four biggest cities in Massachusetts have 
large immigrant and minority popula-
tions. New York, Illinois, California, 
Florida, Minnesota and Washington are 
other states with large non-anglophone 
populations.

As far as we can see, there’s very 
little centralized assessment, buying, 
review and translation leverage among 
the agencies within a city, among vari-
ous cities, and with state agencies. The 
big challenge for these agencies with 
limited budgets is to leverage whatever 
they can in buying power, technology 
and terminology. We talk with our com-
mercial clients all the time about vendor 
management. It’s time for city, state and 
federal agencies to listen in on these 
conversations.

Backyard globalization 
will continue to be an issue
No matter what Buchanan and Gingrich 

say, the fl ow of immigrants will continue, 
and many American residents and even 
citizens may choose not to become fl uent 
speakers of English. As the United States 

and other countries become ever more mul-
ticultural, meeting the needs of their resi-
dents in local languages will continue to be 
a major issue in the budgetary and culture 
wars. Government agencies will have to get 
smarter about how they spend their limited 
budgets in fi ghting these battles.  M

The City of San Francisco offers online translation of its website.
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Multilingual business 
services in New York City
Robert W. Walsh

More than 180 languages are spoken across 
290 neighborhoods in New York City, and immi-
grants are the workers, business owners and 
community builders of our diverse and vibrant 
communities. Take a walk on Broadway in 
Washington Heights, Flushing Avenue in Queens 
or Utica Avenue in Brooklyn and you will see 
immigrant neighborhoods bursting with cre-
ativity and entrepreneurship. According to the 
2000 census, foreign-born individuals make up 
36% of New York City’s population, and 9.27% 
of foreign-born workers are self-employed. For 
years, immigrant entrepreneurs have been pro-
viding the goods and services upon which our 
neighborhoods rely. 

Immigrant business owners are driving much of the economic 
growth that we are seeing in the City. At the New York City Depart-
ment of Small Business Services (SBS) — a City agency devoted to 
the needs of businesses, jobseekers, and the City’s neighborhoods 
— we have developed comprehensive programs and outreach 
efforts focused on language access to ensure that individuals with 
limited English profi ciency (LEP) can access opportunities that 
will sustain their enterprises and our workforce. 

In response to surveys of entrepreneurs throughout the fi ve 
boroughs, SBS has created a suite of services and programs to 
respond directly to the needs of our City’s multiethnic business 
owners. In September 2004, we launched Business Solutions 
Centers across all fi ve boroughs, one-stop shops where business 
owners can simply walk in for a host of free ser-
vices including help starting and managing their 
businesses, fi nding real estate and fi nancing, 
navigating government, accessing incentives, 
and hiring and training employees. We ensure 
that the content delivered at these points of 
access is available in multiple languages.

When an individual with LEP comes through our door at 
a Business Solutions Center, we are able to deliver services 
through a variety of methods. There is always an initial screen-
ing process, and depending on the customer’s language skills, 
he or she is referred to a specifi c multilingual staff member for 
services. For example, at the Queens Business Solutions Center, 
staff speak such diverse languages as Hindi, Nepalese and Urdu. 
Business Solutions Center staff may also refer customers to 
organizations which support immigrant entrepreneurs, such as 
the Chinatown Man Power Project, the Chinese Planning Coun-
cil, ACCION NY, and the Hebrew Free Loan Society, to access 
even more services.

At the Business Solutions Centers, aspiring entrepreneurs 
can attend free business planning courses to 
receive the critical information they need to 
start and grow their businesses in New York 
City. Courses such as Business Basics, Plan 
for Success, and Restaurant Management 
Bootcamp are offered in languages including 
English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Russian and 

Robert W. Walsh 
is Commissioner, 
City of New York, 
Department of 
Small Business 
Services.

The home page of the New York City 
Department of Small Business Services website.
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Spanish, ensuring that entrepreneurs can 
navigate the business regulatory climate 
in their native languages. Much of the 
basic informational material on starting 
a business is translated into multiple 
languages on our website.

At SBS we recognize that sometimes 
language barriers may prevent an indi-
vidual from even coming through the 
doors of our Business Solutions Cen-
ters. Our Business Outreach Team goes 
door to door offering business owners 
help on a wide range of issues, speak-
ing English, French, Hungarian, Man-
darin, Russian, Spanish and Yiddish. 
We also partner with community-based 
organizations such as the New York 
Association of New Americans to offer 
Spanish-speaking ent repreneurs busi-
ness workshops with translators.

Since launching in September 2004, our 
Business Solution Centers have responded to 
51,068 requests for assistance from 31,883 
small business owners. Business Solutions 
staff anecdotally report that approximately 

17% of our customers have limited or no 
English language profi ciency.

Another program popular among immi-
grant business owners is our Minority 
and Women-Owned Business Enterprise 
Program (M/WBE). Thanks to a local law 
signed by Mayor Bloomberg in 2005, 
buyers at City agencies are directed to 
purchase more goods and services from 
companies owned by minorities and/or 
women. Our M/WBE program certifi es 
fi rms which are at least 51% owned by 
women or members of ethnic minority 
groups, giving them access to a range of 
capacity-building programs and City con-
tracting opportunities. 

Through a partnership with the City 
Council, the M/WBE program is currently 
hosting certifi cation workshops in neigh-
borhoods throughout the fi ve boroughs. 
For example, we hosted events in East 
Harlem and Brooklyn co-sponsored by 
the Caribbean American Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry. 

Partnering with business
Beyond business planning help, SBS is 

partnering with local businesses to ensure 
that their workforces have the necessary 
language profi ciencies to succeed on 
the job. Earlier this year, we expanded a 
program which provides grants to help 
employers train their employees, add-
ing Work Readiness Training — which 
includes adult literacy and numeracy 
and English as a Second Language (ESL) 
courses — to the types of training we 
fund. The expansion was made possible 
by funding from the City’s Commission 
for Economic Opportunity and means 
that more New Yorkers will have access 
to ESL courses that will be contextual-
ized for their profession, thus creating 
the foundation for career retention and 
advancement.

A perfect example is a grant we 
recently awarded to the Garment Indus-
try Development Corporation to lead a 
consortium of eight garment manufac-
turers training 320 seamstresses and 
fi rst-line managers. The training cur-
riculum included a contextualized ESL 
component to improve employees’ Eng-
lish profi ciency and help them develop 
advanced sewing techniques. 

Services such as this one, which makes 
the connection between the needs of 
employers and employees, are the reason 
why the Department of SBS merged with 
the Department of Employment in 2003. 

Since then, by identifying the hiring needs 
of employers and preparing New Yorkers 
for such positions, we have increased the 
number of New Yorkers whom we place 
in jobs at the City’s Workforce1 Career 
Centers from 127 per quarter to more than 
4,300 per quarter. 

One way in which our Career Centers 
help New Yorkers hone the skills they 
need to obtain and advance in jobs is 
by offering ESL classes to jobseekers. 
Through a partnership with the City 
University of New York, we provide free 
ESL training as part of an overall literacy 
program that helps customers seeking 
employment or those hoping to advance 
in their careers.

SBS also supports industries providing 
jobs for non-English speakers. For exam-
ple, in January 2005, Mayor Bloomberg 
created the Mayor’s Offi ce of Industrial 
and Manufacturing Businesses to retain 
and grow the sector’s job base. This 
industry creates important employment 
for individuals with LEP. While 8% in the 
non-industrial sector have LEP, the num-
ber rises to 18.5% in the industrial sector. 

The health-care fi eld is another grow-
ing industry in New York City that pro-
vides job opportunities for non-English 
speakers. System-wide, approximately 5% 
of job placements through the Workforce1 
Career Centers are in the home health aid 
profession, where immigrant populations 
and individuals with LEP are fi nding 
increased work opportunities.  

Residents and business owners can 
obtain information about all of these 
services 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week by dialing 3-1-1 (or 212-NEW-
YORK from outside New York City) to 
speak with a live operator in any one of 
170 languages. The mayoral initiative 
launched in 2003 has greatly increased 
accessibility to information about City 
services for people of all languages.

The services we provide are not only 
good for our large multiethnic population. 
They’re also good for the City. Together 
they help small businesses lower costs 
and promote growth and development; 
improve neighborhoods by encouraging 
businesses to locate and build across the 
City; and give New Yorkers the skills they 
need to obtain and advance in jobs. In all 
of these efforts, we work to ensure that 
any individual, regardless of the language 
he or she speaks, has access to the services 
he or she needs to work or do business in 
the City of New York.  M
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The Canadian Federal 
Translation Bureau
Nancy A. Locke

The imposingly somber building that 
houses the offi ces of the Canadian Fed-
eral Translation Bureau seems drearier 
still on a windy, sunless late-February 
day. It looms up out of a bleak land-
scape — auto body shops, a strip mall, a 
bowling alley — euphemistically termed 
“mixed-use” by real estate agents. 
A uniformed security guard screens 
visitors, checks photo IDs against an 
appointment list and issues stick-on 
name tags. Located in Gatineau, a 
twenty-minute cab ride from Ottawa, 
the Translation Bureau is far from the 
chic shopping districts, sweeping lawns and ele-
gant neo-gothic towers of Parliament Hill where 
the work of the federal government of Canada 
takes place. Translating the work of government 
occupies the Bureau.

Canada is among the minority of nation-states that offi cially 
recognizes more than one language. Laws recognizing and/or 
requiring the use of both offi cial languages, English and French, 
have been on the books since the nineteenth century, but the 
most far-reaching and radical policy measures followed the pub-
lication of the report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism 

and Biculturalism. The work of the 
Commission, also known as the 
Laurendeau-Dunton report, spanned 
several years (1963-1970) and led 
to the fi rst Offi cial Languages Act 
in 1969. Canada’s federal language 
policy fi gures in The Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
(1982) and was further expanded 
and refi ned in 1988 by the Offi -
cial Languages Act. The Canadian 
Heritage site (www.pch.gc.ca/progs/
pdp-hrp/canada/freedom_e.cfm) 
neatly sums up the objective of the 
Charter: “The Charter is founded 
on the rule of law and entrenches 
in the Constitution of Canada the 

rights and freedoms Canadians believe are necessary in a free and 
democratic society.” While technically a strictly provincial law, 
Québec’s Bill 101 has also had a signifi cant impact on language 
policy in Canada.

Somewhat surprisingly then, the founding of the Translation 
Bureau predates by over 20 years most of this legislation. Don-
ald Barabé, the vice-president, professional services, proudly 
notes that the Translation Bureau, created in 1934, is “one of the 
oldest government institutions.” Originally under the direction 
of the Secretary of the State, the Bureau now answers to the 
Minister of Public Works and Government Services Canada.

Centralizing translation services
Prior to the creation of the Bureau, translation services were 

“decentralized, scattered all across the public service,” accord-
ing to Barabé. Centralizing services was the initial goal of the 
Translation Bureau Act, a goal that was met with stiff opposi-
tion. In response to that opposition, one of the fi rst undertakings 
of the newly-created Bureau was to “establish translation units 
within the departments.” That model remains the same today. 

Nancy A. Locke is a freelance translator, localization 
educator, multilingual desktop publishing specialist 
and a member of the MultiLingual editorial board.
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“We have translation units from small to big to very big 

within government departments,” Barabé says. In all, there 
are 61 units, 30 located in proximity to the federal govern-
ment in the Canadian capital city of Ottawa, the rest through-
out Canada. The units are organized according to subject 
competence, unlike the translation services of the European 
Union, for example, which is organized by language. Barabé 
cites the Ministry of Health and the Canadian Security Intel-
ligence Service as examples of the Bureau’s subject-centric 
organization.

The Bureau employs roughly 1,800 in-house language pro-
fessionals that include translators, revisers, terminologists and 
interpreters. Between 35% and 40% of the work is outsourced 
to 2,000 suppliers, a resource pool that includes independent 
freelancers as well as small and medium-
sized businesses. Currently, the number of 
freelancers heavily outweighs the number 
of businesses providing services to the 
Bureau. While Barabé values the indepen-
dents, he thinks a more balanced service 
offering would aid in job creation, increase 
cost-saving effi ciencies and, overall, be 
more economically sustainable.  

The Bureau’s mandate to provide lan-
guage services to the federal government 
determines the language mix. As a result, 
the offi cial language pair of English and 
French represents fully 93% of the work 
volume. 100 language combinations, com-
binations which change from year to year, 
make up the other 5%. “For example, the 
last census was translated into 64 languages,” Barabé says, to 
ensure that Statistics Canada, the federal polling agency, col-
lected the proper information. Twenty of those languages were 
aboriginal.

Immigration trends also infl uence the language composition 
of the work. Barabé notes that sometimes the task of commu-
nicating with new immigration groups requires that content 
be localized but “in a weird way.” “Explaining Canada and 
Canadian realities to certain language groups” can represent a 
signifi cant challenge because truly analogous concepts may not 
exist in other languages.

What world languages are important?
Geopolitics and foreign policy also have an impact on the 

demand for language pairs. For example, due to the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Spanish is hot. Rus-
sian, an important language during the Cold War era, has lost 
ground. With over 2,500 Canadian troops and military advisors 
committed to operations in Afghanistan, Arabic has risen in 
importance. The liberalization of markets in the People’s Repub-
lic of China and an aggressive policy to build relations with the 
emerging economic tiger combine to push Chinese onto the list 
of top languages. Barabé declines to comment on how language 
resources for sensitive languages are recruited.

Because government documentation frequently contains 
sensitive content, all of the Bureau’s language professionals, 
in-house and contractors, must pass a baseline security clear-
ance. Higher clearance levels may be required for those working 
on texts related to more highly classifi ed matters. 

Before receiving even the baseline security clearance, 
however, in-house language professionals must meet rigor-
ous training criteria which include an undergraduate degree 
in translation. Many of the Bureau’s translators also have 
a second subject-specifi c specialty. Barabé notes that the 
Bureau’s insistence on a bachelor’s degree in translation 
stems from a concern about mother tongue competence, a 
concern, he says, that is shared throughout the West. “It’s 
impossible,” he says, “to train as a translator someone who 
cannot write. We see people who don’t know the difference 
between a noun and a verb.”

In addition to language competency, language profession-
als at the Bureau will now need to master a computer-aided 
translation tool. After a bidding process open to tool provid-

ers worldwide, in keeping with World 
Trade Organization and NAFTA rules, the 
Canadian company MultiCorpora won the 
contract. The implementation of Multi-
Trans 4 across the organization requires 
the development and application of new 
processes, and represents a dramatic shift 
in approach. “It is a big, big, big cultural 
change for us,” Barabé says. He admits that 
the new technology has met with some 
resistance.

Historically, the Bureau has taken a par-
ticular interest in the education as well as 
the “professionalization” of the translators. 
With the passage of the Offi cial Languages 
Act in 1969, translation of federal docu-
mentation became mandatory and created 

a high demand for qualifi ed language professionals. Height-
ened demand led to the creation of university-level programs 
in translation. For its part, the Bureau introduced a scholarship 
program, and Barabé won a Bureau scholarship. 

“It was great!” he says. “Your university tuition was paid, all 
your books, you were paid a salary as a civic servant, pension-
able, and you had a job and a summer job. It was incredible. 
It created twelve programs.” As the demand created by the 
legislation was fi nally met, the funds dried up. The scholarship 
program was progressively phased out and fi nally terminated 
in 1982. 

Barabé would like to see renewed funding for scholarships, 
not on the same scale perhaps and not designed to attract 
translators to the Bureau, but to bolster the profession. “We 
think the profession needs it,” he says. Barabé would like to 
see the private sector step up and support such an initiative. 
Because the Bureau is no longer in a position to offer the same 
employment guarantee as was provided in the past, Barabé 
would like to see private companies “signing on” to provide 
the employment piece of any scholarship program. In general, 
he sees a fundamental need for the language industry to “take 
care of its youth.”

Aside from exerting an infl uence on translator education 
and professional training, over the years the Bureau has also 
given voice to a sector that by all accounts suffers from a 
chronic lack of visibility. According to some, however, the 
visibility of the Bureau does not always favor public sector 
providers. Some critics go farther. They believe that the Bureau 
has outlived its usefulness and that drastically reducing the 

“It’s impossible,”
Barabé says, 
“to train as 
a translator 
someone who 
cannot write.”
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size of the Bureau and the scope of its 
mandate would level the playing fi eld 
for the struggling private sector. In the 
March 2007 issue of MultiLingual (#86),
Larry Rogers, director of Lexi-tech Inter-
national, eloquently detailed the sector’s 
diffi culties in a Perspectives column.

Barabé is aware of the criticism. He 
is confi dent, however, that the Bureau 
serves a fundamental purpose that could 
not be assumed by private sector provid-
ers. First, he stresses the sensitivity of the 
government documents. “Think about it. 
It’s government. Do you really think that 
government stuff is going to be put out 
on the street freely like this? I think it’s 
unrealistic.”

The Bureau’s strengths
Beyond security issues, Barabé as serts 

that the Bureau offers quality and capac-
ity, two critical strengths. The Bur eau’s 
strict vetting criteria surpass those in 
the private sector. The Bureau also has a 
critical mass of human resources. Barabé 
describes the NAFTA negotiations, which 
vividly illustrate the muscle the Bureau 
can bring to bear. 

Barabé headed up the team of 200 
language professionals called into ser-
vice to handle the extraordinary work 
volume created by NAFTA. During the 
negotiations, all of the documentation 
was classifi ed. The team was asked to 
translate 1,200 pages of English text into 
French in 48 hours. They turned it around 

in 43 hours. That kind of performance, 
he says, demonstrates the advantage of a 
centralized bureau. 

As for criticism that the existence of 
the Bureau distorts the private sector 
market, Barabé heaves a big sigh. He 
focuses on in-house salaries, which he 
sees as a potential irritant. Pay rates, he 
asserted, are an aspect of the Bureau’s 
business model over which it has no 
control. The Treasury Board establishes 
compensation rates. He adds that, like all 
civil servants, Bureau employees belong 
to a union, the Canadian Association of 
Professional Employees, and, although 
Barabé has a seat at the negotiating 
table, he has no say in the outcome of 
the negotiations. 

A new economic model
In 1995, the Bureau’s monopoly ended, 

and a full-cost recovery model was adopted, 
an event that Barabé terms a revolution 
and the effects of which are still felt today. 
One result was that the organization’s 
lack of control over salaries became a 
signifi cant challenge because, logically, 
higher salaries translate into higher prices 
for Bureau services. In terms of pricing, 
Barabé notes that the private sector has 
a “huge” advantage. “If they can’t come 
into this market,” he says, “it’s because of 
something else.” He adds, “We’re not in 
competition. We’re a government institu-
tion, fi rst. Second, we’re an employer. 
Third, we’re a client.” 

To clarify the Bureau’s non-compete 
stance, Barabé noted that if a government 
department puts a project out to bid to 
the private sector, the Bureau automati-
cally does not bid. “As a matter of prin-
ciple, we are not allowed and we do not 
allow ourselves to bid,” he says. “If they 
want to deal with us, they [government 
departments] know how to reach us.” 
In addition, once a bid is opened to the 
public, the Bureau maintains a strictly 
hands-off policy. The Bureau does not 
evaluate offers or private sector suppli-
ers. “We don’t broker,” he says.

Barabé offered some additional insight 
into the bidding process. For instance, 
in addition to providing language ser-
vices for the Canadian government, the 
Bureau may be asked to provide services 
to other governments and international 
organizations.

In February 2006, conservative Ste-
phen Harper was sworn in as the Prime 
Minister of Canada to lead a minority 
government. When asked if the election of 
Prime Minister Harper, who is viewed as a 
champion of free-trade principles includ-
ing privatization, might result in changes 
at the Bureau, Barabé fi rmly states that 
no changes are on the horizon. He adds 
that since 1984, the Bureau has been 
through roughly 13 program reviews. The 
question, he says, remains the same: “Is 
it government business to do translation? 
The answer has always been yes. And 
that’s why we’re still here.” M
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Nanosyntax — connecting 
human and computer
Sruly Taber

What if a computer could understand human 
language, thereby eliminating the need for humans 
to learn complicated computer language? Ever
since the release of the 1968 fi lm 2001: A Space 
Odyssey, in which a computer named HAL 9000 
appears as a pivotal fi ctional character, the con-
cept that a computer might be able to under-
stand our languages has become the ultimate 
goal. However, no attempt so far has been suc-
cessful, leaving natural language understanding 
purely in the realm of science fi ction. The rea-
son may be that all attempts to bridge our lan-
guage and computer language have focused on 
computer technology, instead of employing the 
rich resources of cognitive sciences. This is due 
to a lack of knowledge in the cognitive science 
of linguistics. 

The problem
Why are humans not able to communicate with computers 

in natural language? Cognitive scientists have discovered that 
the human brain contains a part known as the language faculty, 
which is specifi cally responsible for language-related tasks, 
including generating speech and understanding that which is 
being spoken. The ability to understand natural language is 
practically “embedded in our DNA.” 

Computers lack this component and therefore cannot under-
stand natural language. The question may be raised as to why 
it is so diffi cult to program the computer to understand natural 
language. This is because the language faculty of the human 
brain encrypts the messages it creates. The second human being, 

with whom the fi rst is conversing, also has a language faculty. 
He or she therefore decrypts the language naturally. Comput-
ers, on the other hand, do not have the “decryptor.” This is 
why it has proved diffi cult to enable computers to comprehend 
the meaning of the encrypted messages sent out by the human 
operators.

All sentences created by a human have a surface structure 
and a deep structure. Surface structure is unique to every spo-
ken sentence, while deep structure is shared by all sentences 
with the same meaning, even if they are in different languages. 
“John hit the ball” and “The ball was hit by John” have separate 
surface structures but share the same deep structure. The fact 
that the brain can compose two sentences with the same mean-
ing illustrates the concept of encryption. The brain retrieves the 
information that is stored in its memory and creates sentences 
to communicate these facts. The same information may be con-
veyed in a number of ways. This prevents the computer from 
understanding humans. In an unencrypted system, there would 
be only one way to communicate a specifi c piece of informa-
tion, and the computer would have no trouble understanding a 
human sentence.

The solution: nanosyntax
Syntax is the study of the rules or patterns that govern the 

way words form statements, phrases and sentences. Syntax
originates from the Greek words syn meaning together and 
taxis meaning sequence. In the study of language, a syntactic 

Sruly Taber is chief information offi cer at Linguistic 
Agents and the head of development for the 
company’s new Intelligent Action Engine.
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tree is built to make clear the meaning 
behind the words in a sentence. A tra-
ditional syntactic tree (also known as 
a parse tree) represents a sentence and 
contains one node for each word in the 
sentence. A slightly more advanced 
tree may have a node for sub-word 
elements, known as morphemes, such 
as prefi x-root-suffi x. In a morphologi-
cal tree, each of these elements would 
have its own node. 

Nano, which comes from the Latin 
word nanus meaning dwarf, means a 
measurement smaller than the com-
monly used standard size. In syntax, this 
means that a nanosyntactic tree contains 
smaller elements than a standard parse 
tree. The same word that may have two 
to four nodes on a traditional parse tree 
may have more than ten nodes on a 
nanosyntactic parse tree.

Nanosyntax gives nodes to “atoms” 
that are smaller than sub-word elements. 
Also, information that is not written but 
implied in a sentence can also receive 
a node in a nanosyntactic parse tree. 
For example, the fact that the word is 
in past/present/future tense gets its own 
node in nanosyntax.

The word halachti, phonetically H[a]-
L[a]X-TY in Hebrew, means I went. This 
single word contains a lot of information. 
It states that (a) I am the doer of the action; 

(b) the action took place in the past; (c) 
the action is fi nished; (d) the action was 
a movement; and (e) it implies that I went 
to somewhere and (f) from somewhere. 
All of this comes from just one Hebrew 
word. A traditional parse would not store 

all of this information, thus limiting the 
amount of information such a parse tree 
could present to the computer. 

In sum, nanosyntax gives linguis-
tics the ability to look at, analyze and 
understand the meaning behind a given 
sentence at a much greater resolution.

Nanosyntax in NLP
Computer science techniques used 

for natural language processing (NLP) 
such as statistics, heuristics, seman-
tics and pattern-matching do not take 
advantage of the richness of informa-
tion found in each word in the sentence. 
This limits their ability to fully compre-
hend the meaning behind a given set of 
words and thus limits their usability in 
real life applications. Only by creating 
a full syntactic tree can the complete 
meaning of a sentence be extracted. 
A nanosyntactic parser emulates the 
brain’s understanding of language and 
creates a complete representation of 
the meaning of a sentence. Nanosyntax 
understands deep structure. Different 
sentences with different shallow struc-
tures but identical deep structures share 
the same representation. This allows 
a nanosyntactic parser to present the 
unstructured sentence given by a human 
being in a structured format. Using this 
information, the computer can compre-
hend the structured data and therefore 
act upon commands, answer questions, 
and do virtually anything humans wish 
for in their own language — be it Eng-
lish, Hebrew or Spanish.

A sentence such as “I want to read” 
contains an extremely large amount of 
information hidden within these four 
seemingly simple words. This sentence 
can still be understood using one of the 
previously mentioned computer science 
methods. But what happens when we add 
two words: “I want to read a book”? Now 
the sentence contains six words and has 
much more meaning. “I want to read to 
John” contains six words but a different 
meaning. Computer science techniques 
already fi nd this stage quite challenging. 
After all, it is not simple for the computer 
to differentiate between a book which is in 
regard to “what is being read” and to John
which is in regard to “who is being read 
to.” If two additional words are added to 
the original sentence — “I want to read a 
book to John” or “I want to read a book 
about John” — the seemingly-similar sen-
tences acquire dras tically different mean-
ings. A nanosyntactic parser would have 
no problem parsing these sentences.

Nanosyntax allows computers to see 
a sentence as a whole instead of a set of 
words. This allows for the correct parsing 
of much more complex sentences than the 
ones previously mentioned. For example, 

Tech

All sentences created by 
a human have a surface 
structure and a deep 
structure. Surface 
structure is unique to 
every spoken sentence, 
while deep structure is 
shared by all sentences 
with the same meaning.
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“John went to all the ball games and 
Jim to some of them.” What did Jim do? 
Jim went. Where did Jim go? To the ball 
games. This information is not written in 
the sentence. It is implied by the fact that 
we previously mentioned that John went 
to all the ball games. Only by seeing the 
sentence from above can a computer-
ized agent extract meaning from such a 
sentence.

Here is an analogy that can describe 
the difference between traditional NLP 
and nanosyntax. Imagine that an Ameri-
can tourist is lost in Berlin and speaks 
no German. He asks a local how to get 
back to his hotel. The reply is, Zwei links 
und drei rechts. The American still fi nds 
it diffi cult to fi nd his way. What if the 
Berliner gave the tourist an aerial photo 
of the area with a dot marking where he 
is and where the hotel is situated? This 
would make the life of our lost tourist 
friend infi nitely easier. Nanosyntax is 
like an aerial photo of the sentence. 

Nanosyntax at work
What if a video-on-demand web guide 

supported natural-language commands 
such as “I want to see the latest Bob Reiner 
movie”? If the new PS3 game understood 
commands, users could tell it, “Climb up 
the wall in the back of the room” and it 
would do just that. If the airport schedule 
could be accessed using a simple natural 
language command sent via SMS — for 
example, “When is Flight 323 for LA 
coming in?” — the system could send the 
information directly to the cell phone 
from which the query was sent. One 
would also be able to query in one lan-
guage and receive an answer in another. 
After all, both sentences share the same 
deep structure. All of this and much more 
is possible using nanosyntactic parsing 
technologies.

One of the cardinal rules of nano-
syntax is the separation of the syntac-
tic breakdown from the inference and 
semantic parts of language processing. 

When a sentence such as “How can I get 
to New York?” is parsed using a nano-
syntactic parser, the fact that New York
is a proper noun and a travel destination 
was perfectly understood. This does not 
mean that the engine knows what New 
York is or how to get there. This is where 
inference comes in. Inference gives the 
computer this information. The engine 
can then query the proper database on 
how to get there. This allows for every 
application to defi ne the meaning or 
context of specifi c words or terms in 
regard to the application being devel-
oped. PC can mean “personal computer” 
in one context or “parent contribution” 
in another. In other NLP methods, the 
meaning of a word must be defi ned in 
advance, limiting the extensibility of 
these applications.

Trying to understand sentences out 
of context is an impossible task. “Delete 
what I want” is a sentence that, out of 
context, cannot be understood even by a 

Tech
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human being. Even if one adds words to 
the sentence, thus making it “Delete what 
I want [you to delete]” or “Delete what I 
want [to keep],” the sentence is impos-
sible to understand, without contextual 
knowledge of the meaning of “I want.” 
Using nanosyntactic solutions, the com-
plete separation of syntax and inference 
is made. This can be understood based 

on a predefi ned context or based upon 
a context built through dialogue with 
the user currently interacting with the 
computer.

The potential of nanosyntax
The computer fails to understand nor-

mative human language because it is 
unable to decrypt languages. Humans 

encrypt and decrypt language naturally, 
due to the language faculty part of the 
human brain. Whilst syntax studies the 
way words form sentences, nanosyntax 
enables the analysis and understanding 
of the meaning of a sentence at a much 
deeper level. A recently developed nano-
syntactic parser, the fi rst of its kind, 
emulates the brain’s understanding of 
language and creates a complete repre-
sentation of the meaning of a sentence. 
It presents the unstructured sentence 
given by a human in a structured for-
mat. The parser also comprehends deep 
structure, a common meaning of multi-
ple sentences, which express the same 
information. A nanosyntactic parser is 
able to look at the sentence as a whole. 
Nanosyntax also separates the syntactic 
breakdown from the inference and 
semantic parts of language processing. 
This allows for every application to 
defi ne the meaning or context of specifi c 
words or terms in regard to the applica-
tion being developed. 

The technological application of nano-
syntax bridges natural language (such 
as English) and formal language (com-
puter language). This presents a vast 
array of potential applications. By being 
able to ask a computer, in natural lan-
guage, what a person is looking for, re-
sults of existing search engines can be 
improved; navigation within content-
rich websites can be faster; short mes-
saging service questions and answers 
services can be enhanced; online ad-
vertising can become signifi cantly more 
accurate; and games can become drasti-
cally more interactive. It can also be in-
corporated into operating systems. The 
entire interface between human and 
computer will change.

In the area of voice recognition (VR), 
natural language understanding can 
improve the accuracy of voice-to-text 
conversion. When a technology “under-
stands” the meaning behind a given 
sentence, it is easier for it to choose the 
right text that corresponds with the voice 
input. In conjunction with VR technolo-
gies, natural language understanding 
can enable people to talk to appliances 
in their “smart homes” and control their 
computers, cell phones or PDAs by voice 
commands.

Ultimately, nanosyntax is at the core 
of the next technology that will change 
the way humans and machines commu-
nicate and operate. M
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GNU Emacs and 
Japanese writing
Janusz S. Bień

GNU Emacs (www.gnu.org/software/emacs/emacs
.html) is an example of free software (free as in 
freedom), which is not only available for no 
charge, but can also be distributed — with or 
without changes — under quite unrestrictive con-
ditions. It is one of the oldest programs in con-
tinuous use. The program is traditionally called 
an “editor,” but it is actually a full operational 
environment, useful not only for editing tasks. 

GNU Emacs is available for many platforms. It is included 
in every Linux distribution. Information about MS Windows 
distributions is provided at www.emacswiki.org/cgi-bin/wiki/
EmacsW32. A limited version is even still available for DOS. 

The name Emacs is sometimes humorously explained to stand 
for Escape Meta Alt Control Shift because the editor requires 
extensive use of these keys. In order to issue a command whose 
name is known, the user has to simultaneously press the Alt
and x keys (it is also possible to press Escape first, and then 
x, then input the command’s name and press Enter; this is 
customarily abbreviated to M-x view-hello-file. The abb-
reviation C-h means that the user has to simultaneously press 
Control and h.

For almost ten years (since version 20 of September 15, 
1997), GNU Emacs has been able to work in a multibyte mode 
which makes it possible to easily combine various alphabets and 
writing systems in one text. The editor’s multilingual features 
can be demonstrated by issuing the following command: view-
hello-file (C-h h). This article is best read in hands-on 
mode, in front of a computer with GNU 
Emacs started. 

It is essential that Emacs is able to 
support multilinguality without relying 
on the host system (with the excep-
tion of fonts, which of course must be 
available). At present day multilingual 

facilities of operating systems and graphical desktops are quite 
sophisticated, but they are primarily oriented at native users of 
the languages in question and in consequence are more oriented 
towards switching between various languages than mixing them 
in a single document. With Emacs, non-native speakers of Japa-
nese (philologists, linguists, learners) can work with Japanese 
texts while still staying in their original locale (English, Polish 
and so on). 

One of the sayings about Emacs is, “You don’t have to like 
Emacs to like it.” By means of the configuration file and custom 
extensions, the user can change the behavior of the editor so 

much that it will barely resemble the original 
version. As a consequence, everything this 
article describes concerns the editor config-
ured in a standard way. Different configura-
tion of GNU Emacs can be found on Japanese 
versions of Knoppix Live CD, http://unit.aist 
.go.jp/itri/knoppix/index-en.html

Janusz S. Bień is a professor 
in the Department of Formal 
Linguistics at the University 
of Warsaw, Poland.
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Emacs splash screen in a window. Below the window is 
its status line, and a message is displayed in the mini-window. 

Window has a specifi c meaning in Emacs.
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Japanese writing 
A sample of Japanese text can be viewed by issuing the 

help-with-tutorial command with japanese as an 
argument (abbreviated to C-u C-h t j TAB). The first line 
of the sample text looks like this: 

Emacs
By comparing the line with its English version, the user can 

deduce that it says, more or less, Emacs tutorial. See end for 
copying conditions. As you can see above, foreign names, such 
as Emacs, are written in the Latin alphabet. 

The most complicated characters, such as , ,  and ,
originate from China. The characters were adapted not only for 
Japanese, but also Korean and Vietnamese. However, in each of 
these languages they have assumed slightly different shapes. In 
Vietnamese they became practically obsolete, and their usage in 
Korean is dwindling. They were created during the time of the 
Han dynasty, which ruled China for over four centuries, start-
ing from 206 B.C. Consequently, they are collectively called 
Han characters. In the Unicode standard (www.unicode.org) 
the differences between hánzí, kanji and hanja — respectively 
Chinese, Japanese and Korean versions of Han characters — are 
considered negligible. This Unicode design principle is called CJK 
unification. The information about the language is supposed to 
be provided by some higher level protocol or markup. However, 
Unicode is just one of the coding systems supported by Emacs, 
and the national differences can be easily preserved by using 
language-specific character codes. 

It is worth noting that some basic kanji characters have 
rather simple shapes, such as  above. 

The remaining characters belong to two syllabaries called 
hiragana and katakana. Unlike kanji, which represent ideas and 
are pronounced in various ways, depending on context, hiragana 
and katakana characters represent individual syllables of Japa-
nese; however, the pronunciation of some of them also changes 
depending on context. Hiragana is used to write grammatical 
words and morphemes, for example, ,  and 

 in the sample sentence. Katakana is used almost solely 
for writing names and other loaned words, for example, 

. It is interesting that two sizes of kana are always needed, 
as the smaller characters modify the sounds of the preceding or 
the following syllable. For example, in  the 
character  modifies , and  modifies .

Initial attempts to write Japanese names and words with the 
Latin alphabet were made when the first European and subse-
quent American missionaries arrived in Japan. Several conven-
tions for doing this are now in use, the most popular being 
modified Hepburn’s system, which is named after the author of 
a nineteenth-century Japanese-English dictionary (www.kufs.ac 
.jp/toshokan/50/wei.htm). In the system vowels are pronounced 
like in Latin and consonants similarly to English; moreover, the 
text is separated into words by spaces, which are not used in 
Japanese writing. Here are some examples of the transcription: 
the Japanese name for the Hepburn’s system is transcribed to 
hebon shiki, Han characters to kanji, writing Japanese with Latin 
alphabet to romaji, hiragana and katakana together are kana,
and the regular way of writing Japanese, in other words using 
Han characters, hiragana, and possibly also katakana combined 
is kanamajiri. The word  previously quoted — written in 
katakana and therefore loaned — becomes gaido in hebon shiki;
with some difficulty we can recognize the English word guide in 

it. In different latinization systems the words would be spelled 
respectively hebon siki, kanzi, kanamaziri.

As I have said earlier, the pronunciation of kana characters 
sometimes depends on context. Specifically, different kana 
characters are pronounced in the same way in some contexts. 

The Hepburn system reflects their pronunciation, but does not 
convey any information about the original shape of the Japanese 
text, even if it has been written without kanji. Unfortunately, this 
property is shared also by other popular transcription systems. 
Because of this, typing kana into a computer requires different 
unambiguous conventions. Table 1 shows the whole set of hira-
gana and katakana characters and their Latin representations in 
GNU Emacs. The table requires some comments. 

First of all, Japanese syllables can start with doubled conso-
nants, which are marked by preceding the syllable with . This 
is input simply by doubling the appropriate letter in Latin tran-
scription. Consequently, Table 1 should be read in an extended 
way: the entry ka —  also means kka —  and so on. 

There is also a distinction in Japanese between long and 
short vowels, which in Hepburn’s system is represented by a 
dash above the given letter. In hiragana, the length of the vowel 
in a syllable is represented by attaching an additional vowel 
to it. In katakana, it requires a special character, namely  (it 
is not to be confused with , a Han character that denotes, 
among other concepts, one).

The layout of Table 1 is based on a traditional Japanese way of 
presenting kana characters named goj on hy , which means “fifty 
sounds.” It is a table that consists of 10 rows and 5 columns (or 
the other way around). The shorter side contains 5 vowels, and the 
longer one 9 consonants which occupy the initial positions in the 
syllables. There is an additional position for syllables that consist 
solely of vowels. As it is usually the case with traditional notions, 
it is not entirely adequate because not all the fields in Table 1 are 
filled. Moreover, some kana characters do not fit in it at all. 

In this Japanese tutorial view, kanji characters are in yellow, hiragana 
in pink and katakana in green. To achieve this effect, hi-lock-
mode was used with regular expressions mentioned in this article. 
The status line shows, among other things, the coding of the fi le. 

J means ISO-2022-JP or ISO-2022-based 7 bit encoding for Japanese.
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The most important character that does not fit in this basic table 
is  (n, in some contexts also transcribed as m), the only kana char-
acter that denotes a single consonant (which, however, can function 
as a syllable). Its existence leads to ambiguity of such strings as ni,
which can denote a syllable ( , ) or a consonant with a vowel (

, ). In such ambiguous situations, users of Emacs can input n
by typing n’; in all the other cases, it is simply n.

Kana characters not listed in the goj on hy  table are mainly 
variants of the basic ones, created by using diacritics. There are 
two types of diacritics: dakuten, also called nigori, which has the 
form of two short diagonal lines in the character’s upper right 
corner ( , compare  and ), and handakuten, also called 
maru, which looks like a tiny circle ( , compare  and ). The 
set of katakana characters is also slightly bigger than the table 
suggests, in order to make it possible to write syllables that do 
not exist in any native Japanese words. 

The main goal of Table 1 is to show the whole set of kana 
characters. This is the reason why it does not account for addi-
tional ways of typing them, which are listed separately in Table 
2. For example,  is more convenient to input by typing kya
(which is the way in which it is transcribed in Hepburn’s system) 
than kixya, which is what Table 2 suggests. Although the layout 
of Table 2 was also inspired by goj on hy , in some cases the 
decisions taken during its preparation were purely arbitrary. 

Coded character sets 
If the user inputs, say, some Polish-Japanese text and tries to 

save it (C-x C-s), Emacs will suggest a long list of possible ways 
to encode the text in a file (including such surprising suggestions 
as hebrew-iso-8bit-with-esc). If the only reason for sav-
ing the text was to continue editing or to print it later, the best 
way is to use Emacs’s native encoding, that is, emacs-mule.

A reliable way of printing multilingual texts from within 
Emacs is to create a PostScript file and either save it on a disk (for 
example, C-u M-x ps-print-buffer) or send it directly to 
a printer (for example, M-x ps-print-buffer). It is possible 
to obtain printouts of much greater quality by using LATEX2ε

A I U E O
あ ア い イ う ウ え エ お オ ん ン

a i u e o n’, n
か カ き キ く ク け ケ こ コ ー

K ka ki ku ke ko -
さ サ し シ す ス せ セ そ ソ

S sa si su se so
shi

た タ ち チ つ ツ て テ と ト
T ta ti tu te to

chi tsu
な ナ に ニ ぬ ヌ ね ネ の ノ

N na ni nu ne no
は ハ ひ ヒ ふ フ へ ヘ ほ ホ

H ha hi hu he ho
fu

ま マ み ミ む ム め メ も モ
M ma mi mu me mo

や ヤ ゆ ユ よ ヨ
Y ya yu yo

ら ラ り リ る ル れ レ ろ ロ
R ra ri ru re ro

la li lu le lo
わ ワ ゐ ヰ (う) (ウ) ゑ ヱ を ヲ

W wa wi (wu) we wo
が ガ ぎ ギ ぐ グ げ ゲ ご ゴ

G ga gi gu ge go
ざ ザ じ ジ ず ズ ぜ ゼ ぞ ゾ

Z za zi zu ze zo
ji

だ ダ ぢ ヂ づ ヅ で デ ど ド
D da di du de do

ば バ び ビ ぶ ブ べ ベ ぼ ボ
B ba bi bu be bo

ぱ パ ぴ ピ ぷ プ ぺ ペ ぽ ポ
P pa pi pu pe po

ヴ
V vu

ぁ ァ ぃ ィ ぅ ゥ ぇ ェ ぉ ォ
xa xi xu xe xo
ヵ ヶ

k xka xke
っ ッ

t xtu
ゃ ャ ゅ ュ ょ ョ

y xya xyu xyo
ゎ ヮ

w xwa

A I U E O
きゃ キャ きゅ キュ きぇ キェ きょ キョ

Ky kya kyu kye kyo
しゃ シャ しゅ シュ しぇ シェ しょ ショ

Sy sya syu sye syo
sha shu she sho

ちゃ チャ ちゅ チュ ちぇ チェ ちょ チョ
てぃ ティ

Ty tya tyi tyu tye tyo
cha chu che cho

にゃ ニャ にゅ ニュ にぇ ニェ にょ ニョ
Ny nya nyu nye nyo

ひゃ ヒャ ひゅ ヒュ ひぇ ヒェ ひょ ヒョ
Hy hya hyu hye hyo

みゃ ミャ みゅ ミュ みぇ ミェ みょ ミョ
My mya myu mye myo

りゃ リャ りゅ リュ りぇ リェ りょ リョ
Ry rya ryu rye ryo

lya lyu lye lyo
ぎゃ ギャ ぎゅ ギュ ぎぇ ギェ ぎょ ギョ

Gy gya gyu gye gyo
じゃ ジャ じゅ ジュ じぇ ジェ じょ ジョ

Zy zya zyu zye zyo
ja ju je jo
jya jyu jye jyo

でぃ ディ でぇ デェ
どぅ ドゥ どぉ ドォ

Dy dyi dyu dye dyo
びゃ ビャ びゅ ビュ びぇ ビェ びょ ビョ

By bya byu bye byo
ぴゃ ピャ ぴゅ ピュ ぴぇ ピェ ぴょ ピョ

Py pya pyu pye pyo
くゎ クヮ くぃ クィ くぇ クェ くぉ クォ

Kw kwa kwi kwe kwo
つぁ ツァ つぃ ツィ つぇ ツェ つぉ ツォ

Ts tsa tsi tse tso
ふぁ ファ ふぃ フィ (ふ) (フ) ふぇ フェ ふぉ フォ

F fa fi (fu) fe fo
ぐゎ グヮ ぐぃ グィ ぐぇ グェ ぐぉ グォ

Gw gwa gwi gwe gwo
ヴぁ ヴぃ (ヴ) ヴぇ ヴぉ

V va vi (vu) ve vo
うぃ ウィ うぇ ウェ うぉ ウォ

xwi xwe xwo
いぇ イェ

ye

Table 1: The basic principles of romaji-kana conversion.

Table 2: Additional principles of romaji-kana conversion.
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with the CJK TEX extension (see The “CJK package for LATEX2ε
— Multilingual support beyond babel” by Werner Lemberg), which 
is available on the TEX Live CD (www.tug.org/texlive). 

If the text is to be imported into an application, one of the 
Unicode’s transformation formats is a viable choice, since Emacs 
now supports UTF-8 and UTF-16, the latter both in Big-Endian 
and Little-Endian variants. However, if the text is to be imported 
into a Japanese application, it might be a good idea to choose 
one of the Japanese character codes or one of the coding sys-
tems based on the ISO/IEC 2022 standard; the standard is prac-
tically equivalent to ECMA-35, which is available for no charge. 
Additional information about coding systems available in the 
editor can be obtained by typing C-h C. This means that you 
should simultaneously press Control and h, and then Shift
and c (it is also possible to use M-x describe-coding-
system). Similarly, information about the available character 
sets can be viewed by typing M-x describe-character-
set. It is also possible to view the character code table by typ-
ing M-x list-charset-chars.

A good free reference for various code tables is the Interna-
tional Register of Coded Character Sets To Be Used With Escape 
Sequences maintained on behalf of The International Organiza-
tion for Standardization and The International Electrotechnical 
Committee by Information Technology Standards Commission 
of Japan at www.itscj.ipsj.or.jp/ISO-IR. More general informa-
tion about encoding Japanese texts can be found in Ken Lunde’s 
CJKV Information Processing: Chinese, Japanese, Korean & 
Vietnamese Computing.

It should be noted that Emacs distinguishes a file stored 
on hard disk on another medium and the text stored in Emacs 
memory (usually but not necessarily an image of a file); the 
latter is called a buffer. Characters in a file are represented 
according to a specific coding system which allows only for a 
specific repertoire of characters. On the other hand, all charac-
ters handled by Emacs can be mixed freely in a single buffer. 

It is best to choose an appropriate text encoding for a file as 
soon as possible by typing M-x set-buffer-file-coding-
system (C-x RET f); the buffer status line will then show a 
symbol (for instance, = in the case of emacs-mule). It is 
good to save your decision permanently in the file by placing 
a local variables block in the end of it, with a proper value of 
the coding pseudo-variable (there is an alternative way to save 
this information in the first line of the file, but in general it is 
less convenient). If the file were prepared to be processed with 
LATEX2ε and the CJK package, the local variables block could 
look like this:

%%% Local Variables: 
%%% mode: latex
%%% coding: emacs-mule
%%% End: 

Emacs input methods 
Typing, let’s say, Polish texts in the case of multilingual 

documents is slightly different than with the ones that con-
tain only Polish. In the latter situation, the rational method is 
to choose an appropriate language environment in the very 
beginning (M-x set-language-environment). As a result, 
on every properly configured system, all the characters typed 
on the keyboard should be interpreted according to the user’s 

expectations. In the case of multilingual texts, the basic lan-
guage environment might be foreign; therefore, the keyboard 
has to be configured individually with M-x set-keyboard-
coding-system, issued with an appropriate argument. On a 
Unix or GNU/Linux system configured for Polish, the argument 
will be iso-latin-2; on MS Windows with the support for 
Polish keyboard turned on — cp1250.

If for some reason typing language-specific characters 
directly from the keyboard does not work as expected, we can 
always use one of the input methods available in Emacs, which 
can be accessed with M-x set-input-method (C-x RET 
C-\). You can switch easily between two or more input meth-
ods with C-u C-\ (M-x toggle-input-method), which 
also require an argument, but usually suggest a reasonable one 
as default. 

The most convenient method for sporadic usage of Eastern 
European characters seems to be latin-2-postfix (2< in the 
buffer status line) because after typing a character that can have 
a diacritic attached to it, the list of possible choices appears in the 
Emacs miniwindow. Unfortunately, the diacritics are not always 
represented in an obvious way; for example, the acute requires 
typing a comma, and the stroke in Polish ł — a slash. The method 
makes it difficult to type a real comma after words ending with a
or e. The user has to either type a space and then delete it, or turn 
on and turn off the input method (C-\). This drawback is avoided 
in the latin-2-alt-postfix method. 

The latin-2-prefix method (2> in the buffer’s status 
line) seems to be the best one for regular use. However, it requires 
the user to know in advance what keys the diacritics are typed 
in with. The single quote ’, following its origin and the way it 
looks on a typical keyboard, is used for the acute above c, n, o,
s and z. The ` character is used to input all the other diacritics: 
ogonek  — the official English name of this diacritic is Polish for 
small tail — for  and , the stroke for ł, and the dot for .

A complete list of all the input meth ods can be viewed with 
list-input-methods. If you want to check if a particular 
method is available, and you know its name or think that you know 
it, it is better to use C-h I (M-x describe-input-method)
and make use of argument value completion: pressing the tab key 
right at the start will display a complete list of options; pressing it 
after typing in one or two characters will display a list of possibili-
ties that start with these characters. If only a part of the list is visible 
in the window, the user can browse it with the tab key. 

Input of Japanese texts 
Japanese input methods are intended first and foremost for 

native speakers of the language; hence, they assume that the 
user knows the pronunciation of the text he or she wants to 
type. In the case of learners of Japanese, this means that in 
order to type kanji they do not know, they need to use a tradi-
tional or electronic dictionary which makes it possible to look 
up a character on the basis of its shape. This is a separate topic, 
which I will not get into in this article. 

Input methods for ideographic writing systems are sophis-
ticated programs, sometimes used in the client-server mode. 
Emacs has its own Japanese input method named quail, which 
is a simplified version of the input method known as egg. Both 
names are jocular. “Quail” refers to the fact that a quail egg is 
smaller than a hen’s “egg.” 

Let’s get back to our example: 
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 Emacs 

In order to type it in Emacs, the user should choose the 
Japanese input method (the buffer’s status line will display its 
symbol: A ; because the method has several variants, the sym-
bol will change during typing). Then, using table if necessary, 
the user should type anataga, which will be transformed, one 
syllable after another, into . The text will be under-
lined, which means that it can be transformed further — let’s 
simply accept it by pressing Enter. The underlining is gone, 
and  becomes a part of the buffer’s content. 

Now, using our knowledge about the pronunciation (and possi-
bly the meaning) of kanji, let’s write genzai, which will be trans-
formed into  Let’s press space now — the underlined 

 will change into  (with green background; similarly 
to underlining, this means that the text can be transformed). Press-
ing space again changes the text into . At the same time 
the input method symbol in the status line changes into , which 
indicates that we are in the KKC (Kana to Kanji Conversion) mode. 

 is what we are looking for. Let’s accept it with Enter and 
return to the previous mode. 

As will be shown below, 
there are usually more pos-
sibilities of converting kana to 
kanji, which is why the order 
in which they are presented is important. It is not fixed. It follows 
the user’s previous selections, which are saved with some other 
useful information in the .kkcrc file. If the file exists, the experi-
ment I have described above might have a different course. 

Let’s now type mi ( ) and press space. Seventeen characters 
have this pronunciation:

 and . Browsing all these 
possibilities one by one with space would be inconvenient; 
therefore, it is possible to browse them in larger parts — up to 10 
characters at a time. Switching to this mode of browsing is done 
automatically after pressing space several times. The user can 
also force the editor to switch to this mode by pressing l or L:
a menu will appear in the mini-buffer (Figure 1). 

Pressing l or L further makes it possible to browse the list 
in both directions. Selecting a character from the current list 
is done by pressing the appropriate digit. The number that 
indicates the current character is displayed in brackets. After 
selecting the correct character (for instance, ), we can accept 
the selection with Enter.

We can also write genzaimi ( ) directly. After 
pressing space, we obtain ;  will have yellow 
background, and  will be underlined. (The results may vary 
depending on the contents of the .kkcrc file.) Pressing Enter
in this situation is wrong. It will accept the kanji, but the under-
lined part will be ignored, and it will be necessary to type it 
again. The right thing to do in this situation is to type C-f,
in other words, kkc-next-phrase. It will accept  and 
proceed to converting .

The efficiency of typing Japanese depends on the way in 
which the text is divided into chunks that are converted into 
kanji. For genzai ( ), there are only two proposals: 

 and . However, for gen ( ) alone there are 31:

and , and for zai ( ) alone there are 
12: and .

Unfortunately, it does not mean that the longer the text the 
better the results of the conversion are. Here is an example: 
let’s type genzaimitei ( ) — after pressing 
space, we get . We then proceed to converting the 
next phrase by typing C-f, and as a result we get .
This is not what we wanted to obtain, so we press space to 
view the next proposal, but instead of kanji the editor displays 
the original text in hiragana, and pressing l or L only gives 
us a No alternative message. What we should do now 
is shorten the phrase that undergoes conversion by typing C-
i (kkc-shorter). This has an alternative with the opposite 
effect — kkc-longer, available by typing C-o. As a result of 
typing C-i, we will get , which is what we need. 

In order to type Emacs inside a Japanese sentence, we can sim-
ply switch off input methods by typing C-\ or type qq — this 
stands for the quail-japanese-switch-package command 
— in order to turn on (and then turn off) the japanese-ascii
input method (indicated by Aa in the buffer status line). The 
string can be easily input by typing in its pronunciation nyuumon

(ny mon, ). We can 
input the katakana sequence, 

 by typing gaido, which is con-
verted into underlined hiragana 

; pressing K (quail-japa-
nese-toggle-kana) will change it into its equivalent in 
katakana, which we can accept by pressing Enter. In the end we 
type desu. and accept the resulting hiragana ( ). 

Summing up, the sentence 
Emacs  was input by typing (disregarding 
the spaces and capitals), Anataga genzai miteirunoha 
Emacs nyuumon gaido desu. 

The previous example illustrates the most important, but not all 
aspects of typing Japanese. Because of the article size limits, I have 
skipped the issues of punctuation, typing special characters such 
as , or , and using “regular’’ ASCII characters (hankaku, for 
example “1”, “a”) and their “full-size’’ equivalents (zenkaku, for 
example “ ”, “ ”). Information about them can be found in the 
description of the japanese input method and its derivatives. 

Editing multilingual text 
One of the most powerful editing features of Emacs is incre-

mental search, available in two variants: ordinary and with 
regular expressions. The first one can be accessed with the 
isearch-forward and isearch-backward commands, 
which can be issued by typing C-s or C-r. The second vari-
ant can be accessed by the isearch-forward-regexp and 
isearch-backward-regexp commands, issued by typing 
M-C-s and M-C-r. If an input method is active during pro-
cessing these commands, it will also be active during typing in 
the string or regular expression to be found. If no input method 
is active, then the default one can be activated with C-\; the 
desired method can be activated by typing C-^ (therefore, in the 
context of incremental search, it is equivalent to C-u C-\).

During regular expression searching, it is possible to refer to 
character categories. The categories are explained in the source file 
lisp/international/characters.el, in which they are 
defined. Referring to the categories can be done with \cC, in which 
C defines a category symbol, for example, a for ASCII characters, 
and l for Latin characters. Other categories are not so intuitive. For 
example, j means any character from any Japanese character set, 

Figure 1: A menu for selecting kanji.
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which can also be a Latin, Greek or Cyrillic character. Additional 
categories are used to account for these distinctions; namely k and 
K (various ways of encoding katakana); r and A (various ways of 
encoding Latin alphanumerical characters); H (hiragana); C (Chi-
nese, that is, kanji); G (Greek characters); and Y (Cyrillic characters). 
It is best to test it all by experimenting; for example, on the code 
tables that can be displayed with list-charset-chars.

Using complicated input methods directly during typing in 
a string or an expression to be found requires some experience. 
Therefore, it is good to use a kind of clipboard called in Emacs the 
kill-ring (kill is the Emacs’ term for cut). The string that was put into 

the kill-ring last (including multilingual strings) can be pasted as a 
part of the searched string by typing M-y. It should be noted that 
in this context the keyboard shortcut stands for the isearch-
yank-kill command, which is not to be confused with the plain 
yank command — the latter one has a slightly different effect. 
Using yank one time after another changes the pasted string into 
a different one, acquired from the next kill-ring element, whereas 
isearch-yank-kill pastes the same string all the time. 

Another widely used command is replace, which also 
comes in several variants in Emacs: the string to be replaced can 
be defined directly or with a regular expression; replacing might 
be unconditional or require confirmation. The commands read 
the definitions of the replaced and the replacing strings from 
the mini-buffer. However, another instance of the mini-buffer is 
also used by the input methods. They are displayed in turn in the 
single mini-window, which sometimes may be confusing. 

Summing up, in order to replace all the occurrences of the string 
 with another one, we need to do the following: 

1. Select a Japanese input method and issue an appropriate 
command, for example, query-replace (M-%). The order of 
performing these operations does not matter. 

2. After the query replace prompt is displayed, enter 
anataga, which will be converted into .

3. Accept the conversion result with Enter. While doing 
this, we are in the input method’s mini-buffer. 

4. Type genzai, which will be converted into .
5. Press space — for the right number of times — in order to 

convert  into the kanji  As was mentioned ear-
lier, pressing space for several times makes the input method 
switch into the mode of displaying a list of possibilities that can 
be selected with numbers and browsed with l and L.

6. Accept the conversion results with Enter. While doing 
this, we are in the input method’s mini-buffer. 

7. Press Enter to finish typing the string to be replaced into 
the command’s mini-buffer. 

8. Finally, type in the replacing string in the same way. 
It is worth noting that the extremely useful features of Emacs 

related to comparing files and buffers that are a part of the ediff
package (available, for example, in the Tools — Compare menu) 
are also compatible with multilingual text; during comparison 
Emacs periodically prompts the user for the coding system. It is 
enough to accept the default value. 

Emacs also features commands that are specific to individual 
languages, but there are few of them. One example is M-x
japanese-hiragana-region, which converts all katakana 
characters in the region into their hiragana equivalents. Other 
commands of this kind can be found easily by using a variant of 
the apropos command, for example, C-h a japanese.

Conclusion
GNU Emacs is undoubtedly a very useful tool for editing 

multilingual text. Its weakness lies in the fact that not all of its 
documentation is high quality. The features that have been avail-
able for a long time are described in detail, whereas the ones that 
are relatively new are not described adequately (sometimes only in 
the source files). For example, character categories that have been 
introduced in version 20 were not even mentioned in the manual 
before version 21 appeared, similarly to the possibility of chang-
ing the input method during incremental search. The romaji-kana
conversion tables, which were available only in the source files in 
version 20, are in my opinion not clear enough in version 21, which 
is why I decided to create the tables included in this article. M
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Anglophone. Someone who speaks the English language 
natively or by adoption. The term specifically refers to peo-
ple whose cultural background is primarily associated with 
the English language, regardless of ethnic and geographi-
cal differences. 

Computer-aided translation (CAT). Computer techno-
logy applications that assist in the act of translating text 
from one language to another.

Content management system (CMS). A system used 
to store and subsequently find and retrieve large amounts 
of data. CMSs were not originally designed to synchronize 
translation and localization of content, so most of them 
have been partnered with globalization management sys-
tems (GMS).

Controlled languages. Subsets of natural languages 
whose grammars and dictionaries have been restricted in 
order to reduce or eliminate both ambiguity and complexity. 
Also, stylistic rules — such as not using certain verb tenses 
or the passive voice — can be created, depending upon the 
group or organization and its language usage goals.

Double-byte character set (DBCS). This term has two 
basic meanings. In CJK (Chinese-Japanese-Korean) comput-
ing, the term traditionally means a character set in which 
every graphic character not representable by an accompa-
nying SBCS (single-byte character set) is encoded in two 
bytes. Han characters would generally comprise most of 
these two-byte characters. The term can also mean a char-
acter set in which all characters — including all control 
characters — are encoded in two bytes.

E-government. Refers to a government’s use of infor-
mation technology to exchange information and services 
with citizens, businesses and other arms of government. 
E-government may be applied by the legislature, judiciary 

or administration in order to improve internal efficiency, 
the delivery of public services or the processes of demo-
cratic governance.

Globalization (g11n). In this context, the term refers to 
the process that addresses business issues associated with 
launching a product globally, such as integrating localiza-
tion throughout a company after proper internationaliza-
tion and product design.

Globalization management system (GMS). A system 
that focuses on managing the translation and localization 
cycles and synchronizing those with source content man-
agement. Provides the capability of centralizing linguis-
tic assets in the form of translation databases, leveraging 
glossaries and branding standards across global content.

Hiragana. A flowing phonetic subscript of the native 
Japanese writing system. In hiragana, all of the sounds of 
the Japanese language are represented by 50 syllables.

HTML (HyperText Markup Language). A markup lan-
guage that uses tags to structure text into headings, para-
graphs, lists and links, and tells a web browser how to 
display text and images on a web page.

Internationalization (i18n). Especially in a computing 
context, the process of generalizing a product so that it can 
handle multiple languages and cultural conventions (currency, 
number separators, dates) without the need for redesign.

Kanji. The Chinese characters that are used in the 
modern Japanese logographic writing system along with 
hiragana, katakana and the Hindu-Arabic numerals. The 
Japanese term kanji literally means Han characters. Despite 
the existence of some 13,000 kanji characters, these alone 
do not suffice to write Japanese. Hiragana characters are 
also required to express grammatical inflections.

B
asics
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Katakana. A Japanese syllabary, one component of the 

Japanese writing system along with hiragana, kanji and in 
some cases the Latin alphabet. The word katakana means 
fragmentary kana, as they are derived from components 
of more complex kanji. Katakana is characterized by short 
straight strokes and angular corners and is the simplest of 
the Japanese scripts. Katakana and hiragana both render 
the same syllables, but katakana is angular and used largely 
to spell words borrowed from other languages, while hira-
gana is cursive and is used more frequently to spell native 
Japanese words.

 Lingua franca. A language that is adopted as a com-
mon language between speakers whose native languages are 
different.

Localization (l10n). In this context, the process of adap ting 
a product or software to a specific international language or 
culture so that it seems natural to that particular region. True 
localization considers language, culture, customs and the char-
acteristics of the target locale. It frequently involves changes 
to the software’s writing system and may change keyboard use 
and fonts as well as date, time and monetary formats. 

Machine translation (MT). A technology that trans-
lates text from one human language to another, using 
terminology glossaries and advanced grammatical, syntac-
tic and semantic analysis techniques.

Morpheme. The smallest linguistic unit that has seman-
tic meaning.

Nanosyntax. A term used to describe an approach to syn-
tax in which syntactic trees are built up out of a large num-
ber of elements. Each morpheme may correspond to several 
such elements, which do not have to form a subtree.

Netizen. A blend of internet and citizen, a person actively 
involved in online communities. Netizens use the internet to 
engage in activities of the extended social groups of the web 
— for example, giving and receiving viewpoints, furnishing 
information, fostering the internet as an intellectual and a 
social resource, and making choices for the self-assembled 
communities. Generally, a netizen can be any user of the 
worldwide, unstructured forums of the internet.

Open-source software. Any computer software distrib-
uted under a license that allows users to change and/or 
share the software freely. End users have the right to mod-
ify and redistribute the software, as well as the right to 
package and sell the software.

Outsource. To hire a third-party provider to perform 
tasks or services often performed in-house.

Return on investment (ROI). In finance, return on invest-
ment is the ratio of money gained or lost on an investment 
relative to the amount of money invested. The amount of 
money gained or lost may be referred to as interest, profit/
loss, gain/loss or net income/loss.

Search engine. A program designed to help find informa-
tion stored on a computer system such as the worldwide 

web or a personal computer. A search engine allows a user 
to ask for content meeting specific criteria — typically those 
containing a given word, phrase or name — and retrieves a 
list of references that match those criteria.

SOAP (simple object access protocol). A standard for 
exchanging XML-based messages over a computer network, 
normally using HTTP.

Source language. A language from which text is to be 
translated into another language.

Syntax. The study of the rules whereby words or other 
elements of sentence structure are combined to form gram-
matical sentences.

Translation. The process of converting all of the text 
or words from a source language to a target language. An 
understanding of the context or meaning of the source lan-
guage must be established in order to convey the same mes-
sage in the target language. 

Translation memory (TM). A special database that stores 
previously translated sentences which can then be re-used 
on a sentence-by-sentence basis. The database matches 
source to target language pairs.

Translation Memory eXchange (TMX). An open stan-
dard, based on XML, which has been designed to simplify 
and automate the process of converting translation memo-
ries (TMs) from one format to another.

Unicode. The Unicode Worldwide Character Standard 
(Unicode) is a character-encoding standard used to rep-
resent text for computer processing. Originally designed to 
support 65,000 characters, it now has encoding forms to 
support more than 1,000,000 characters. 

Resources
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ORGANIZATIONS
Globalization and Localization Association (GALA),

www.gala-global.org
The Localization Institute, www.localizationinstitute.com
Unicode Consortium, www.unicode.org

PUBLICATIONS
MultiLingual (formerly MultiLingual Computing & Technology). 

Additional resources available at www.multilingual.com
The Guide to Translation and Localization, published 

by Lingo Systems, www.lingosys.com

WEBSITES

European Union eGovernment Observatory, http://ec.europa.eu/
idabc/en/chapter/140

E-government in New Zealand, www.e.govt.nz
UN Online Network in Public Administration & Finance, 

www.unpan.org/egovernment.asp
United States: Advisory Committee to the Congressional 

Internet Caucus, www.netcaucus.org/books/egov2001 
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 ASSOCIATIONS

AILIA Association de l’industrie de la 
langue/Language Industry Association
Description AILIA is the voice of the Canadian language indus-
try, bringing together organizations and professionals from three 
sectors: translation, language technologies and language train-
ing. Through a single point of contact, AILIA members can ac-
cess key resources to stimulate their growth around the world. 
AILIA 65 Sherbrooke Street East, Suite 110, Montréal, QC, Canada 
H2X 1C4, 514-285-6596, E-mail: communication@ailia.ca, Web: 
www.ailia.ca

Globalization and Localization Association 
Description The Globalization and Localization Association 
(GALA) is a fully representative, nonprof t, international indus-
try association for the translation, internationalization, localiza-
tion and globalization industry. The association gives members 
a common forum to discuss issues, create innovative solutions, 
promote the industry, and offer clients unique, collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association 23 Main Street, 
Andover, MA 01810, 206-329-2596, Fax: 815-346-2361, E-mail: 
info@gala-global.org, Web: www.gala-global.org 

AUTOMATED TRANSLATION

KCSL Inc.
Languages All Description NoBabel Translator is based on 25 
years of KCSL research and development in multilingual spell-
ing and grammar correction, data compression, and search 
technology. It not only provides automated, multi-document
alignment but also offers a powerful way to improve translation 
memory (TM) creation and leveraging. NoBabel’s strength 
lies in its unique ab lity to draw upon a variety of sources to 
synthesize newly matched, high-quality translation units with 
optimal relevance to source material. Without human inter-
action, NoBabel maintains TM integrity while lowering costs 
and increasing productivity. Designed originally for large 
enterprises, today NoBabel is equally beneficial to corpora-
tions and individual translation service providers. 
KCSL Inc. 5160 Yonge Street, Suite 1012, Toronto, ON, Canada 
M2N 6L9, 416-222-6112, Fax: 416-222-6819, E-mail: info@kcsl.ca, 
Web: www.kcsl.ca See ads on pages 16, 58

Language Weaver, Inc.
Languages All Description Language Weaver’s statistical 
automated translation software is designed for companies 
interested in leveraging existing translation resources to 
increase translation efficiency and productivity. Language 
Weaver has proven success delivering productivity im-
provements and time savings to large corporations, LSPs 
and translation solution providers by quickly creating cus-
tomized translation systems using each company’s existing 
translated data. These systems produce high-quality transla-
tions of domain specific data. Language Weaver software can 
be easily integrated into customer support tools, knowledge 
bases and translation workflow applications for added effi-
ciency. Find out how Language Weaver can meet your trans-
lation needs. Contact us to set up a p lot project.
Language Weaver, Inc. 4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 1210, Marina 
del Rey, CA 90292, 310-437-7300, Fax: 310-437-7307, E-mail: info
@languageweaver.com, Web: www.languageweaver.com See ad 
on page 40

CONFERENCES

Localization World 
Description Localization World conferences are dedicated
to the language and localization industries. Our constituents 
are the people responsible for communicating across the 
boundaries of language and culture in the global marketplace. 
International product and marketing managers participate in 
Localization World from all sectors and all geographies to meet 
language service and technology providers and to network 
with their peers. Hands-on practitioners come to share their 
knowledge and experience and to learn from others. See our 
website for details on upcoming and past conferences.
Localization World Ltd. 319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864, 
208-263-8178, Fax: 208-263-6310, E-mail: info@localizationworld
.com, Web: www.localizationworld.com See ad on page 71

The Internationalization & Unicode Conference
Description The Internationalization & Unicode Confer-
ence (IUC) is the premier technical conference focusing on 
multilingual, global software and web internationalization. 
Each IUC conference features a variety of tutorials and con-
ference sessions that cover current topics related to web and 
software internationalization, globalization and Unicode. 
Internationalization and Unicode experts, implementers, 
clients and vendors are invited to attend this unique confer-
ence. The interactive format makes the IUC a great place 
to meet and exchange ideas w th leading experts during 
birds-of-a-feather gatherings, find out about the needs of 
potential clients, or get information about new and existing 
Unicode-enabled products in the exhib t hall. 
The Unicode Consortium P.O. Box 391476, Mountain View, CA 
94039-1476, 781-444-0404, Fax: 781-444-0320, E-mail: dana@
omg.org, Web: www.unicodeconference.org See ad on page 60 

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

XMetaL 
Windows
Languages English Description JustSystems’ XMetaL solu-
tions for structured authoring and content collaboration 
help organizations get to market faster w th global informa-
tion products. By bringing automation to managing high 
volumes of content, using industry XML standards, and 
helping clients effectively manage the whole content life 
cycle, XMetaL enables organizations to efficiently create, 
re-use and manage information to publish into the lan-
guages and formats customers demand. Leading organiza-
tions such as Business Objects and Symantec, using XMetaL 
integrated with leading globalization management solutions,
have improved quality of information, reduced publish-
ing and localization costs by 40% to 70%, and accelerated 
time-to-market to reach simultaneous shipment goals. 
JustSystems, Inc. 2 Bentall Center, Suite 1800, 555 Burrard Street, 
Vancouver, BC, Canada V7X 1M9, 866-793-1542, 604-602-9928, Fax:
604-602-9938, E-mail: sales@xmetal.com, Web: www.xmetal.com

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

Idiom Technologies, Inc. 
Multiple Platforms
Languages More than 120 Description Idiom Technologies
optimizes the globalization supply chain by aligning global 
enterprises, language service providers and translators. 
Award-winning WorldServer™ software solutions expand 
market reach and accelerate multilingual communication 
with a proven platform for automating translation and lo-
calization processes. Idiom works w th global organizations 
including Adobe, Autodesk, Continental Airlines, eBay, 
Motorola and Traveloc ty to cost-effectively translate global 
websites and applications, streamline software localization 
and delivery, and speed time-to-market for international 
product documentation. Idiom also partners with consult-
ing firms, systems integrators and technology vendors to help 
customers achieve high-quality results and maximize existing 
enterprise infrastructure. 
Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451, 
781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail: idiom_info@idiominc.com, 
Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on page 62

STAR Group
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description STAR is a leader in information 
management, localization, internationalization and global-
ization solutions as well as a premier developer of language 
technology tools such as Transit/TermStar, WebTerm and of 
our information management system, GRIPS. For more than 
22 years, STAR has specialized in information management 
and publishing, multilingual processing including translation 
services, terminology management, software localization/
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internationalization, software development and multimedia 
systems engineering. With 38 offices in 28 countries and our 
global network of pre-qualified freelance translators, STAR 
provides a unique combination of information management 
tools and services.
STAR Group America, LLC 5001 Mayfi eld Road, Suite 220, 
Lyndhurst, OH 44124, 216-691-7827, 877-877-0093, Fax: 216-691-
8910, E-mail: info@us.star-group.net, Web: www.us.star-group.net 
See ad on page 20

XTRF Management System 
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description XTRF is a global management sys-
tem for translation agencies. Built-in cutting-edge Java technol-
ogy, XTRF is a flexible, customizable and web-based software 
enabling web access for a company’s suppliers and customers. 
It’s designed to help translation companies to streamline all 
their daily activities, and t guarantees smooth management of 
the company while reducing administrative costs. Project man-
agement, invoicing, quotations, ISO 9001 reports and CRM are 
the main fields covered by the system. Designed by translation 
and localization professionals and created by the best IT team, 
this powerful tool will reduce the time spent on repetitive tasks 
and increase the company’s effectiveness.
XTRF ul. Walerego Slawka 3, 30-653 Krakow, Poland, 48-12-2546-
126, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail: sales@xtrf.eu, Web: www.xtrf.eu

INTERNATIONALIZATION TOOLS

across Systems GmbH
Windows
Languages All Description across Systems GmbH is a spin-off 
of Nero AG w th its world’s leading CD/DVD application. across 
includes TM and terminology system as well as powerful tools 
to support the project and workflow management of transla-
tions. Product manager, translator and proofreader all work 
together w thin one system, e ther in-house or smoothly inte-
grated with translation service providers. across provides sev-
eral partner concepts and the Software Development Kit (SDK) 
for system integrators and technology partners, to allow the 
translation desktop to be integrated directly, in order to include 
both preliminary and subsequent process steps. This results in 
more flexible and transparent processes that benefit all sides.
across Systems GmbH Im Stoeckmaedle 18, D-76307 Karlsbad, 
Germany, 49-7248-925-425, Fax: 49-7248-925-444, E-mail: info@
across.net, Web: www.across.net See ad on page 2

LOCALIZATION SERVICES

Adams Globalization
Languages All major European and Asian languages De-
scription For over 22 years, Adams Globalization has pro-
vided comprehensive turnkey solutions for globalization. 
We deliver software localization and testing, technical trans-
lation, web globalization and desktop publishing with supe-
rior quality, and we do it on time. Our team of experienced 
and efficient project managers, technically proficient native-
speaking linguists, technical experts and desktop publishers 
using the latest software tools and technology will work to 
expand your boundaries and offer you a world of possibili-
ties. Please contact us today for a free estimate.
Adams Globalization 10435 Burnet Road, Suite 125, Austin, TX 
78758, 800-880-0667, 512-821-1818, Fax: 512-821-1888, E-mail: 
sales@adamsglobalization.com, Web: www.adamsglobalization.com

ADAPT Localization Services 
Languages More than 50 Description ADAPT Localization 
Services (founded in 1999 as transline Localization) offers the 
full range of services that enables clients to be successful in 
international markets, from documentation design through 
translation, linguistic and technical localization services, pre-
press and publication management. Serving both Fortune 
500 and small companies, ADAPT has gained a reputation 
for quality, reliabil ty, technological competence and a com-
mitment to customer service. Fields of specialization include 
diagnostic and medical devices, IT/telecom and web content. 
With offices in Bonn, Germany, and Stockholm, Sweden, 
and a number of certified partner companies, ADAPT is well 
suited to help clients achieve their goals in any market.
ADAPT Localization Services Clemens-August-Strasse 16-18, 53115 
Bonn, Ge many, 49-228-98-22-60, Fax: 49-228-98-22-615, E-mail: 
adapt@adapt-localization.com, Web: www.adapt-localization.com 
See ad on page 10

Alliance Localization China, Inc. (ALC)
Languages Major Asian and European languages Description
ALC offers document, website and software translation and lo-
calization, desktop publishing, and interpreter services. We fo-
cus on English, German and other European languages to and 
from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and other Asian languages. 
We use TRADOS, CATALYST, SDLX, Trans t and other CAT 
tools, as well as DTP tools including CorelDraw, FrameMaker, 
FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop and 
QuarkXPress. Our customer-oriented approach is supported 
by strong project management, a team of specialists, a large 
knowledgebase and advanced methodologies. We always pro-
vide service beyond our customers’ expectations at a low cost 
and w th high quality, speed, dependability and flexibility.
Alliance Localization China, Inc. Suite 609, Building B, Number 10 
Xing Huo Road, Fengtai Science Park, Beijing 100070, P.R. China, 86-
10-8368-2169, Fax: 86-10-8368-2884, E-mail: customer_care@
allocalization.com, Web: www.allocalization.com

Alpha CRC — Translating Excellence
Languages All Description You benefit from 19 years of 
experience in software localization when choosing Alpha 
CRC. A private company, we pride ourselves on meeting the 
individual needs of customers. Our in-house staff includes 
translators covering 17 languages plus experts in software en-
gineering, DTP, QA and testing, voice recording and project 
management. This means we always have people available to 
discuss and deliver your requirements. When selecting Alpha, 
you have the added confidence of knowing that top technol-
ogy companies do the same. Our customers include SAP, Sun 
and Symantec. Whether you’re an experienced global player 
or starting, Alpha has the solution for you.
Alpha CRC Ltd. St. Andrew’s House, St. Andrew’s Road, Cambridge,
CB4 1DL UK, 44-1223-431011, Fax: 44-1223-461274, E-mail: 
cruggiero@alphacrc.com, Web: www.alphacrc.com  

Beijing E-C Translation Ltd.
Languages Asian Description Beijing E-C Translation Ltd., 
one of the largest localization and translation companies 
in China, focuses mainly on software and website localiza-
tion; technical, financial, medical, patent and marketing

translations; and desktop publishing services. We use TRADOS, 
SDLX, CATALYST, TTT/PC, STAR Transit, Robohelp, Frame-
Maker, PageMaker, InDesign, QuarkXPress, MS Office and 
other graphic and DTP tools. Having more than 150 full-
time employees located in Beijing, Taipei, Singapore, Seoul, 
Shanghai, Hong Kong, Shenyang and Chengdu, we can han-
dle English/German into and from Simplified Chinese/Tra-
ditional Chinese/Japanese/Korean/Thai. We guarantee that
clients’ projects will be handled not only by native speakers, 
but also by topic specialists. Clients can expect and will re-
ceive high-quality services, on-time delivery and low cost. 
Beijing E-C Translation Ltd. 2nd Floor, Hua Teng Development 
Building, No. 23, Xi Huan Bei Road, BDA, Beijing Economic-
Technological Development Zone, Beijing 100176, P.R. China, 86-
10-67868761, Fax: 86-10-67868765, E-mail: service@e-cchina
.com, Web: www.e-cchina.com

Binari Sonori
Languages From all European languages into Italian Descrip-
tion Binari Sonori has served the localization and translation 
market since 1994. Binari Sonori has been awarded a number 
of crucial projects and has become one of the major players 
in the Italian localization industry. Our goal is to guarantee 
high quality, timeliness and flexibility. We are accustomed to 
working for clients throughout the world who need to reach 
the Italian market with their products. Our project managers, 
translators and revisers are trained to solve today’s challenges 
of translation/localization projects, regardless of text length 
or the software tools to be used. Fields of expertise are soft-
ware, hardware, telecommunications, finance, training, web 
and marketing.
Binari Sonori srl Viale Fulvio Testi, 11, 20092 Cinisello Balsamo, 
Milano, Italy, 39-02-61866-310, Fax: 39-02-61866-313, E-mail: 
translate@binarisonori.it, Web: www.binarisonori.it See ad on 
page 13
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CPSL
Languages All Description CPSL offers all the standard lo-
calization services, yet so much more. With over 40 years of 
global experience, CPSL provides its customers with best 
practices consultancy, event planning, translation, localiza-
tion, publishing and interpreting services. CPSL focuses on 
localization services for life sciences, technical, automotive, 
IT and energy industries, and is renowned for its ability to re-
tain long-term relationships w th its clients. These attributes, 
paired with its reputation for outstanding customer care, 
competence, quality and state-of-the-art technology, make 
CPSL an industry leader. While other translation businesses 
have come and gone, CPSL has consistently grown to become 
the largest Spanish-owned localization company.
CPSL Torre Llacuna, Llacuna 166, 9ª, 08018 Barcelona, Spain, 34-
902-363-085, Fax: 34-933-000-040, E-mail: info@cpsl.com, Web: 
www.cpsl.com See ad on page 17

EuroGreek Translations Limited
Language Greek Description Established in 1986, EuroGreek 
Translations Lim ted is Europe’s number one Greek local-
izer, specializing in technical and medical translations from 
English into Greek and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim 
is to provide high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a 
whole range of client needs, from plain translation to desk-
top/web publishing to localization development and testing. 
Over the years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended to 
cover most subject areas, including German and French into 
Greek localization services. All of EuroGreek’s work is pro-
duced in-house by a team of 25 highly qualified specialists 
and is fully guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
EuroGreek Translations Limited 
London 27 Lascotts Road, London, N22 8JG UK  
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens 16675,
Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production@
eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 43

iDISC Information Technologies
Language Spanish Description iDISC, established in 1987, 
is a leading independent localization company based in 
Barcelona, Spain. Services range from localization to DTP, 
from compiling to product testing. We are backed by a team 
of in-house, full-time professionals and a carefully selected 
and assessed freelance database which allows us to tackle any 
size of project in our areas of expertise, mainly software lo-
calization, technical and telecom documentation, ERP and 
marketing. As a single-language localization company, we 
leverage from long-time experience using TRADOS, IBM 
Translation Manager and other translation tools. Highly 
technical capabilities, in-house know-how and professional 
support are guaranteed by iDISC’s Support and Develop-
ment Department. Contact us for a quote or other details.
iDISC Information Technologies Passeig del progrés 96, 08640 
Olesa de Montserrat, Barcelona, Spain, 34-93-778-73-00, Fax: 34-
93-778-35-80, E-mail: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es

iSP — The Localization Experts
LanguagesFrom English into all major languages Description
iSP (international Software Products) is a distinct provider of 
localization services. For 20 years iSP has served ts clients w th 
the principles of honesty and customer-centric services. Not 
surprisingly, first-time customers and new customers have 

always stayed w th iSP. We are dedicated to delivering the 
highest quality localized products. Our flat, in-house organi-
zational structure means decision-making and action-taking 
are quick and simple. We are located near Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands, where we surround ourselves with languages. 
Our services cover all aspects of localization. We are in the 
heart of Europe. We are iSP. We are the localization experts.
iSP — international Software Products B.V. Dorpsstraat 35-37,
1191 BH Ouderkerk aan de Amstel, The Netherlands, 31-20-496-5271, 
Fax: 31-20-496-4553, E-mail: localization@isp.nl, Web: www.isp.nl 

New markets for your
products and solutions

Janus Worldwide Inc.
Languages Russian, ex-USSR and Eastern European lan-
guages Description Janus provides translation, localization, 
DTP and linguistic consulting for Russian, Ukrainian and 
other European languages. Our deep expertise, flexibility, 
diversity and exceptional value of services are recognized by 
many industry-leading customers and partners worldwide. 
Our uniqueness is a solid team of the best professionals in 
all relevant areas — localization engineers, language special-
ists, QA officers, DTP and software engineers, and more. We 
do it end-to-end — from servers to handhelds, from ERP to 
automotive solutions and from interface specifications to 
legal notices. Janus is ISO 9001:2000 certified. Company ac-
tivities including translating, localizing, DTP and linguistic 
consulting were subjected to audit.
Janus Worldwide Inc. Derbenevskaya nab., 11B, Offi ce 113, Moscow 
115114, Russia, 7-495-913-66-53, Fax: 7-495-913-66-53, E-mail: 
management@janus.ru, Web: www.janus.ru 

Jonckers Translation & Engineering s.a.
LanguagesAll Description Jonckers is focused on delivering soft-
ware, e-learning and multimedia localization services. We sup-
port the globalization strategies of industry leaders such as Adobe, 
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Microsoft and SAP. Our service range 
covers the complete localization value chain, including linguistic, 
publishing, engineering and testing services. With headquarters 
in Brussels, Jonckers has local offices in the United Kingdom, the 
Czech Republic, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and the People’s 
Republic of China. Jonckers is a founding member of LCJ EEIG 
and a Microsoft Premier Vendor. To learn more, please visit 
www.jonckers.com 
Jonckers Translation & Engineering s.a. Avenue Herrmann-
Debroux 15a, B-1160 Brussels, Belgium, 32-2-672-80-30, Fax: 32-2-
672-80-19, E-mail: info@jonckers.com, Web: www.jonckers.com

Lingo Systems, Translation & Localization
Languages 100+ Description Lingo Systems, a division 
of Coto Global Solutions, provides customer-focused 
solutions for global companies in 100+ languages. We 
specialize in the translation and localization of technical 
documentation, software, multimedia applications, train-
ing materials, e-learning solutions and online applications. 
Other globalization services include quality assurance 
testing (hardware and software), integration of content 
management solutions, interpretation (170+ languages), 
cultural training and assessment and internationaliza-
tion consulting. Lingo Systems has never caused a late re-
lease. No other firm makes this claim. For a free copy of 
our award-winning book, The Guide to Translation and 
Localization — Communicating with the Global Market-
place, visit www.lingosys.com or call 800-878-8523.
Lingo Systems 15115 SW Sequoia Parkway, Suite 200, Portland, OR 
97224, 503-419-4856, 800-878-8523, Fax: 503-419-4873, E-mail: 
info@lingosys.com, Web: www.lingosys.com See ad on page 12 

Lionbridge Software and Content Localization
Languages All Description  Lionbridge provides globaliza-
tion and offshoring services that enable clients to develop,  
localize, test and maintain their enterprise content and tech-
nology applications globally. Through its globalization ser-
vice offerings, Lionbridge adapts client products and content 
to meet the linguistic, technical and cultural requirements of 
customers, partners and employees worldwide. Lionbridge 
offshoring services include the development and mainte-
nance of content and applications as well as testing to ensure 
the qual ty, interoperability, usabil ty and performance of 
clients’ software, hardware, consumer technology products, 
websites and content. Lionbridge offers its testing services 
under the VeriTest brand. Lionbridge has more than 4,000 
employees based in 25 countries worldwide.
Lionbridge 1050 Winter Street, Waltham, MA 02451, 781-434-
6111, Fax: 781-434-6034, E-mail: info@lionbridge.com, Web: 
www.lionbridge.com See ad on page 3

LocHouse Translation & DTP
Languages Translation: Brazilian Portuguese; DTP: All Euro-
pean Description Translation, DTP and project management 
— this is what we do well and what we focus on doing. We 
work w th experts, under strict quality control, respecting 
deadlines and offering customized services. Our translation 
team specializes in software, online applications, technical 
documentation and e-learning. Our DTP team has proven 
expertise in working as a low cost center, dealing with multi-
language DTP projects under strict deadlines and w th su-
perior qual ty results. For more information, visit us at www
.loc-house.com or call or e-mail us, and you have our word 
that we will do the utmost for you to achieve success.
LocHouse Translation & DTP Av. Rio Branco, 277/301, Rio de 
Janeiro - RJ, Brazil 20040-009, 55-21-2533-6051, E-mail: info@
loc-house.com, Web: www.loc-house.com

Logrus International Corporation
Languages EE, EA, ME, WE, rare languages Description
Logrus offers a full set of localization and translation ser-
vices for various industries, including top-notch software 
engineering and testing and DTP for all languages, including 
bidirectional and double-byte ones. The company is proud 
of its unique problem-solving skills and minimal support 
requirements. The company offers all European and Asian 
languages as well as many rare languages through its offices 
and established long-term partners. With ts production s te 
in Moscow, Russia, Logrus provides a winning combination 
of quality, experience and affordability. With over 14 years 
in business, the company has received multiple awards for 
excellence from its long-time customers, including IBM, 
Microsoft, Novell, Oracle and others.
Logrus International Corporation Suite 305, 2600 Philmont Ave-
nue, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006, 215-947-4773, Fax: 215-947-4773,
E-mail: ceo@logrus.ru, Web: www.logrus.ru See ad on page 55

Loquant Localization Services
Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description Lo-
quant bases ts operations on the experience of its found-
ers and collaborators, professionals who closely follow the 
ongoing evolution of technology and the latest processes in 
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internationalization and localization of information. Adher-
ing to rigorous processes that were developed by the software 
localization industry during the last few decades, Loquant 
is able to prepare the most diverse products for the primary 
world markets. To do this, Loquant counts on the best project 
managers, native translators, engineers and desktop publish-
ers to guarantee a quality control recognized internationally 
by the main international standards organizations.
Loquant Localization Services Rua Luís Carlos Prestes, 410/114, 
22775-055, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 55-21-2104-9597, Fax: 55-21-
2104-9597, E-mail: contact@loquant.com, Web: www.loquant.com

2G Localization Alliance
Languages All Description milengo Inc. is a global provider 
for localization, engineering and testing services for the high-
tech industries. It is the largest 2nd Generation (2G) Localiza-
tion Alliance in the market, formed by 16 leading localization 
companies located in the most important global ITC markets 
spanning Europe, the Americas and Asia. 
milengo Inc. 1001 Fourth Avenue, #3200, Seattle, WA 98154, 
877-224-8740, 49-30-2248-7681, Fax: 866-203-1685, E-mail: 
contact@milengo.com, Web: www.milengo.com

Moravia Worldwide
Languages All Description Moravia Worldwide is a leading 
globalization solution provider, enabling companies in the in-
formation technology, e-learning, life sciences and financial in-
dustries to enter global markets with high-qual ty multilingual 
products. Moravia’s solutions include localization and product 
testing services, internationalization, multilingual publishing 
and technical translation. Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Microsoft, 
Oracle, Sun Microsystems and Symantec are among some of 
the companies that depend on Moravia Worldwide for ac-
curate, on-time localization. Moravia Worldwide maintains 
global headquarters in the Czech Republic and North Ameri-
can headquarters in California, w th local offices and produc-
tion centers in Ireland, China, Japan and throughout Europe. 
To learn more, please vis t www.moraviaworldwide.com
Moravia Worldwide 
USA 199 East Thousand Oaks Boulevard, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360, 
805-557-1700, 800-276-1664, Fax: 805-557-1702, E-mail: info@
moraviaworldwide.com, Web: www.moraviaworldwide.com  
Asia 86-25-8473-2772, E-mail: asia@moraviaworldwide.com 
Europe 420-545-552-222, E-mail: europe@moraviaworldwide.com 
Ireland 353-1-216-4102, E-mail: ireland@moraviaworldwide.com 
Japan 81-3-3354-3320, E-mail: japan@moraviaworldwide.com 
See ad on page 42

PTIGlobal
Languages All commercial languages for Europe, Asia and the 
Americas Description PTIGlobal is committed to developing 
ongoing, long-term partnerships with its clients. This means 
a dedication to personal service, responsiveness, high-qual-
ity output, and sensitivity to clients’ cost goals and timelines. 
Backed by over 30 years of experience in technical transla-
tion, PTIGlobal provides turnkey localization services in 
27 languages simultaneously for software, web applications, 
embedded devices, wireless applications and gaming tech-
nology. Projects are customized to fit client needs and feature 
our expertise in end-to-end project management; interna-
tionalization consultation; glossary development; native-
language translation; multilingual web content management; 
translation memory maintenance; localization engineering; 
linguistic and functionality QA; desktop publishing, graphics 
localization, complete multilingual video and audio services, 
as well as on-site managed services. 
PTIGlobal 9900 SW Wilshire, Suite 280, Portland, OR 97225, 888-
357-3125, Fax: 503-297-0655, E-mail: sales@ptiglobal.com, Web: 
www.ptiglobal.com

RusLoc Ltd.
Languages Russian, Ukrainian, other ex-USSR, major Euro-
pean languages, Traditional and Simplified Chinese Descrip-
tion RusLoc Ltd. is a Seattle-based corporation specializing 
in the translation and localization of software and other 
IT materials, scientific and technical publications, medical 
instrument manuals, web content, tests and tutorials. We 
provide in-country qual ty assurance and testing; quality 
graphic design; and multilingual DTP (PC and Mac). We 
have a proven ability to meet tight deadlines at competitive 
rates maintaining the highest possible quality with virtually 
unlimited capac ty due to the online nature of the enterprise. 
RusLoc is reliable, financially secure, NATO Commercial and 
Government Entity (NCAGE), CCR and D&B registered.
RusLoc Ltd. 20310 53rd Avenue West, Suite A, Lynnwood, WA 98036,
888-578-7562, Fax: 425-673-1322, E-mail: info@rusloc.com, Web: 
www.rusloc.com See ad on page 28

SDL International — E-nabling Global Business
Languages All Description SDL International is the leader in 
global information management (GIM) solutions that em-
power organizations to accelerate delivery of high-quality mul-
tilingual content to global markets. Our enterprise software 
and services integrate w th existing systems to manage global 
information from authoring to publication and throughout 
the distributed localization supply chain. Global industry lead-
ers rely on SDL to provide enterprise software or full outsourc-
ing for their GIM processes. SDL has implemented more than 
150 enterprise solutions and has over 130,000 software licenses 
deployed across the GIM ecosystem. Our global services infra-
structure spans over 50 offices in 30 countries.
SDL International 5700 Granite Parkway, Suite 410, Plano, TX 
75024, 214-387-8500, Fax: 214-387-9120, Web: www.sdl.com 
See ads on pages 83, 84

Studio Gambit Sp. z o.o.
Languages Central and Eastern European Description
Studio Gamb t, a regional vendor of choice for many re-
nowned global companies, has helped clients to get their 
message across to Central and Eastern Europe for the past 
14 years — always on time, on target and within budget. The 
fields of our subject matter expertise include IT, life sciences, 
consumer electronics, financial services, automotive and en-
gineering industries. Streamlined ISO 9001:2000-certified 
processes, advanced engineering capabil ties and value-added 
project management create a solid foundation of our services 
which go far beyond translation. We provide a full range of 
quality localization engineering and DTP services that every 
day yield tangible benefits to our customers’ bottom line.
Studio Gambit Sp. z o.o. ul. Matejki 6, 80-952 Gdańsk, Poland, 48-
58-345-3800, Fax: 48-58-345-1909, E-mail: gambit@stgambit
.com, Web: www.stgambit.com

Tek Translation International
Languages European, Scandinavian, Latin American, Middle 
Eastern, Asian Description Tek Translation has over 40 years 
of experience in working worldwide for the leading technol-
ogy companies. Now, thanks to the web, we operate globally 
from one production center offering a complete transla-
tion, web and software localization service into more than 
50 languages at lower prices than our major competitors. 
Our English-speaking project managers, specialist transla-
tors, linguistic controllers and engineers are all connected via 
Tek’s exclusive Project Web, which provides clients with their 

latest information online, schedules and query logs and al-
lows them to keep track of their projects at all times. To learn 
more about Tek, contact:
Tek Translation International C/ Ochandiano 18, 28023 Madrid, 
Spain, 34-91-414-1111, Fax: 34-91-414-4444, E-mail: sales@
tektrans.com, Web: www.tektrans.com See ad on page 15

TOIN Corporation 
Languages Traditional and Simplified Chinese, Japanese, 
Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and European languages 
Description TOIN Corporation is a full-service localization 
provider with services encompassing authoring, localiza-
tion, content management and workflow/process consulting.  
TOIN offers global reach and exceptional strength in Asia, 
with headquarters in Tokyo and add tional operations in the  
United States, Europe and China. The company has more than 
40 years’ experience helping Global 1000 companies in indus-
tries such as automotive, information technology, life sciences, 
engineering, electronics, training, publishing, software devel-
opment, manufacturing, semiconductors and consumer prod-
ucts. TOIN has worked w th clients such as IBM, Microsoft, 
NEC, Panasonic, SAP, Sun, Sybase, Toshiba and others. 
TOIN Corporation 
Japan Shiba 1-chome Building, 1-12-7 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 
105-0014 Japan, 81-3-3455-8764, Fax: 81-3-3455-6514, E-mail: 
yoshikazu-omi@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
Europe Dodaarslaan 55, 3645 JB Vinkeveen, The Netherlands, 
31-297-212-091, Fax: 31-297-212-086, E-mail: rene-savelsbergh@
to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
USA P.O. Box 19407, Minneapolis, MN 55419-0407, 612-926-0201, 
E-mail: aki-ito@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com 

Ushuaia Solutions
Languages Spanish (all varieties), Portuguese (Brazil) De-
scription Ushuaia Solutions is a fast-growing Latin American 
company providing solutions for translation, localization and 
globalization needs. Ushuaia Solutions is focused on being cre-
ative and proactive to meet tight time frames with a high-qual-
ty level and a cost-effective budget. Customizing its processes, 

Ushuaia assures project consistency and technical and linguis-
tic accuracy, thus reducing clients’ time-to-market. Ushuaia 
combines state-of-the-art technology with top-notch experi-
enced native translators, editors and software engineers. Our 
mission is to work together with our clients, thereby creating a 
flexible, reliable and open relationship for success.
UshuaiaSolutions Rioja 919, S2000AYK Rosario, Argentina, 54-341-
4493064, Fax: 54-341-4492542, E-mail: info@ushuaiasolutions.com,
Web: www.ushuaiasolutions.com See ad on page 14

VistaTEC
Languages All Description VistaTEC is a leading provider 
of globalization services and specializes in the localization 
and testing of enterprise, mobile and desktop applica-
tions. VistaTEC provides translation, technical consulting, 
engineering and testing during the design, development 
and marketing cycles of software products. VistaTEC has 
headquarters in Dublin, Ireland, and satellite offices in the 
United States. Additional information on VistaTEC is avail-
able at www.vistatec.ie
VistaTEC 
Europe VistaTEC House, 700 South Circular Road, Kilmainham, 
Dublin 8, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000, Fax: 353-1-416-8099, E-mail: 
info@vistatec.ie, Web: www.vistatec.ie
USA East 2706 Loma Street, Silver Spring, MD 20902, 301-649-
3012, Fax: 301-649-3032, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com
USA West 131 Shady Lane, Monterey, CA 93940, 831-655-1717, Fax: 
831-372-5838, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com  See ad on page 19
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Welocalize
Languages More than 40 European, Middle Eastern and 
Asian languages Description Our services fulfill the trans-
lation, engineering, testing and cultural needs inherent in 
releasing products globally. We enable our clients to meet 
these challenges and achieve fluid international product de-
velopment and faster global release cycles without increasing 
international development costs. Welocalize provides local-
ization, testing and translation services to leading companies,
including AOL, Apple, Cisco Systems, Computer Associates, 
IBM, Sun, Symantec and Xerox. The company maintains of-
fices in Frederick, Maryland; Portland, Oregon; Dublin, Ire-
land; Wakayama, Japan; and Saarbrücken, Germany.
Welocalize 241 East 4th Street, Suite 207, Frederick, MD 21701, 
301-668-0330, Fax: 301-668-0335, E-mail: info@welocalize.com, 
Web: www.welocalize.com See ad on page 61

WhP 
Languages All European and major Middle Eastern and Asian 
languages, including local variants Description WhP, a ma-
jor supplier for the industry-leading corporations, localizes 
software, documentation and web content. WhP has been 
benchmarked “Best Localization Vendor” by Compaq. Clients 
specifically appreciate WhP’s dedication to high quality and 
strict respect of deadlines and, consequently, entrust WhP with 
their most sensitive projects. WhP also helps many fast-grow-
ing companies to get their first localization projects smoothly 
off the ground. WhP’s flexible and open workflow technology 
adapts to any production process. WhP’s high standards satisfy 
the most demanding globalization requirements.
WhP Espace Beethoven BP102, F06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex, 
France, 33-493-00-40-30, Fax: 33-493-00-40-34, E-mail: info@
whp.fr, Web: www.whp.net, www.whp.fr See ad on page 59

WORDSTATION GmbH
Languages British and US English, German, French (other 
European languages are available upon request) Description
Since its founding in 1991, WORDSTATION has become a 
superior quality provider of localization services, including 
terminology work, software and documentation transla-
tion, electronic publishing and f lm production — starting 
from the bytes of the software down to the final deta ls of 
the documentation. We also conduct prototype translations 
to ensure translatability of software and documentation. 
WORDSTATION is large enough to ensure security and 
continuity, yet small enough to provide numerous advan-
tages: no administrative overhead, short communication 
channels, fast and efficient feedback, short production cycles, 
high motivation and excellent team spirit. Updates and fol-
low-up versions are done by the same specialists.
WORDSTATION GmbH Max-Planck-Strasse 6, D-63128 Dietzen-
bach, Germany, 49-6074-91442-0, Fax: 49-6074-91442-29, E-mail: 
info@wordstation.com, Web: www.wordstation.com 

LOCALIZATION TOOLS

Alchemy Software Development Ltd.
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Alchemy Software Development 
is the market leader in localization technology. With over 
8,000 licenses worldwide, Alchemy CATALYST is the domi-
nant choice among professional development companies, 
localization service providers and global technology leaders 
that need to accelerate entry into international markets. Al-
chemy CATALYST 5.0 boosts localization velocity, improves 
quality and reduces localization cost. Supporting all Microsoft 
platforms and development languages (VB, .NET, C++, C#), 
Borland C++Builder and Delphi, XML/XLIFF and databases 

(Oracle, MS-SQL), it is an indispensable solution for soft-
ware localization, helping clients achieve near-simultaneous 
release of their translated applications. Corel Corporation 
holds a 20% equity stake in Alchemy Software Development. 
Alchemy Software Development Ltd. Block 2, Harcourt Business 
Centre, Harcourt Street, Dublin 2, Ireland, 353-1-708-2800, Fax: 
353-1-708-2801, E-mail: info@alchemysoftware.ie, Web: www
.alchemysoftware.ie See ad on page 4

Visual Localize
Windows 98, NT, 2000, XP
Languages All, including Eastern European, Asian and bi-
directional languages using Unicode support Description
Visual Localize is a leading application that fully supports 
the software localization process of Microsoft Windows 
applications (including .NET applications), databases and 
XML files. It dramatically reduces cost, effort and complex-
ty of software localization. With ts MS Explorer “look and 

feel,” it is user friendly and intuitive to use. After a very short 
introduction time, you will be able to handle all kinds of lo-
calization projects. Visual Localize remembers all previous 
translati ons and thus maximizes re-use. W th Visual Local-
ize, no programming skills are required for localization. This 
makes t applicable for everyone. A free evaluation copy is 
available at www.visloc.com
AIT — Applied Information Technologies AG Leitzstrasse 45, 
D-70469 Stuttgart, Germany, 49-711-49066-431, Fax: 49-711-
49066-440, E-mail: info@visloc.com, Web: www.visloc.com

Idiom Technologies 
Multiple Platforms
Languages More than 120 Description Idiom Technologies
optimizes the globalization supply chain by aligning global 
enterprises, language service providers and translators. 
Award-winning WorldServer™ software solutions expand 
market reach and accelerate multilingual communication 
w th a proven platform for automating translation and lo-
calization processes. Idiom works w th global organizations 
including Adobe, Autodesk, Continental Airlines, eBay, 
Motorola and Travelocity to cost-effectively translate global 
websites and applications, streamline software localization 
and delivery, and speed time-to-market for international 
product documentation. Idiom also partners with consult-
ing firms, systems integrators and technology vendors to 
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help customers achieve high-quality results and maximize 
existing enterprise infrastructure. 
Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451, 
781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail: idiom_info@idiominc.com,
Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on page 62

PASSOLO
Version 6.0 for Windows NT, Windows 2000 and Windows XP
Languages All, including Eastern European, Asian and bi-
directional languages using Unicode support Description 
PASSOLO offers cutting-edge localization technology for all 
major Windows development platforms to process Windows 
software, Microsoft .NET, Borland Delphi/C++ Builder, Java, 
XML, XLIFF, HTML, text files and databases. The integration 
of translation memory systems (for example, SDL Trados), 
terminology databases, spell checkers and WYSIWYG editors 
guarantees high-quality and short turn-around cycles. PAS-
SOLO offers fuzzy-matching, pseudo-translation, numerous 
check functions, statistical reports, and experts for project 
setup, alignment and update processes. The optional Layout 
Engine can automatically re-size Windows dialogs and so 
reduces engineering costs. Automation and integration tech-
nologies provide users the means to adapt quickly to special 
requirements and non-standard f le formats. 
PASS Engineering GmbH Remigiusstrasse 1, D-53111 Bonn, 
Germany, 49-228-697242, Fax: 49-228-697104, E-mail: info@
passolo.com, Web: www.passolo.com See ad on page 7

PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Projetex: Project Management Software 
for Translation Agencies 
Windows
Language English Description Projetex 2006 is time-tested, 
multiuser project management software for translation agen-
cies. It is effectively used by managing directors, project man-
agers, accountants, in-house translators, human resources 
managers and sales managers in 100+ small and medium-
sized translation agencies around the world. Current deploy-
ments range from 2 to 30 workstations, while Projetex Server 
based on Firebird SQL platform can support up to 3,000 
simultaneous connections to the database without a loss 
in productivity. Does not require add tional components. 
Includes built-in AnyCount (word and character count soft-
ware) and CATCount (computer-assisted translation tool for 
easy word count). Reasonable pricing, fast implementation 
time and free technical support. 
Advanced International Translations, Ltd. Suite 1, Tolstogo 15 
Street, Kyiv 01033, Ukraine, 380-44-244-41-45, Fax: 380-44-244-
41-52, E-mail: info@translation3000.com, Web: www.projetex.com

RESEARCH

Make Our Knowledge Your Power
Description Common Sense Advisory is a research and con-
sulting firm committed to improving the qual ty of interna-
tional business and the efficiency of the online and offline 
operations that support it. We provide independent research, 
executive sales and management workshops, and business 
consulting to help companies make informed decisions 
about the technology, business services and organizational 
structures on which a global enterprise depends. Of course, 
keeping abreast of the fast pace of a global economy, whether 
you are a vendor or a buyer, is difficult, at best. Get accurate 
information. Profit in a global market. Contact Common 
Sense Advisory today. 
Common Sense Advisory, Inc. 100 Merrimack Street, Suite 301, 
Lowell, MA 01852, 866-510-6101, E-mail: info@commonsenseadvisory 
.com, Web: www.commonsenseadvisory.com See ad on page 19

TM BROKERS

The Translation Memory Brokers
Languages All Description Central to most translation pro-
cesses today is the database that contains previously translated 
data: the translation memory (TM). The consistently growing 
size of the TM represents an ever-increasing value to you as its 
owner. By the same token, it becomes increasingly attractive 
to TM buyers from the same industry to either jump-start a 
TM or complement it with proven, industry-specific transla-
tions. Through TM Marketplace, this asset can now provide 
an immediate return on investment through licensing to other 
parties. As TM brokers, TM Marketplace connects corporate 
owners of translation assets with parties who want to license 
and benefit from those linguistic resources.
TM Marketplace LLC 319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864, 
208-265-9465, 888-533-7886, Fax: 208-263-6310, E-mail: info@tm
marketplace.com, Web: www.tmmarketplace.com See ad on page 82

TRAINING & SEMINARS

The Localization Institute
Languages All Description The Localization Institute provides 
training, seminars and conferences for the global localiza-
tion community. Best known for ts four annual localization 
roundtables, the Inst tute’s events train localization profession-
als and promote the sharing of experience and information. 
Seminars include “Multilingual Websites,” “Writing and De-
signing for an International Audience,” “Localization Project 
Management,” “Advanced Localization Project Management,” 
“Designing International Web and User Interfaces,” “Writ-
ing Software for Win32API,” “Introduction to Localization,” 
“Tools and Technologies for Localization/Internationaliza-
tion,” “QA of Global Products,” “Implementing a Translation 
Memory Process” and “Introduction to Unicode.” See our 
website for details. Most seminars are available in-house.
The Localization Institute 4513 Vernon Boulevard, Suite 11, 
Madison, WI 53705, 608-233-1790, Fax: 608-441-6124, E-mail: 
info@localizationinstitute.com, Web: www.localizationinstitute.com 
See ad on page 31

TRANSLATION SERVICES

2tr Soluções Globais
Language Brazilian Portuguese Description Firmly com-
mitted to providing top-quality services, 2tr is backed by 
the proven track record of its founders, Adriana Ferreira 
and Jorge Marinho, with over ten years’ experience in the 
localization industry. We specialize in technical translations, 
from a few words on a label to complex million-word proj-
ects involving TEP, DTP, QA and testing of web, mobile and 
desktop applications and documentation in fields ranging 
from IT, telecom, energy and pharmaceuticals to business, 
finance and legal affairs. We are fully qualified in related lo-
calization services, such as DTP, engineering and testing in 
Western European languages. For add tional information, 
please contact us.
2tr Soluções Globais Ltda. Rua Voluntários da Pátria, 45 Sala 401, 
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, 22270-000, Brazil, 55-21-2266-6449, Fax: 55-21-
2286-1694, E-mail: info@2tr.com.br, Web: www.2tr.com.br 

ACP Traductera
Languages From all the world languages to languages of 
Central and Eastern Europe Description ACP Traductera  

is a translation agency based in the Czech Republic. Our 
local experience in Central Europe and our strong focus on 
appropriate language use make us the reliable partner for 
providing high-quality translations into Bulgarian, Czech, 
Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Roma-
nian, Russian, Slovak, Slovenian and Ukrainian. Document 
translation service, translation, proofreading, review, inde-
pendent specialist review, legal certification of translated 
documents, website and software localization, localization 
engineering, testing, documentation localization, graphic 
design, DTP operations and pre-press review and print-
ing. Our team of more than 1,000 professional translators, 
proofreaders, terminology specialists, graphic designers, IT 
engineers and, last but not least, experienced project man-
agers is our most significant asset.
ACP Traductera Na Vysluni 201/13, Prague 10, Czech Republic, 420-
384-361-300, Fax: 420-384-361-303, E-mail: info@traductera
.com, Web: www.traductera.com See ad on page 52

Technology Translations and Software Localization
Languages Chinese, Japanese, Korean and major European 
languages Description Arial Global is a US-based localiza-
tion company. Since 1993, we have translated and localized 
technical manuals and software for some of the best-known 
US and European technology firms in the world, all with the 
greatest precision, on time and on budget. We are known for 
our meticulous quality and uncompromising standards, and 
that’s why companies such as Intel have chosen to partner 
with Arial Global for more than a decade.
Arial Global, LLC 1820 East River Road, Suite 106, Tucson, AZ 
85718, 307-587-2557, Fax: 307-587-7448, E-mail: globalsales@
arialglobalreach.com, Web: www.arialglobalreach.com   

Celer Soluciones, S.L.
Translation — Technology — Quality
Languages All major European languages Description Celer
Soluciones provides suitable solutions to ensure we meet our 
clients’ objectives. We study their documentation require-
ments; produce translations that are adapted to specific 
markets and cultures; and prepare an end product in DTP or 
printed format in accordance w th the demands of each proj-
ect. Specialized fields include software localization; engineer-
ing and technology; life sciences; and institutional-corporate 
sector. Three elements of fundamental importance are devel-
oped and combined at Celer Soluciones: translation — good 
translation practice; technology — use of suitable computer-
assisted translation, file-handling and management tools; 
quality — quality in our client relations, quality of project 
management and quality of the documentation produced.
Celer Soluciones, S.L. Plaza de España, 12, 28008 Madrid, Spain, 34-
91-540-0540, Fax: 34-91-541-9259, E-mail: info@celersol.com, Web: 
www.celersol.com See ad on page 25

Conversis
Languages All Description Founded in 2003, Conversis is 
a UK-based leading provider of globalization, internation-
alization, localization and translation (GILT) services, tai-
loring business needs to each company’s relevant markets 
worldwide. Conversis offers a full range of global linguistic 
services, from high-quality translation of marketing col-
lateral and technical documentation to localization of soft-
ware and webs tes. Serving clients in more than 30 markets 
worldwide, Conversis partners with industry and linguistic 
experts to deliver return on investment for clients’ global 
business needs. 
Conversis Bignell Park Barns, Chesterton, Bicester, Oxfordshire, 
OX26 1TD UK, 44-845-450-0805, Fax: 44-845-450-0806, E-mail: 
info@conversisglobal.com, Web: www.conversisglobal.com 
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Decoder Plus Ltd.
Languages All Asian languages Description Decoder Plus is 
a highly trusted language service provider in Hong Kong, the 
gateway to mainland China and Asia. Since our establishment 
in early 2000, we have provided solutions for Asian language 
requirements to translation/localization companies, multi-
national corporations, listed companies and government 
departments from over 25 countries in Asia Pacific, North 
America and Europe. We offer translation, editing, proof-
reading, web localization, software localization and mult lin-
gual DTP services at competitive prices. Fields of expertise 
include IT, telecommunications, business, finance, banking, 
legal affairs/contracts, marketing, education and manufac-
turing as well as all areas of science and technology.
Decoder Plus Ltd. 16/F Cheung Kong Center, 2 Queen’s Road, 
Central, Hong Kong, 852-2992-0656, Fax: 852-2992-0434, E-mail: 
mail@decoderplus.com, Web: www.decoderplus.com

Eriksen Translations Inc.
Languages All Description Eriksen Translations Inc. is a lead-
ing provider of multilingual services, including translation, in-
terpreting, typesetting, project management, web localization
and cultural consulting. For 20 years, Eriksen has helped a 
broad range of organizations in both the public and private 
sectors excel across print, desktop and web environments 
in the domestic and global marketplace. With a worldwide 
network of over 5,000 linguists, a commitment to leading 
technologies, and an in-house staff dedicated to tailoring our 
proven project management process to the individual needs 
of each client, Eriksen is your globalization partner.
Eriksen Translations Inc. 32 Court Street, 20th Floor, Brooklyn, 
NY 11201, 718-802-9010, Fax: 718-802-0041, E-mail: info@er ksen 
inc.com, Web: www.erikseninc.com

EuroGreek Translations Limited
Language Greek Description EuroGreek Translations Lim-
ted is Europe’s number one Greek production house, spe-

cializing in technical and medical translations from English 
into Greek and from Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim is 
to provide high-qual ty, turnkey solutions, encompassing a 
whole range of client needs, from plain translation to desk-
top/web publishing to localization development and testing. 
Over the years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended to 
cover most subject areas, including German and French into 
Greek translation services. All of EuroGreek’s work is proof-
read by a second in-house specialist and is fully guaranteed 
for quality and on-time delivery.
EuroGreek Translations Limited 
London 27 Lascotts Road, London, N22 8JG UK  
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens 16675,
Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production@
eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 43

Follow-Up Translation Services
Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese, Latin American 
Spanish Description With more than 17 years of experi-
ence, we know exactly how to help your products and docu-
ments penetrate South American markets faster and more 
efficiently. Trust our expertise and leave your software/web-
site localization with us. Follow-Up gathers a select group 

of translation, localization, DTP, engineering and project 
management specialists to always exceed your company’s 
requirements of high quality and time-to-market. Our areas 
of expertise include IT, telecom, finance, ERP, marketing, 
medicine and pharmaceuticals.
Follow-Up Av. Presidente Wilson 165, Sala 1308, Rio de Janeiro, 
RJ 20030-020 Brazil, 55-21-2524-2994, Fax: 55-21-2210-5472,
E-mail: info@follow-up.com.br, Web: www.follow-up.com.br See 
ad on page 26

ForeignExchange Translations
Languages 42 languages and growing Description ForeignEx-
change is the global leader in providing translation services 
to life sciences companies. We work w th many of the biggest 
pharmaceutical companies, medical-device manufacturers, 
biotech companies and CROs. Our proprietary Multilingual 
Compliance Process combines expert linguists, best-of-breed 
technology and measurable translation quality in a process 
that is both robust and completely scalable, ensuring your 
projects are finished on time and within budget. For more in-
formation on how we can help meet your translation require-
ments or for a quote on your next translation project, please 
contact us directly or vis t our website at www.fxtrans.com
ForeignExchange Translations 411 Waverley Oaks Road, Suite 315, 
Waltham, MA 02452, 866-398-7267, 781-893-0013, Fax: 781-
893-0012, E-mail: getinfo@fxtrans.com, Web: www.fxtrans.com
See ad on page 50

Hermes Traducciones y 
Servicios Lingüísticos, S.L.
Languages Spanish, Portuguese (Continental and Braz lian), 
English, French, Italian, German and other languages on 
demand Description Established in 1991, Hermes Traduc-
ciones is a leading Spanish translation company, specializing 
in software and hardware localization and also undertaking 
a broad range of other translation projects. Comprehensive 
in-house translation teams include translators, reviewers 
and linguists w th an expertise in Spanish and Portuguese, 
a knowledge of CAT tools, and a commitment to deliver 
cost-efficient, reliable and high-qual ty services to customers. 
Hermes Traducciones is a member of the International Com-
mittee for the creation of the European Quality Standard for 
Translation Services. Hermes Traducciones also organizes 
university courses on localization and translation.
Hermes Traducciones y Servicios Lingüísticos, S.L. C/ Cólquide, 6 
- planta 2 - 3.oI, Edifi cio “Prisma”, 28230 Las Rozas, Madrid, Spain, 34-
916-407640, Fax: 34-916-378023, E-mail: hermestr@hermestrans
.com, Web: www.hermestrans.com See ad on page 44

ISO 9001:2000-Certified Translation Services
Languages All major languages Description Idem Transla-
tions, Inc., is a full-service translation/localization company, 
specializing in the life sciences, legal and IT industries since 
1983. Our expert translation teams combine linguistic excel-
lence with strong backgrounds in a variety of fields. We main-
tain specialized client glossaries and memory databases to 
ensure consistent terminology. Our ISO 9001:2000-certified
translation and quality processes guarantee a service that 
meets the highest industry standards. We offer a unique 
combination of industry-specific experience, knowledgeable 
translation teams and friendly, client-oriented service.
Idem Translations, Inc. 550 California Avenue, Suite 310, Palo Alto, 
CA 94306, 650-858-4336, Fax: 650-858-4339, E-mail: info@idem
translations.com, Web: www.idemtranslations.com See ad on page 43

International Communication by Design, Inc.
Languages All major languages, including double-byte 

Description An ATA member, ICD delivers accurate
translation and localization of manuals, websites and bro-
chures. With over 15 years’ experience, ICD provides 100% 
reliability, quality and on-time delivery. Our team includes 
ATA-accred ted translators who are native speakers, subject 
matter experts and project managers. Using the latest tools, 
ICD maintains translation memories that shorten project 
cycles and improve product consistency. ICD — translating 
your company into a global success.
International Communication by Design, Inc. 1726 North 1st 
Street, Milwaukee, WI 53212, 414-265-2171, Fax: 414-265-2101, 
E-mail: info@icdtranslation.com, Web: www.icdtranslation.com 

KERN Global Language Services 
Your language partner
LanguagesAll Description KERN Global Language Services 
is a leading provider in the area of global communica-
tion with over 35 offices worldwide. With more than 30 
years of experience, our services include translation and 
interpreting in all languages; software, multimedia and 
website localization; terminology management; multi-
lingual desktop publishing; and individual and corporate 
language training in all major languages. KERN has es-
tablished itself as a preferred insourcing and outsourcing 
solution provider for language services. We serve clients 
in all industry sectors, including the automotive, medical, 
pharmaceutical, chemical, IT and financial services indus-
tries. To learn more about us, please visit www.e-kern.com
KERN Global Language Services
USA 230 Park Avenue, Suite 1517, New York, NY 10169, 212-953-
2070, Fax: 212-953-2073, E-mail: info@e-kern.com
Europe Kurfuerstenstrasse 1, 60486 Frankfurt/Main, Germany, 49-
69-7560730, Fax: 49-69-751353, E-mail: info@e-kern.com 
China Right Emperor Commercial Building, Unit B, 11/F, 122-126 
Wellington Street, Central, Hong Kong, SAR China, 852-2850-4455, 
Fax: 852-2850-4466, E-mail: info@e-ke n.com, Web: www.e-kern.com

Lido-Lang Technical Translations
Languages All Description Established in Poland in 
1991, Lido-Lang has expertise in technical translations 
into Central and Eastern European languages. We also 
possess in-depth experience in the following fields: eco-
nomics, law, medicine and IT, providing translations in 
nearly all European and Asian language combinations. 
Our global network of more than 1,000 approved and 
highly qualified translators, our comprehensive proj-
ect management processes which cover translations, 
proofreading, editing and desktop publishing (QuarkX-
Press, InDesign, PageMaker, FrameMaker), and our experi-
ence with CAT Tools (TRADOS, SDLX) allow us to provide 
a premium quality service in accordance with the provi-
sions of  ISO 9001:2000 standard to which we were certified 
in May 2005.
Lido-Lang Technical Translations ul. Walerego Slawka 3, 30-653 
Krakow, Poland, 48-12-2546-123, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail: 
offi ce@lidolang.com, Web: www.lidolang.com

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
Languages All Description LinguaLinx is a full-service trans-
lation and localization agency specializing in the adaptation 
of marketing and communications materials into most of the 
world’s languages. Our enterprise language solutions range 
from glossary development and maintenance to translation 
memory deployment and global content management. In 
today’s highly competitive, global environment, t is becoming 
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increasingly difficult to differentiate one translation agency 
from another. We stand apart by taking the most proactive 
approach to quality in the industry, ut lizing stringent project 
management procedures, offering one of the most aggressive 
rate structures available and applying a sincere dedication to 
providing the best possible service.
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. 650 Franklin Street, Suite 502, 
Schenectady, NY 12305, 518-388-9000, Fax: 518-388-0066, E-mail: 
info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com

McElroy Translation
Languages All Description If you could design one, what 
would your ideal translation vendor be like? Your ideal trans-
lation vendor would, above all, give you more peace of mind 
at the end of the day. Maybe your ideal translation vendor 
focuses on helping you use translation to achieve a competi-
tive advantage in the global marketplace by improving turn-
around times, cost savings, communication, product quality 
and workflow processes? McElroy empowers you to design 
communication and processes around schedules and proj-
ect benchmarks that optimally meet your needs. McElroy’s 
clients have found their expectations met and exceeded for 
almost 40 years. Now, that’s peace of mind. 
McElroy Translation 910 West Avenue, Austin, TX 78701, 800-531-
9977, 512-472-6753, Fax: 512-472-4591, E-mail: quotes@mcelroy
translation.com, Web: www.mcelroytranslation.com See ad on page 48

Medical Translations Only
Languages All European languages and Japanese Description
MediLingua is one of the few medical translation special-
ists in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European 
languages (31 today and counting) and Japanese as well as 
translation-related services to manufacturers of medical de-
vices, instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software; pharma-
ceutical and biotechnology companies; medical publishers; 
national and international medical organizations; and other 
customers in the medical sector. Projects include the translation 
of documentation for medical devices, surgical instruments, 
hosp tal equipment and medical software; medical information 
for patients, medical students and physicians; scientific articles; 
press releases; product launches; clinical trial documentation; 
medical news; and articles from medical journals. 
MediLingua Medical Translations BV Poortgebouw, Rijnsbur-
gerweg 10, 2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands, 31-71-5680862, Fax: 
31-71-5234660, E-mail: simon.andriesen@medilingua.com, Web: 
www.medilingua.com See ad on page 43

the medical information company

mt-g — the medical information company
Languages All Description mt-g is the leading provider of 
translations and global information services dedicated to the 
medical science. We specialize primarily in medical technol-
ogy and diagnostics, regulatory affairs, dental medicine and 
other specialist medical fields. We offer a range of professional 
services covering translation, information production, global 
information management and XML documentation applica-
tions. At ts head office in Ulm and ts branch in Munich, 31 
salaried staff deliver solutions for information processes in 
medical science. More than 450 medical and pharmaceutical 
experts in over 100 countries are engaged in translating, pro-
ducing, managing and documenting medical information.
mt-g medical translation GmbH & Co. KG Eberhard-Finckh-
Strasse 55, 89075 Ulm, Germany, 49-731-17-63-97-0, Fax: 49-731-
17-63-97-50, E-mail: info@mt-g.com, Web: www.mt-g.com 

NCS Enterprises, L.L.C.
Languages All Description  With NCS you’ll find that the focus 
is on our clients and their translation projects. From the small-
est product label requiring desktop publishing to the largest, 
multilingual, online help text, our project managers will make 
the process smooth and painless. We find the right team of 
native-speaker professional translators and editors with indus-
try-specific knowledge for each project. Our working knowl-
edge of all types of software makes sure the translations are 
delivered as required. Even with being ISO 9001:2000-com-
pliant and using the latest technology, it’s about the people, 
communication and commitment to service. Call us at 412-
278-4590 to see how this translates into qual ty.
NCS Enterprises, L.L.C. 1222 Hope Hollow Road, 2nd Floor, 
Carnegie, PA 15106, 412-278-4590, Fax: 412-278-4595, E-mail: 
sales@ncs-pubs.com, Web: www.ncs-pubs.com 

One Planet
Languages All Description What makes One Planet differ-
ent? A deep understanding of corporate culture. Our clients 
require accuracy, measurable productiv ty and excellence in 
communication. How can one firm specialize in areas such 
as high technology, medical products and technical manu-
facturing? By blazing the path in translation since 1979, we 
utilize knowledgeable translators in the United States, Europe 
and Asia in every field and every specialty. Services include 
technical translation, software localization and multilingual 
website development. Our customers from Ametek to Unisys 
like the fact that we function as an extension of their teams. 
One Planet 820 Evergreen Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15209, 888-
677-1010, Fax: 412-632-1071, E-mail: info@one-planet.net, Web: 
www.one-planet.net 

Translation and localization into Polish 
Language Polish Description Ryszard Jarza Translations is an 
established provider of specialized Polish translation, local-
ization and DTP services, primarily for life sciences, IT, auto-
motive, refrigeration and other technology sectors. We work 
with multilanguage vendors and directly with documentation 
departments of large multinational customers. Our in-house 
team (12 full-time specialists) is comprised of experienced 
linguists with medical, engineering and IT backgrounds. We 
guarantee a high standard of quality while maintaining flex-
ibility, unparalleled responsiveness and reliabil ty. 
Ryszard Jarza Translations ul. Barlickiego 23/22, 50-324 Wroclaw, 
Poland, 48-601-728018, Fax: 48-71-3414441, E-mail: info@jarza
.com.pl, Web: www.jarza.com.pl See ad on page 45

Skrivanek Translation Services
Languages All, with a focus on Central and Eastern Europe 
Description Skrivanek is a world leader in the provision of 
language services, specifically translations spanning a mul-
titude of languages and the localization of products for 
maximum effect and achievement on international mar-
kets. Established in the Czech Republic in 1994, it quickly 
dominated the Central European translation market, creat-
ing a network of outlets stretching across 51 cities around 
the world. Its staff of professional translators, experienced 
project managers and dedicated software engineers and pro-
grammers have enabled Skrivanek to provide translation and 
localization services in any conceivable language, building 

up, in the process, an enviable clientele. Skrivanek’s quality of 
service is backed by EN ISO 9001:2001 certification.
Skrivanek Translation Services, Ltd. Nad Zaloznou 499/6, 180 00
Prague 8, Czech Republic, 420-233-320-560, Fax: 420-224-321-
556, E-mail: sales@skrivanek.com, Web: www.skrivanek.com 

Syntes Language Group, Inc.
Languages All Description Syntes Language Group is a lead-
ing quality provider of customized language solutions to 
business, government and professional clients. We deliver a 
full line of services in translation, interpreting and conference 
coordination; product, software and website localization; 
desktop publishing; multimedia production and voiceovers; 
and consultation in both project-specific and long-term plan-
ning for the incorporation of foreign language elements into 
your business. For 19 years, we’ve offered proven expertise in 
all major fields of industry, delivered by accomplished, experi-
enced professionals. All of this means that you get the ultimate 
in customer care and the best value for your project dollars.
Syntes Language Group, Inc. 7465 East Peakview Avenue, Centen-
nial, CO 80111, 888-779-1288, 303-779-1288, Fax: 303-779-1232, 
E-mail: inquiry@syntes.com, Web: www.syntes.com

TripleInk Multilingual Communications
Languages All major commercial languages Description As a 
mult lingual communications agency, TripleInk has provided 
industrial and consumer products companies with precise 
translation and multilingual production services for audio-
visual, online and print media since 1991. Our experience in 
adapting technical documentation and marketing communi-
cation materials covers a wide range of industries, including 
biomedical and health care; bu lding and construction; finan-
cial services; food and agriculture; high-tech and manufactur-
ing; and hosp tality and leisure, as well as government and 
nonprofit organizations. Using a total qual ty management 
process and state-of-the-art software and equipment, our team 
of foreign language professionals delivers the highest quality 
translations in a cost-effective and time-efficient manner.
TripleInk 60 South 6th Street, Suite 2600, Minneapolis, MN 55402, 
612-342-9800, 800-632-1388, Fax: 612-342-9745, E-mail: info@
tripleink.com, Web: www.tripleink.com

TRANSLATION TOOLS

Applications Technology, Inc.
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Machine Translation (MT) sys-
tems (TranSphere): Fully automated (parsing + statistics), 
special-domain dictionary stacking/update. Language pairs: 
English, Arabic, Turkish, Persian, Dari, Pashto, Korean, Chi-
nese, Japanese, Hebrew, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Por-
tuguese, Russian, Polish, Ukrainian and Dutch. Cross language 
pairs new releases: Arabic-French/Arabic-German/Turkish-
German. Translation Memory: Statistical parallel corpora-
based system decoupled/integrated w th MT. Webtrans: Web 
page translation — target language page reconstructed with 
hyperlinks, images, applets, objects and embedded scripts. MT 
API: For MT system integration (all languages with various so-
lutions). NameFinder: Proper noun detection (languages with 
no capitalization). MLIR (Multilingual Information Retrieval): 
retrieval of mult lingual content, including query translation, 
morphological and thematic searches (geographic, personal, 
corporate) name/event combinations.
Applications Technology, Inc. 6867 Elm Street, Suite 300, 
McLean, VA 22101, 703-821-5000, Fax: 703-821-5001, E-mail: 
info@apptek.com, Web: www.apptek.com
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Quality Assurance Software for Translations 
Windows
Languages All/Unicode Description ErrorSpy, a qual ty as-
surance software for translations, generates automatically a 
list of potential errors (terminology, numbers, completeness, 
tags, consistency and so on). The formats supported are bilin-
gual f les, all TRADOS formats, TMX (translation memories) 
and Trans t. An evaluation report of the translation quality 
can be customized. ErrorSpy is also available as a server-based 
version and can be integrated into individual workflows. 
D.O.G. Dokumentation ohne Grenzen GmbH Neue Ramtelstrasse
12, D-71299 Leonberg, Germany, 49-7152-354-11, Fax: 49-
7152-354-11, E-mail: francois.massion@dog-gmbh.de, Web: 
www.multilingual-products.com See ad on page 18

Idiom Technologies, Inc. 
Multiple Platforms
Languages More than 120 Description Idiom Technologies 
optimizes the globalization supply chain by aligning global 
enterprises, language service providers and translators. Award-
winning WorldServer™ software solutions expand market 
reach and accelerate multilingual communication with a proven 
platform for automating translation and localization processes. 
Idiom works with global organizations including Adobe, Au-
todesk, Continental Airlines, eBay, Motorola and Travelocity 
to cost-effectively translate global websites and applications, 
streamline software localization and delivery, and speed time-
to-market for international product documentation. Idiom 
also partners w th consulting firms, systems integrators and 
technology vendors to help customers achieve high-quality 
results and maximize existing enterprise infrastructure. 
Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451, 
781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail: idiom_info@idiominc
.com, Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on page 62 

TextBase meets Translation Memory
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Unicode languages Description MultiTrans 4
is an innovative software solution integrating TextBase 
Translation Memory (TM) with best-in-class terminology 
management. The unique and revolutionary text alignment 
capabilities of the TextBase TM allow unlocking linguistic 
assets by rapidly creating very large TextBase TMs and ex-
tracting relevant terminology. MultiTrans 4 deploys linguistic 
assets through desktop and centralized enterprise applica-
tions for authors, project managers, in-house translators and 
revisors, LSPs and freelancers. MultiTrans 4 is a value-added 
alternative to conventional TM and is widely adopted by cor-
porations, inst tutions, governments, LSPs and freelancers in 
over 30 countries, including the Translation Bureau of the 

Government of Canada, several United Nations’ organiza-
tions, Ford, Pfizer and Kraft.  
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, QC, Canada, 
J8Y 3Y7, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-778-0801, E-mail: info 
@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com See ad on page 56

SDL TRADOS Technologies
Languages All Description SDL TRADOS Technologies, 
a division of SDL International, is the world’s largest pro-
vider of trusted technology solutions for global information 
management (GIM), which benefit corporations and insti-
tutions, language service providers and freelance translators 
worldwide. SDL has over 130,000 software licenses deployed 
across the translation supply chain and has demonstrated 
proven ROI in over 150 enterprise solution installations. SDL 
delivers innovative software products that accelerate global 
content delivery and maximize language translation pro-
ductiv ty. The new launch of SDL Trados Synergy 2006 em-
powers enterprises to efficiently manage translation projects
across multiple suppliers and ensures total visibility of all 
project elements across the entire translation supply chain.
SDL International 5700 Granite Parkway, Suite 410, Plano, TX  
75024, 904-683-9259, Fax: 904-683-9259, E-mail: productsales@
sdl.com, Web: www.sdl.com See ads on pages 83, 84 

SYSTRAN 
Multiple Platforms
Languages 52 language combinations Description SYSTRAN
is the market leading provider of language translation software 
products and for the desktop, enterprise and internet that fa-
cilitate communication in 52 language combinations and in 20 
domains. With over three decades of expertise, research and de-
velopment, SYSTRAN’s software is the choice of leading global 
corporations, portals and public agencies. Use of SYSTRAN
products and solutions enhances multilingual communication 
and increases user productivity and time-savings for B2E, B2B 
and B2C markets as they deliver real-time language solutions 
for search, content management, online customer support, in-
tra-company communications, and e-commerce. 
SYSTRAN 
North America 9333 Genesee Avenue, Plaza Level, Suite PL1, San 
Diego, CA 92121, 858-457-1900, Fax: 858-457-0648
Europe Paroi Nord - La Grande Arche, 1, Parvis de la Défense, 92044 
Paris La Défense Cedex, France, 33-825-80-10-80, Fax: 33-1-46-98-
00-59, E-mail: info@systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com 
See ad on page 11 

Solutions for Terminology,   
Full-text and Bitext Management
Windows and Web
Languages Windows: All Roman alphabet; LogiTermWeb-
Plus: Unicode Description A single software package to 
manage your terminology and databanks. Efficient and 
effective consultation of terms and texts. The most robust 
alignment tool on the market. More consistent use of ter-
minology and phraseology in-house and by freelancers. In-
ternal and external repet tion detection and pretranslation. 
The web version allows access to your terminology, bitexts 
and documents by translators, wr ters and subcontractors 
from anywhere in the world.
Terminotix Inc. 240 Bank Street, Suite 600, Ottawa, ON, Canada 
K2P 1X4, 613-233-8465, Fax: 613-233-3995, E-mail: termino@
terminotix.com, Web: www.terminotix.com See ad on page 45

WORKFLOW SOLUTIONS

LTC Worx
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description LTC Worx and its time-saving 
philosophy of “automate what you can, control what you 
need” mean that the software adapts to the user’s needs, not 
the other way around. Users themselves define company-
wide and project-specific workflows to save significant time 
and money on every step of every project from the quota-
tion right through to the invoice. LTC Worx is su table for 
any size LSP or language department, and its powerful mul-
tisite, multicurrency and time zone management means it 
w ll also satisfy the largest players.
The Language Technology Centre Ltd. 5-7 Kingston Hill, Kingston 
upon Thames, Surrey, KT2 7PW UK, 44-20-8549-2359, Fax: 44-20-
8974-6994, E-mail: info@langtech.co.uk, Web: www.langtech.co.uk
See ad on page 49 
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W A couple of years ago another company selling household 
appliances advertised looking for a “Secretary/Assistant” to its 
marketing group. This person should, of course, do the normal 
secretarial work, that is, booking trips, hotel rooms and so on, 
but additional work included writing user manuals and translat-
ing from another language into Swedish! So, here we have a 
“superwoman.” I hope she got paid accordingly.

As long as companies see technical writing in this way, I do 
not see that localization will get any attention or status.

Many of you may have heard me at conferences or have read 
other articles by me so that you already know what my mantra 
is: “Fix the English and you have fi xed the translation problem.” 
To be successful in localization, it is necessary to improve the 
source language. To do this, you need to have good linguists with 
pedagogical skills writing in their native language, and you must 
provide them with good authoring tools. To me this is obvious, but 
how do you make management see this? Yes, return on investment 
(ROI) is the answer, but very often you do not see the ROI until 
the next fi scal year or even later and in the modern economy the 
quarterly report is more important. You also have the more subjec-
tive aspects of the question — What is quality? Is it important that 
the user is happy? Can you show that they will buy our equipment 
again after a number of years if they like the support material?

Looking at translation and localization
Let us drop the question of technical writing and look at 

translation/localization. Assuming that we have “fi xed the Eng-
lish,” the translation should be smooth and easy or. . .? The fi rst 
question from management is always “How much?”, and the next 
is “What! Why?” The management view seems to be that as long 
as it is cheap and quick it is good. I think that a badly translated 
text — whether it is in a manual, on the front panel, on a screen 
or in a fancy sales brochure — will make the customer suspicious. 
“Can I really trust this product if the company accepts such low-
quality language?” In many cultures it can be very offending to 

Why do companies see localization as a cost 
rather than as a benefi t? Looking back at more 
than 25 years of technical writing and localization 
issues, I want to summarize my experiences as well 
as discuss why this is still considered just a costly 
“necessary evil” by many companies.

As always, I think we should look for the cause as far upstream 
as possible, in this case with the technical writing. When I started 
as a technical writer in 1980, people did not understand why I 
left an interesting job in engineering to write user manuals. At 
that time the traditional tech writer was someone who had failed 
doing his or her real job or for some other obscure reason had to 
be put somewhere else in the organization. I guess I was not the 
best engineer, but my reason was that I liked languages and writ-
ing. I was obviously a strange and suspicious character.

Fortunately enough, the person hiring me had a vision. He 
considered all printed material from the company as marketing 
communications, and consequently the quality of the con-
tents as well as the graphical format was as important for a 
technical manual as for a glossy brochure. As often is the case, 
visionaries have a hard time trying to convince management 
that resources and investments into tools and well-trained 
specialists are necessary even for technical writing. He survived 
about fi ve years.

Back to square one — “anyone can write a manual” and “our 
engineers are good at English,” so why bother?

The status of the tech writers’ group dropped to the normal 
level, the lowest of the low, and not much has changed since 
then. In the company where I worked until my retirement, we 
had a highly qualifi ed staff with medical backgrounds, linguistic 
expertise, media knowledge, pedagogical skills and a thorough 
understanding of the regulatory aspects. Still, we often heard 
comments such as “With your education, why do you do this kind 
of job?” We also had comments to our native-English-speaking 
writers that their English was not good enough; why the printing 
of a 300-page manual could take weeks to do when they could 
print it out themselves in a few minutes; and why translation was 
so time consuming and expensive when they had a spouse, son or 
daughter who could do it for almost nothing in a few hours.

Göran Nordlund has recently retired from project management with 
a medical devices fi rm in Sweden.

Takeaway is an opportunity to comment on language-industry issues. 
Contributions are welcome. Send them to editor@multilingual.com

Looking back:
lessons in localization 

Göran Nordlund Takeaw
ay
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use low-quality language for your message. If the language is of 
low-quality, maybe it is the same with the message.

As with technical writing, translating is an easy task that anyone 
can do. After all, in the modern international society we are all 
fl uent in many languages or we have a wife or friend who is an 
expert. Why spend time and money on these expensive slow trans-
lation vendors? I have many times heard people say that they will 
leave and become translators instead as they “must make so much 
money even without working hard.” I usually say “Good luck!”

Translation is qualifi ed work and very often underestimated. 
A good translator must be fl uent in at least two languages, be 
a good linguist, and have enough knowledge about the subject. 
You cannot expect someone translating cell phone instructions 
to the next day produce a good translation on pharmaceuticals 
or medical devices. The relation between price and quality is ob-
vious, but companies are still questioning the price. When only 
top quality is accepted for the components in a product, why 
should this not apply to the information to the end user?

What can we do to improve understanding?
To summarize, I would say that the main reason that localiza-

tion is just a burden to many companies is a lack of understand-
ing of the work. So, what can we do to change this? There is, of 
course, not just one simple answer but let me suggest some:

Urge internal marketing to improve the status of technical 
writing and localization.

Demand money and time to participate in national and 
international conferences. Do not accept that there is no budget 
for this.

Be active in different networks and conferences and show 
the results to management.

Be active in conferences. Always try to get a presentation 
accepted. The advisory boards are always looking for interesting 
presentations and new presenters. Do not be shy!

Share your experiences with colleagues by writing articles, 
and, if you get something published, order reprints and send to 
your manager as well as other colleagues.

Measure as much as possible, even if it is not possible to 
measure. Do it anyway. Managers love fi gures.

Try to fi nd measures of ROI in unexpected places, not only 
in the localization group.

By doing this, you can help turn the cost into a benefi t for 
many companies. The importance of customer satisfaction, posi-
tive comments about the material, fewer calls to support and 
fewer incidents caused by misinterpretation of instructions may 
be diffi cult to measure but should not be underestimated.

As a marketing tool, it is also a benefi t to say to your cus-
tomer that all instructions and support material are available in 
the local language.

The more I look at the benefi ts and how easy it would be to 
see advantages rather than costs, the more puzzled I get. Why, 
after so many years, are we still struggling with this question?  
Let us face it. There will always be a need for localization, and 
the need is growing all the time.

Turn the problem into a challenge!
After all these years in the world of localization, it is time for 

me to leave. I want to thank all the professional and wonderful 
people I have met at different conferences, and I would also like 
to say thank you for all positive comments I have gotten from 
readers all over the world. I have made many friends during this 
exciting trip, and I hope to see you all some time soon. M

How many assets lie dormant in your corporate treasure vault in the form 
of translation memory data? 

We can help you make the most of those hidden assets.  
Visit www.tmmarketplace.com to discover how.

THE TRANSLATION 
MEMORY BROKERS

Are you hoarding hidden treasure?

www.tmmarketplace.com

General Motors has made available
more than 4 million translation units

in 6 language combinations.
Interested in licensing that data?

Call 1-888-533-7888
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To improve is to change. To be perfect is to change many times.

The SDL TRADOS Technologies team will be visiting
more than 20 cities worldwide throughout 2007. 

Come to our City Tours and Roadshows, and meet 
the team. You will be able to speak to our training 
and support managers, business consultants and even
product managers who can help you make the most 
of translation technology.

Gert Troch
Business Consultant,

SDL TRADOS 
Technologies

Email: gerttroch@sdl.com

“

”

If you have any comments on our level 

of customer service, please email me at 

gerttroch@sdl.com

Find out which city near you we are

coming to and register at 

www.sdl.com/citytours

Coming soon to 
a city near you…
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To improve is to change. To be perfect is to change many times.

Argyro Kyriakidou
Marketing

Programs Manager,
SDL TRADOS Technologies

Email: argyrokyriakidou@sdl.com

You suggest. You vote.
We develop.
More than ever we believe the best way to develop our products
is to ask you, our customers, to suggest features and functionality
for future versions of our software.

With this in mind, we have created ideas.sdltrados.com.
We have become one of the first companies in the world 
to introduce a customer led suggestion and voting process
towards product development requests.

ideas.sdltrados.com is an online community designed to bring 
all of us closer to the creative side of technology by allowing you
to suggest ideas and interact with other customers and SDL
TRADOS experts.

Our commitment is to listen to your input to improve our
products and the way we serve you. You’ll be kept constantly
informed on how SDL TRADOS brings your ideas to life.

Launching in June!

“

”

If you have any comments on our level 

of customer service, please email me at: 

argyrokyriakidou@sdl.com

Shape the future of your SDL TRADOS product.

To submit your idea today, visit: 

ideas.sdltrados.com
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